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INTRODUCTION

6550th SECURITY POLICE SQUADRON

TACTICAL NEUTRALIZATION TEAM

1. In May 1976, nine Security Police volunteers from Patrick AFB underwent one
week of Special Weapons and Tactics Training with the Melbourne PD, Fl. The
training was in preparation for a special assignment, protect the public and
government property during the Bicentennial celebration for science aM tech
nology at Cape Canaveral, Fl. For 63 days, 13 hours a day 7 days a week the
volunteers trained and stood ready as a quick response team.

2. In January 1977, Lt Col Donald C. Thomas, Jr., Chief, Security Police sent
seventeen Security Police volunteers (six of the original nine) to undergo an
extensive Special Weapons and Tactics Course instructed by the Orange County
Sheriff’s Dept S.W.A.T. On the first day the Security Police witnessed an
actual hostage situation. From that point on the volunteers were given no
rest, classroom training in tactics, equipment and special weapons, hostage,
sniper and barricaded subject exercises for hours on end. Helicopter rappelling
and extractions, building entry and tower rappelling including tie offs and
cover fire, terrorist assaults and physical fitness test. On completion the
Security Police volunteers received praise from their instructors and were the
first EJSAF personnel to earn S.W.A.T. certificates. In addition, the volunteers
were informed by Dave Kriskovich (FBI instructor on rappelling, flown in from
Washington DC especially for this course) that to his knowledge the two Security
Police females were the first to rappel from a helicopter.

3. The training did not end there, in addition to maintaining proficiency in
their newly learned skills, TSgt Eugene Hoard, team leader extended his team’s
effectiveness by arranging Red Cross instructed courses in Standard First Aid
and Personal Safety (one week) CPR (4 days), Advanced Water Survival and
Rescue (2 weeks), Power Boat Operations, Search and Rescue (2 weeks) and an
Explosives Familiarization Class given by an experienced AF EOD Team. As a
result of the combined courses, the Tactical Neutralization team was given a 22’
power boat (by MWR) and now extends to the base personnel and pilots a search
and rescue mission far surpassing any other rescue response to the waters
surrounding Patrick AFB, either civilian or military.

4. The team has preformed in a number of demonstrations including the AFSC
Security Police Conference, assisted in training the Pan Am Security Guards,
acted as advisor to local police, FBI teams and prison guard riot control teams.
The team received publicity from the AIRMAN Magazine and the Air Force Now Film.

5. We are honored that so many Security Police Squadrons throughout the world
feel that our Tactical Neutralization Team program sets the example from which
they may follow. The material contained in this suggested format is a combina
tion of Civil Police Special Weapons and Tactics, Federal Bureau of Investigation
and our own Security Police procedures. This material should not be considered
as the only way to develop a team or conduct a TNT Operation, but simply a start
or a direction. It is our genuine desire to assist you in any way possible in
building an effective Tactical Neutralization Team program.

6. As the iJSAF remains ready for a conflict that may never occur, the Patrick
AFB TNT train for a situation that may never happen.
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DEVELOPMENT

The 6550th Security Police Squadron performs the basic and necessary
functions of any law enforcement agency —— the prevention of crime,
preservation of the peace, protection of life and property, and the
apprehension of offenders.

During recent years, the social ills and civil unrest which has prevailed
in our country has progressed to a state of rebellion which is developing
Into guerilla warfare. Almost daily, there are reports of bombings,
kidnappings, ambushes, assassinations, and other terrorist acts. These
bombings, kidnappings, of public officials, hijacking of aircraft and
ambushing of policemen are but a few of the increased responsibilities
with which law enforcement agencies find themselves confronted. Modern
police athinistrators recognize that without special weapons or training,
police response to incidents of sniper fire, or barricaded suspects, iä
almost universally unsatisfactory. The task of stopping attacks from
such sources can best be accomplished with a small group of highly
disciplined officers using special weapons and tactics designed to
neutralize the opposing fire power source with a judicious application of
deadly force in a manner which presents minimal hazards to the lives of
residents, passerby, and police officers in the area.
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RESPONDING TO THE HOSTAGE SITUATION

1. INTRODUCTION: Hostage incidents have been increasing since 1972.
The challenges facing police officers in such situations are deii.cate,
and critical, because human lives are at stake. If there is no proper
planning and training, or if police actions are impulsive or uncoordin
ated, lives may unnecessarily be lost. This plan requires the response
of the Tactical Neutralization Team and trained negotiators who carry
out pre—determined, specifically delineated duties and responsibilities.

a. The success of any hostage plan hinges on a team approach, good
comunications and coordination of tactical maneuvers under one conmiander.
In these situations the team consists of:

(1) Law enforcement personnel who are well ingrained with the
philosophy and policy of restraint and containment.

(2) Tactical Neutralization Team personnel specially trained and
equipped in firearms tactics.

(3) Other police personnel, e.g., FBI and/or 051, medical
personnel trained in the psychology and techniques of negotiation.

b. Because of the complex nature of hostage confrontations, the
police response must be a coordinated team action. Each and every member
acting under the direction of the FBI, Chief of Security Police, or Wing
Commander, has a vital role to play. This procedure should be considered
as a guide in formulating police tactics and functions, so that the
operation is effectively directed, coordinated and controlled. The theme
that permeates the manual is the S~f_f~LEASLQE1EIEJJOSIAfiE. This premise
must always be considered in the implementation of this plan. NOTE: Once
a course of action or tactic has been decided on, the T.N.T. act on the
instructions of the Team Leader.

2. TACTICS: The best tactic for hostage situations would, of course, be
an avoidance of them in the first instance. Care should be taken to
avoid creating situations of armed felons trapped inside premises with
potential hostages.

a. Once the first officers on the scene realize that a hostage
situation has developed, they shall refrain from any firing that would
endanger the hostages and they shall seek to confine the captors to the
smallest possible area that is consistent with their own safety. The
radio dispatcher shall be immediately notified that a hostage situation
is in progress.

b. Tactical Neutralization Team personnel who are specially trained
and equipped with heavy weapons and protective body armor will relieve
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law enforcement personnel who are containing the situation. They will
establish an Inner Perimeter and evacuate this area. Access into this
area will be limited to Emergency Service personnel and the hostage
negotiators. Members within the Inner Perimeter shall be equipped with
and conmwnicate on TAC II frequency radios.

c. Upon his arrival, the Patrol Supervisor will confer with personnel
already on the scene and establish the boundaries of the Outer Perimeter.
Vehicular traffic and unnecessary pedestrian traffic will be excluded
from this area. Amobili~ation point and a temporary headquarters will be
established within the oUter Perimeter. On duty law enforcement personnel
as well as any other needed USAF personnel will be used to secure this
area.

d. The FBI, Chief of Security Police, T.N.T. Leader with the assistance
of the OSI, will debrief members relieved from the Inner Perimeter and
witnesses or other persons possessing knowledge of the situation or
lcoation.

e. When the situation has stabilized, they may establish a “think
tank” staffed by any medical, other trained negotiators or personnel who
may be of assistance in formulating strategy and developing plans.

f. The members of the Kostage Negotiating Team will be notified to
respond through the Law Enforcement Desk Clerk. Upon their arrival, they
will confer with the FBI, Chief of Security Police, T.N.T. Leader and the
Negotiator Psychologist, if negotiations have already been established,
if not, they will begin communications with the captors at a point of
negotiation, usually within the Inner PerImeter.

3. NEGOTIATING TECHNIQUES: In addition to its overriding concern for the
preservation of human life, this hostage plan contains a unique innovation
that is a departure from the traditional police response to such situations —

buying time through the use of personnel specially trained in psychological
techniques for hostage negotiations.

a. Time is a most important factor. As a general rule, the more
time the captor spends with the hostage the less likely he is to take the
hostage’s life, because they become acquainted and develop feelings for
one another.

b. While allowing this transference of feelings to take place, the
passage of time also gives the police an opportunity to prepare for differ
ent eventualities and allows the captor to make a mistake. Mistakes by
the criminal, when the police are prepared for them, are the “luck” you
read about when a hostage situation is brought to a successful conclusion.
As someone once observed, “Luck is the residue of careful planning and
proper preparation.”
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c. The psychological profile of the typical captor falls into one of
three broad categories:

(1) The professional criminal who has his escape blocked during
the comeission of a crime.

(2) The psychotic

(3) The terrorist

d. A methodology of crisis intervention through negotiations was
developed for such situations in order to ease anxieties and tensions
and if possible, to allow the captor to assess the situation rationally.
This methodology is based on an understanding of the psychological forces
which are present during hostage confrontations.

e. Since no two hostage confrontations are alike, there can be no
standardized format for negotiations. Each situation is treated indivi
dually. However, the following techniques have been developed as a result
of past experiences:

(1) Members of the Hostage Negoti:ating Team should have a mature
appearance so that they will be perceived by the captor as a person of
authority.

(2) The negotiator should not portray himself as the ultimate
decion maker. This will permit the negotiator to defer decisions, buy
time and maintain rapport with the captor when demands are delayed or
refused becuase he, the negotiator, is not the person denying the
captor’s request.

f. The negotiator should be aware of the following psychological
differences among captor types:

(1) Usually the easiest type of captor to deal with is the
professional criminal. He is considered a relatively rational thinker
who after assessing the situation and weighing the odds, in most cases,
comes to terms with the police and refrains from unnecessary violence
or useless killing.

(2) The psychotic individual, on the other hand, presents
different and more complex problems. He tends to be irrational and there
fore less pridictable. His actions, the words he uses and the demands he
makes, are often valuable clues to his mental condition. He may even
feel a degree of pleasure from his precarious predicament as he now finds
himself important and the center of attention, a position which may be
unique in his life. Time works for us in this instance because the
psychotic is emotionally tense and expends a great deal of physical
and psychic energy, which eventually wears him down.
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(3) The terrorist creates an even more difficult hostage situation.
Many rationalize their behavior by claiming to be revolutionaries seeking
social justice. In these situation, the resolve to die for their cause
may deteriorate with the passage of time, thus allowing mistakes to be
made.

g. In any case, if the captor kills one of the hostages during
negotiations, action should be taken to save the lives of the remaining
hostages because once he kills one he is likely to kill more.

h. Practically all demands are negotiable but two:

(1) Supplying weapons. If the felon is bluffing with an unloaded
or bogus weapon, giving him a gun would truly create a real danger.

(2) No additional hostages are to be given or exchanged.

h. Every decision that is made should be predicated on the philosophy
that human life — the hostage’s, the police officer’s and the captor’s —

is sacred and constitutes the first priority in devising any strategy.
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TEE HOSTAGE SITUATION:

EXPLORING ThE MOTIVATION AND CAUSE

BY

BA Conrad V. Hassel
TRANS Unit
FBI Academy
Quantico, Virginia

Published in September 1975, “Police Chief”
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Wan has almost infinite capacity for good or evil limited

only by technology. Throughout human history his ability to aileviate

human suffering has been paralleled only by his ability to cause it.

With each new advance in weaponry, the longbow, crossbow, flintlock, small

portable automatic weapon and plastic explosives, the criminal has

been able to control, maim or kill increased numbers of innocent

victims. Without a sophisticated system of air transportation the term

“skyjacker” would never have been coined. He also has a worldwide

audience for his more spectacular depredations through a highly developed

system of electronic communications.

Of particular national and international concern recently

has been the phenomenon of taking hostages to enforce demands. This

criminal device is probably one of the oldest known to man. It is

found in ancient Creek and Roman mythologies and the Norse sagas. It

has been used by every generation and almost every culture. At

certain times in history it was even more common than it is today.

Medieval rulers regularly hired assassins to murder or hold for ransom

political enemies. In recent years political events in Algeria, Kenya

and Vietnam are replete with examples of kidnapping and murder. It

would appear that neither the tactic nor the motivation for the taking

of hostages are recent innovations in criminological theory.

Concern with this phenomenon has increased as a result of

the upsurge of incidents in recent years. According to a 19714 study

prepared by the House Committee on Internal Security from 1968 to 1973

there have been over 4OO individual acts of terrorism of an international

nature where terrorists crossed international borders to attack or in

7
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which victims were selected because of their affiliation with a

foreign state, i.e., diplomats, foreign businessmen, etc. Many of

these acts involved the taking of hostages. This statistic reveals

only a fraction of the incidents which occurred during those years

since it does not include political kidnapping purely domestic in

nature, or, nonpolitical kidnapping where the motive was personal gain.

One useful if not precise method of viewing the kidnap/host

age situation is anmining the subject’s motivation. Since hunan

motivation is intrinsically a multifaceted phenomenon and in many cases

unclear, even to the subject himself, some social scientists may

consider this method less than exact.

The Rational Political Motive

The term”rational” is used here to describe the thinking process

of the perpetrator. His psyche is relatively normal, unimpaired by

a mental disease or defeat. “Rational”, does not describe the logic of

the cause espoused by the subject. His cause, which may be highly

irrational in the eyes of a majority of persons, is the “sine qua non”

of his actions, “but for” his belief in the cause he would be in all

respects rational. In this case such dedication is not the result of

a pathological mental disease, but stems from his environment, training

and education. He views himself as the antithesis of a criminal, he

is a patriot, a freedom fighter.

The zealot action because of a firmly held belief is not a

new phenomenon either in U.S. or foreign history. If one believes

that his people, liberty or country is in imminent danger from a

repressive regime, he may feel impelled to act, either to forestall
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this event, or publicize it to an uncaring world. Whether the situation

is actunily as perceived by the person so acting is of no immediate

moment to victims.

This attitude appears common in such diverse organizations

as the Weather Underground, Black September, The Irish Republican Army

and The Tupanamos. The individual philosphies may, to a degree, differ,

but the dedication is the same.

The Marxist fthic

The overwhelming majority of terrorist organizations presently

active both here in the U.S. and in foreign countries are oriented

towards a Marxist philosophy. An examination of the Marxist stance

points out the wide gulf between those who fanatically dedicate them

selves to this cause and those who view the world in the traditionally

Judeo-Christian tens.

According to Marx, the “raison d’etre” of man is to bring

closer to reality the revolution of the proletariat, where the small

power elite which controls the wealth of the world is overthrown by the

downtrodden masses to whom such wealth justly belongs. Therefore all

significant acts of the Marxist revolutionary must be measured a~inst

the only moral reality, does this action contribute to the revolution?

The conventional mores such as truth, honesty and the values reflected

in the Ten Commandments are dismissed as bourgeois morality and are

considered merely imperialistic devices to maintain the status-quo.

The Marxist view is abundantly reflected in the writings of

his followers. Mao Tse-tung says, “Power grows from the barrel of a

gun,” not from the consent of the governed. Che Guevara wrote, “People

must see clearly the futility of maintaining the fight for social goals
9



within the framework of civil debate. IT

There are over 21 terrorist organizations in the U.S. today

most of which subscribe to the Marxist position, and view the U.S. as

the main bastion of imperialistic aggression. Add to these 16 such

organizations in the Middle ~st, ten in Africa, ten in western Europe

and many more in Burma, Japan and the Philippines and the potential for

terrorism is evident.

A notorious tactic frequently employed by these groups has

been the kidnap-hostage phenomenon. In the U.S. the Hearst kidnapping

and various politically motivated skyjackings have occurred. In

foreign countries, citizens of the U.S. have been held hostage, i.e.,

in Khartoum, two American diplomats were held hostage and murdered by

a Pulestinian Extremist group. In Latin America, U.S. businessmen and

diplomats have been held for ransom and sometimes brutally murdered.

With the increase in such activity it is essential that

those in law enforcement who must deal with representatives of these

extremist groups understand and fully appreciate the Marxist ethic.

Commitment to Cause vs. Publicity

When a highly trained and motivated group of terrorists is

holding hostaged and making demands, an immediate impasse is reached

when the demands are nonnegotiable, i.e., release of prisoners, amnesty,

etc. If the terrorists are advised at the outset that the demands

wIll not be met, they are left with a limited number of options, three

of which are:

1. Choose martyrdom, kill hostages, commit suicide.

2. Lessen demands to more realistic proportions and continue

negotiations. 10



3. Surrender.

If the terrorists lessen d~nds then their c~itment to

the cause is not as strong as they originaily had proclaimed. Once

the terrorist admits he is wiling to take less than he initiafly

demanded, the psychological advantage reverts to the law enforcement

negotiator. Time now becomes the any of the besieger rather than the

Wesieged.

If it is felt that the terrorist will kill hostages and

choose martyrdom, a useful device might be to withhold the media from

the terrorist, thus eliminating his ability to publicize his martyrdom.

The Marxist view is such that a sacrifice without the cooperation of

the press would be useless. The martyrdom of a comrad to the cause

would not be broadcast around the world to inspire others.

Measuring the degree of commitment to the terrorist is

admittedly a chancy procedure and one that is prone to miscalculation.

The dedication of the “Jaranese Red Any” at the Lod Airport attack in

May of 1972 was evident in the virtually suicidal concept of the

operation and it resulted in 26 dead and 80 wounded.

However, the ability to gain media coverage by the terrorist

usually predominates in the planning of his activities.

Cooperation of the Media

It is a rare terrorist who is willing to make a private

sacrifice of his life. Such sacrifice becomes acceptable, even desirable,

if it will serve the cause. If, however, the media will not cooperate

with the terrorist, and the terrorist will only be known as a deranged

criminal and his act one of wanton cruelty rather than revolutionary

11



heroism, he may weil modify his demands and/or surrender.

It is impossible and most undesirable for the press in

a free society to be in any way controlled or manipulated. law

enforcement must rely on voluntary restraint exercised by the press.

Such voluntary restraint does not happen accidentally, but is the end

result of openness and honesty between law enforcement and the media,

mutual understanding of mutual problems. Such an attitude of

cooperation requires an interaction of ideas and information which

should replace some current hostile attitudes including mutual mistrust

and suspicion.

The one most important precept to be kept in mind when

considering the terrorist is to judge his actions from his, not

society’s, perspective. Judge his option as he would from the

Marxist ethic. Will the action further the cause of the revolution?

If, viewed logicaily from that perspective, it will not, he may not

kill but surrender.

The Motivation of Escape

With increasing frequency a situation occurs in which the

prepetrators are trapped inside an establishment they intended to

rob but quick police response precludes escape, forcing the subjects

to take hostages. This is perhaps the most common situation faced by

law enforcement in the U.S. The plight of the trapped armed robber

is perhaps initially the most volatile and dangerous to both

hostages and police. Until the situation is stabilized and contained

by police and both sides settle down to a pattern of negotiation, the

possibility of injury or death is very real. The immediate response of

law enforcement in such a situation should be to contain and stabilize
12
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agu~nst hostages by a nervous gunman.

Statisticafly time is on the side of law enforcement in this

type situation. The most famous and successful use of time under

extreme provocation was perhaps the Wifliamsburg incident in January

of 1973 where four armed gunmen were thwarted in an attempt to rob

a sporting goods store in the Wifliamsburg section of Brooklyn, New York.

Because of quick police response the gunmen were trapped inside the

store and took twelve hostages. The siege ended ~7 hours later with

the safe recovery of all hostages and the surrender of the robbers.

The performance of the New York Police Department in this

highly charged situation was no accidnet. It was the result of far

sighted leadership and intensive training in both psychology and tactics.

Much of this training was innovative and broke new ground in the

theory and practice of hostage negotiations.

If the political terrorist can be considered a basically

rational personality, the same is true of the armed robbery. His action

of taking a hostage is aimed toward a rational end, the avoidance of

capture. It is therefore appropriate to treat him as rational. Being

sane he can usuafly be made to see that his continued intransigence

does nothing to enhance his position, especially if escape is impossible and

any bane to hostages will merely make his position worse.

It Is not unusual that the armed robber who takes hostages when

trapoed will imitate to some degree the behavior of a political terrorist.

In the Williamsburg incident the subjects used Black Muslim rhetoric,

and a Black Muslim minister was called to the scene to assist in negotia

tions. In such cases the depth of the subject’s religious or political

convictions is in serious doubt. The original action took on no religious
13



signif~caice until the subjects were trapped. Such zeal seems to be

more of an ego bolstering device rather than a deeply held commitment.

The Prison Hostage Situation

It is an unfortunate fact in our society that some prisons

tend to be the garbage heaps into which the worst and most violent

among us are discarded. This is particularly true of the large fore-

boding fortress-like maximum security institution.

With our more liberalized parole, probation and early release

programs, and the reluctance of the judiciary to sentence to institutions

other than those who are a danger to the society at large, those sentenced

to the maximum security institutions are a microcosm of that which is

worst in society.

When hostages, usually corrections personnel, are taken the

threat to life is acute. Often desperate men, who feel they have nothing

to lose, dominate the leadership of such revolts.

The time factor has worked both for and against law enforcement

in prison riots. However, allowing the prisoners time generally permits

the leader of such a revolt to exploit his position and consolidate his

leadership. He is able, therefore, to create a formidable bastion which

cannot be neutralized except by loss of life. Whereas action taken

immediately, before the prisoners can organize and arm themselves, may

well be less costly. Attica is an example of a situation where prisoners

were allowed sufficient time to organize.

Great care must be taken in the selection of a negotiator who

represents legal authority. Radical activists, often chosen as negotiators

by the inmates, appear for the most part to be detrimental to the

14



negotiations. Such individuals tend to become advocates and accomplices

of the inmates. They are able to aid in the organization of the

rioters, sophisticate their demands, and even bolster the courage of

those who might be persuaded to surrender.

What prisoners usually demand in a hostage situation is

freedom. This is normally a nonnegotiable demand either by strong

policy or state law. Thus the primary demand cannot be met under any

circumstances. The negotiable demands range from prison food to amnesty

for the rioters. As long as the situation allows the prisoners to

exercise power denied to them by legitimate society, i.e., manipulate

the press, negotiate with the warden, or even the governor of the

state in some instances, there is no incentive to surrender. Perhaps

isolation and reason would be the most effective way to handle this

situation. However there is no panacea. Many of those found in the

prison setting are explosive personality types who tend to act out

violently, that’s why they were sent to prison in the first place.

The Mentally Deranged

When one who is suffering from delusions and/or hallucinations

takes a hostage, that person, to some degree sets the rules. He is

reacting from, what to him is, overwhelming stress. He is compelled

to take action to relieve that stress. This may include the taking of

hostages, even members of his own family. He cannot be appealed to on

rational basis because he does not view the world in a rational way.

He may have a sense of mission much like Sam Byck who planned to crash

a commercial aircraft into the White House. In January, l97~~, he attempted

to carry out his scheme and commandeered an airliner at Baltimore,

Washington International Airport, killed the pilot, wounded the co-pilot



and eventually when his plan failed, eiommitted suicide. He called

his plan “Operation Pasidora Box.”

A second relatively frequent mental aberration is a form

of severe depression where the only logical answer to life’s stresses

and pain is suicide-murder, usuafly of family members. There is

also the phenomenon of the severely deranged person who firmly

believes he is threatened or persecuted by others and sets out to take

revenge upon them for their imagined crimes against him. This situation

may easily lead to the taking of hostages to enforee clearly irrational

demands.

Reduce Stress

If, in fact, stress is the precipitating factor in this type

of situation then logically attempts should be made to reduce stress.

The passage of time in itself is usually helpful, coupled with a calm

attitude toward the subject by the negotiator. Nothing should be

done to increase anxiety such as a precipitous show of force.

It is well to remember that such persons are as delicately

balanced as a hair trigger; those who deal with them must proceed on

that assumption.

Contrary to sane authorities in this area there does not

appear to be sufficient data at this present moment in the history

of behavioral science to precisely classify all those persons who

might be inclined to take hostages. The most frequently mentioned

types are the inadequate personality or those suffering from paranoia.

Undoubtedly these persons are represented among those who engage in

this activity, but do they represent the majority? Perhaps, the person
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relatively free from any mental disease, but who is acting in accordance

with a deeply ingrained though antisocial value set, also engages in

such acts.

The Sociopathic Personality

The studies concerning the sociopath seem to indicate that

the sociopathic personality is responsible for an inordinate pro

portion of crimes. He also makes up a significant percentage of our

prison population. if this be the case it is logical to assume that

he represents a significant number of those who engage in hostage

taking, particularly the trapped armed robber and the prison rioter.

The primary personality trait of the sociopath is lack of

conscience, in fact lack of all humanity. His only concern is “Can

I get away with it?” Appeals to him must always be couched in terms

of what is best for him. He will not hesitate to kin hostages, law

enforcement officers, and in sane instances even himself if such act

is sufficiently dramatic. He is extremely impulsive and unable to

delay gratification, so those over whom he has control are in constant

danger. Moreover, if the hostage is female, rape becomes a very real

possibility.

Although the sociopath is not mentally ill in the traditional

sense, he represents a potential bombshell in any hostage situation

because of impulsive behavior and total lack of concern for others. It

has been an axiom in hostage negotiations that the more time the hostage

spends with his abductor, the better the chances of the hostage. This

is because of a type of common bond which appears to grow between the

two. If the felon is a sociopath, however, he is unlikely to develop

such warm feelings for anyone, including the hostage. His only reaction
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The Victim

Because of the increasing trend of terrorist groups to use

the kidnap tactic, sane preliminary investigation has been conducted

to determine the effect of captivity on the hostage. The tentative,

and still largely incomplete, results of these inquiries have been

somewhat startling, particularly with regard to the change in the

value set of the hostage. This phenomenon has been popularly dubbed

the “Stockho].m-Syndrome” after an incident which occurred in Stockholm,

Sweden, in which female hostages were held in a bank vault by trapped

would-be bank robbers for several days and after their release expressed

a strong attachment to their captors, to the point of refusing to

testify against them.

The degree of identification which the hostage may feel

toward his captor, of course, varies with the treatment he receives,

but this does not appear to be the only factor. Almost all victims

have admitted to this phenomenon to some degree. It may be that the

stronger personality with a well-founded set of values is less swayed

than the weaker personality, who may actually feel guilt because he

is made to believe that his previous life style has been wrong and

immoral. This may explain the seemingly total conversion of Thtricia

Hearst to the cause of the Symbionese Liberation Army.

The politically motivated hostage taker in particular may

spend long hours in discussion and rationalization of his cause and

his terrorist acts in furtherance of that cause with the victim. It

has been found that this, plus the possibility of imminent death, is

in effect, a crude, unintended, yet an effective type of brainwashing.
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It may cause the victim to reassess his values and lifestyle. Most

persons who have been victins in a hostage situation find themselves

cooperating with their captors to a degree they would not have thought

possible prior to the incident.

The long range psychic effect on the hostage is, as yet,

not known. Whether the trauma of being a victim of a kidnap could

lead to a permanent change in the personality is an area which win

require further study.

This identity syndrome must be kept in mind by law enforcement

personnel, especially when an attempt is made to predict the probable

reaction of the victim, or to count on his assistance and cooperation in

his own release. Most persons who have been hostages found themselves

to be extremely docile and cooperative with their captors, sometimes

to the point of failing to take advantage of carelessness or

mistakes on the wrt of their captors which may have easily led to

escape.

The Police and Behavioral Science, a Coordinated Response

The hallmark of any police reaction in a kidnap/hostage

situation must be the blending of tactical response and behavioral

know-how. This requires the developuent of team tactics using blocking

and containment forces. It requires expertise in weapons use,

deploynent, and instant communications and it requires the use of

behavioral experts coordinated by cool-headed and professional leader

ship. This is a challenge which is being met by many police deçartments.

The phenomenon of the hostage situation has had the positive

effect of bringing together the professional expertise of law enforcement
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and the behavioral science. The mutual respect and understanding

which is being engendered has led to sophisticated training programs

for the police in this vital area.

Admittedly, much of that knowledge which would enable police

or anyone to predict human motivation and response is nat known.

However, detailed analysis of each new hostage situation by professionals

in law enforcement and the behavioral science increases the ability

of the police to refine their response while adding to that body of

knowledge which will save lives.
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SECTION A—METHODS OF REDUCING
DESTRUCTIVE ACES

7—1. Introduction. The following discussion is
presented to glv9 all personnel involved in the HRP a
better understanding of the types of individuals who
should not be included in our nuclear weapon programs.
In many cases the individual will appear to some
physician or commanders to be “normal.” The following
description of groups prone to unreliability will help
evaluate the “in between” cases regarding elimination or
retention. For a glossary of medical terms used in this
chapter, see attachment 10.

7—a Identifying the Morä Apparent Disorders. it is not
usually difficult to identify by thoughtful interview and
records review the prospective assignee whose social,
educational, and occupational behavior indicates any of
the following traits:

a. Hostility toward his or her country.
b. Evidence of accident proneness.
c. Evidence of repeated failure to perceive or

understand directions or orders.
d. History of serious mental disorder.
e. Gross form of mental illness which is usually

obvious through medical history and preasslgnment
interview.

7—3. Concealed Mental Disorders. More important, and
certainly much more difficult to detect, are the
concealed but latent mental conditions. Disordered
thinking may be experienced in awareness while being
consciously denied, or it may be out of awareness and
yet active as a potential for abnormal behavior.

7—4. Dominant Causative Factors. Four general
categories of mental disorder, the suspicious, the
impulsive, the depressed, and those with disturbances of
consciousness are relevant to unauthorized destructive
acts as possible dominant causative factors. Sections B,
C, 0, and E deal with these four categories and describe
the early signs in observable behavior that strongly
suggest the possibility of present or emerging mental
disorder. These clues are useful also in detecting
personality types inconsistent with sensitive job
assignment. The information is intended to help the
responsible superior directly observe such behavior and

‘Data from which this chapter was prepared are the result of
studies performed by a research panel composed of Air Force
representatives and civilian personnel of the Department of
Psychiatry, Georgetown University School of Medicine. This
work was mined out under Air Force Systems Command,
Contract USAF 41(609)2741.

critically evaluate indirect reports as they come to his or
her attention.

7—5. Early Idesniflcatloa in the majority of instances
these signs will predominately relate to and Indicate the
emergence of one of three disorders. Any individual
whose potential for reliability of performance is
decreasing may show various signs or clues described
under any of the three categories. It must also be clearly
understood that there will always be certain incidence of
malicious or “accidental” destructive acts for which no
warning signs are present or have been noticed. The
practical goal of early identification is to reduce the
number of such unauthorized destructive acts, granted
that their total elimination is not yet humanly possible.

SECTION B—THE SUSPICIOUS

7—6. The Paranoid Group. The first of these large
groups is the paranoid thinldng group. The group is by
lbs the most potentially dangerous and is believed
responsible for the highest Incidence of senseless
destructive acts.

7—7. Cases of Paranoid Condition in Assassination
Attempts. Of the eight assassination attempts on the
lives of the Presidents of the United States, the assassin
in seven instances was clearly a paranoid personality or
paranoid schizophrenic. None was ‘previously known as a
criminal. Alter the assassination or attempted
assassination, people who had known each of the seven
commented on their previous peculiarities and
eccentricities. None of the seven had been treated or
hospitalized for mental illness. In seven instances, the
individual acted alone and with considerable planning,
foresight, and intent. in the unsuccessful attempt on
President Truman’s life, which primarily involved two
men, subsequent study showed no clear evidence of
mental disorder. The paranoid condition, even to the
practiced observer, may not be dearly apparent for years
before it does become obvious (see note). It must be
remembered that an authorized destructive act is a rare
event even among the paranoid group.
NOTh: Statistics show that in one-third of all
separations for reasons of psychosis, the Illness became
apparent after 2 years of service.

7—S. Paranoid Traits. The following clues, seen in the
behavior of the paranoid group of reactions are not of
themselves in any single instance diagnostic, since many
of the traits enumerated are sometimes seen in normal
everyday behavior. Observing several of these traits in a
single individual should arouse the interest of the
responsible supervisor or superior.

a. Arrogance — wherein the individual assumes or
presumes the possession of superior, unique, or bizarre
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abilities, ideas, or theories.
b. Lack of humor - especially the inability to laugh

at oneself; one’s mistakes or weaknesses.
c. Constant jealousy, suspicion, and envy.
d. Inflexibility — especially in accepting new ideas

originating among others
e. Preoccupation with one or more ideas, to the

relative exclusion of almost all other thoughts, so that
relationships with others are strained and range of
interests severely narrowed.

f. Sensitivity related to status where the individual is
overly concerned with being left out, ignored, ridiculed,
or talked about.

g. The tendency to develop and hold grudges and
inability to overlook or forget unimportant differences
of opinion.

h. Over-alertness to real or fancied personal slights or
the departure by others from codes or regulations.

i. Preoccupation with historical and factual
references relating to the Individual’s intense belief that
he or she is especially competent.

j. Exaggerated tendency to argue — often
accompanied by the development of a personal logic to
support unusual or peculiar views.

k. Hypochondriasis and resultant disagreement with
doctors who are pictured as not understanding. Such
bodily concerns are often intensified and may be bizarre.

1. Legal or quasidegal controversy about pay, time,
accidents, unsatisfactory purchases, or matter of
authority. This is often seen in conjunction with “letters
to the editor,” “to the president of the company,” or
“to senior commanders.”

m. Factors common to all the above are poorly
controlled chronic hostility and suspicion which may or
may not be easily discerned. In military (war) situations,
this chronic hostility may be drained off by reason of
the military assignment, but there are not such
opportunities in peacetime.

7—9. Transition From Latent to Overt Paranoid
Psychosis. Symptoms of the transitional period from
latent to obvious paranoid psychosis occur almost
always with progression from feelings of being slighted
or overlooked, to feelings of being ignored, and thence
to ideas of being watched, slandered, attacked, or in
some way becoming the object of hostile action or
intent on the part of others. Fortunately, few people
who are latently paranoid develop a paranoid psychosis
and of those that do, fewer still commit violent acts.

7—10. Additional Signs of Paranoid Tendencies.
Muscular tension and rigidity, preoccupation with bodily
functions, bodily complaints, and (almost invariably)
serious insomnia are additional signs of paranoid
tendencies. Lack of sleep from outside influences such as
overtime work and emergencies may result in a fatigue
state with transient irritability and feeling of being
imposed upon. If not relieved by adequate rest this may
progress to actual paranoid behavior.

7—11. Transiant Neurosis and Psychosis. There is recent
evidence that social isolation and prolonged boredom
tend to make some normal individuals neurotic, at least
transiently, and to make others temporarily psychotic.
Physiological or drug.induced chants, which also alter
consciousness and emotional reactions, or severe
physical Illness, head is4ury, alcoholic or drug
intoxication, serious lack of water, near starvation, or
existence in an atmosphere of lowered oxygen content.

7—la Predisposing Factors. Among the most important
predisposing psychological factors which lead from a
hidden to an obvious paranoid status of the individual as
they relate to prestige and the assumption of or release
from responsibility. These factors range from marriage
to divorce or bereavement, becoming engaged or
breaking an engagement, becoming a parent; and in
academic, occupational, or military service, the fact of
promotion or demotion. Being placed under
investigation is a particularly potent stress for the
latently paranoid individual.

7—13. The Paranoid Schizophfrenlc. Unfortunately, the
paranoid schizophrenic with his or her delusions of
grandeur and need for omnipotence becomes a much
greater potential hazard in space and thermonuclear age
in which a single psychotic destructive act may endanger
the lives of millions of people. The psychotic thinking
accompanying such an act may evolve from the desire to
seek fame or recognition even at the cost of the
individual’s own life, or a delusion of being divinely or
supernaturally chosen to carry out a “mission” in
defiance of established authority.

7—14. Some Specific Cases. To the “Mad Bomber” of
New York, the need for revenge seemed paramount,
dating back to an ancient grudge against a public utility
company. A would.be assassin of President Roosevelt,
caine to Washington to shoot the President and thus to
thaw public attention to the buzzing sensation in his
head which had troubled him for so long, and for which
he had unsuccssfluliy sought relief. Some paranoid
individuals are found with such groups as “vigilantes.”
These people feel the duly constituted âüthorlty Is too
weak and is acting In concert with the enemy;or they
may think the accepted authority secretly wishes the
unauthorized destructive act to be carried out but Is
somehow unable to communicate this fact.

SECTION C—TI-ffi INPIJLSWE

7—15. Descriptive Terms. The second large group of
disorders, while difficult to differentiate technically, is
not difficult to describe. Lack of control of impulses
which endanger the individual and alarm and endanger
others is the main characteristic. Some of the common
psychiatric descriptive terms for this group are as
follows: constitutional psychopathic inferior,
psychopath, sociopath, perverse personality, impulsive
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personality, neurotic character, infantile character,
Ideptomaniac (pathological stealing), and pyromaniac
(firebug). The “Handbook of Standard Nomenclature,”
prepared by the American Psychiatric Association for
the American Medical Association, uses the following
terms: antisocial reaction, emotional instability reaction,
passive-agressive personality-agressive type, personality
trait disturbance4nfantile personality. The Army uses, in
addition, the terms “pathological personality” and
“inunature personality.” These terms are listed only to
underscore the technical difficulty of making precise
diagnosis. The fact remains that impulsive behavior is
easily recognized.

7—16. Some Characteristics. Unlike the paranoid, the
impulse-ridden individual does not plan destructive acts
over a period of time but acts on sudden impulse. A
possible exception is the pyromaniac or ruebug, but
even in this instance, while the desire or impulse to start
a fire may be present, the precise site is not generally
planned in advance, This situation is different from
arson, where the goal is financial gain or criminal
sabotage. The arsonist group includes, for example, a
group of angry employees or enemy agents firing a mill
or industrial plant. Only aclose study of the individual’s
life history — developmental, academic, and
occupational — can indicate proneness to impulsive
destruction.

7—17. Self-Destructive Acts. The many instances in the
military service of those who pull the grenade pin to see
what will happen and of those who play Russian roulette
speak for themselves. Such seemingly foolish, if not
stupid acts are well known to the military. In almost all
such instances, the individual in question has been
repeatedly trained, instructed, and warned that such an
act is self-destructive and is punishable by military law.

7—18. ~mpubive Theft. Another comparable and
publicized act is the takeoff of an aircraft, civilian or
military, by an unauthorized person or untrained
individual. In civilian life there is the discouragingly high
incidence of impulsive theft of automobiles by impulse
ridden adolescent boys. It is psychiatrically significant
that such impulse acts as automobile thefts and fire
setting are committed almost exclusively by young
males. The hypothesis that there must be an inherent
sexual conflict represented in these aberrant impulsive
acts is based on statistical facts and the obvious sexual
connotations in many carefully studied instances.

7—19. Other Kinds of Impulsive Behavior. Impulsive
destructive behavior may not result in personal injury,
but may nevertheless result in serious detriment to the
individual. For example, an officer found two huge
initials scratched on the door of an aircraft lie was
scheduled to use. The initials were immediately found to
be those of the Air Force policeman who, the previous
night, had been responsible for sentry duty at this site.

Of a different sort are the impulsive acts which
constitute vengeflil or meaningless sabotage, as when a
handful of washers was throviii into the alt intakes of a
number of jet fighters.

1—20. Motivàtlod. Thehiolivation of these acts is most
~erpkxin& In the instances of personal self-destruction,
as represented by “Russian Róülette,” there is evidence
of intense childish braggadocio and the need to
demonstrate fearlessness. The individual’s personal need
to demonstrate fearlessness or self-assertiveness must
logically be in proportion to an equal or greater sense of
personal inadequacy. Resentment towards superiors and
authority figures may lead to destructive acts of
malicious firesetting. But Mien long-ranged planning is
involved, the indication is away from the impulse-ridden
and toward the paranoid group characterized by the
presence of delusions.

7—21. Identifying the Impulse-Ridden Individual. The
clues that identify the impulse-ridden personality are
mainly historical. A complete academic, occupational,
and service history should indicate impulsive tendencies.
In military service such behavior and immaturity of
judgment will ordinarily be seen in basic training,
especially in reaction to discipline, regular routine, and
competitive perfomiance situations. More important in
the interest of good reliability management ~s the
identification of those inipulse-ridden individuals who
escape early detection and identify themselves only after
long observation or the occurrence of a flagrant
violation. There are certain common clues. Not uniquely
diagnostic in one or two instances, the clues gain in
significance as the number of instances increase. These
indicators are:

a. History of impulsive behavior in childhood such as
theft, running away, vandalism, or switch-blade fighting.

b. Unusually quick recovery from apparent anxiety,
depression, or stress, which indicates only a shallow
emotional involvement and a quick response to the
environment.

c. Easy casual friendships in contradistinction to the
paranoid. The impulsive person seeks friends and is
superficially very friendly while the paranoid is
withdrawn and suspicious.

d. Bursts of anger, sulking, or pouting over small
things.

e. Glib explanations for personal errors.
f. Deceptive readiness to acknowledge failure or

error.
g. Persistent boyishness or infectious “charm.”
h. Playing a role of innocence, usually calculated to

impress colleagues or superiors with one’s sincerity and
admiration.

i. Morbid eagerness to gossip with excitement about
disasters, catastrophes, acts of violence, or destruction.

j. Attempts to play off one group against another, or
attempting obviously or eagerly to align oneself on the
side of authority or the majority group.
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k. Shallow loyalties to friends, shifting constantly
towards symbols of power or wealth, with rarely solid,
continuing, mature, shared respect for others as in a
“buddy” relationship.

1. Frequent job changes or requests for such,
attended by brief bursts of enthusiasm which lapse into
poor performance, followed by another burst of
enthusiasm and request for a new job assignment.

m. Sullen irritability, boredom, and restless behavior,
with or without outspoken wishes for changes and
excitement.

n. The tendency to “show off,” with resentment of
others who may be temporarily the principal focus of
the group’s attention. It should be noted that under
exceptional circumstances, such as great general
excitement, peril, or imminent , catastrophe, these
individuals may function temporarily well or even
heroically. This is not to say all heroes are
impulse-ridden individuals.

7—22. Assignments Appealing to the impulsive.
Impulse-ridden individuals often seek jobs as firemen or
policemen which offer useful and socially acceptable
means of satisfying impulsive needs. Again, this is not to
say that all policemen, firemen, etc. are impulsive-ridden
persons. Dangerous weapons, explosives, or fires, have
special appeal to the impulsive. Elaborate safety
precautions may be carried out while under observation,
but when unobserved by superiors, impulsive persons
may act in a foolhardy fashion.

7—23. Situations Precipitating Breakdown. As in a
paranoid state, the following situations may precipitate a
temporary but perhaps fatal breakdown in impulse
control:

a. Prolonged lack of sleep due to insomnia or lack of
opportunity to sleep during emergency situations and
overtime job assignments.

b. Clouding of consciousness by any of the common
physiologic causes — severe physical illness, head injury,
prolonged water or food deprivation. Perhaps the most
important is alcohol intoxication. Witness the
innumerable (normal?) impulsive destructive acts
committed by college boys after football games or the
furniture breaking and brawling of the manual laborer
on a Saturday night spree.

c. Social isolation, prolonged boredom, and lack of
changes in immediate experience have a debilitating
effect upon both impulse control and alertness. Research
into this problem, generally referred to as “sensory
deprivation” research, has shown that normal men may
become disoriented, have hallucinations, and even
become delusional if kept too long at boring tasks in
isolation.

d. Changes in personal responsibility or rank
especially as in demotion may trigger impulsive
destructive acts. Loss of favor with a powerful authority
may act in the same way. The sullen response to
disappointment and the sometimes excessive exuberance

following promotion contain some danger of impulsive
behavior.

e. Group taunts, skepticism, or admiration may cause
an impulse-ridden individual to attempt to carry out
destructive acts as a method of proving himself or
herself.

SECTION D-DISTURBED CONSCIOUSNESS

7—24. Disorders Included in This Group. The third
general group of s.lisorders which might lead to
unauthorized destructive action, includes some forms of
epilepsy, pathological intoxication (crazy drunk), and a
collection of emotional reactions characterized by
clouding of consciousness (for example, amnesia,
wandering, change of identity, fugue state). Any
individual in the presence of overwhelming anxiety or
panic may have impaired awareness. These situations can
hardly be anticipated. Normal people recover full
awareness when such an emergency is over.

7—25. Epilepsy. Petit mal epilepsy is the name for
frequent brief trance-like states in which the person is
momentarily speechless or briefly stops work and
appears out of contact with surroundings. Another
uncommon epileptic form is the continuous blind rage,
the epileptic furor, which is seen only in chronic
epileptics. Psychomotor epilepsy (or epileptic
equivalent), is not the typical epileptic fit characterized
by a fall, rigidity, and convulsion. In this state the
individual bursts into rages or automatically continues
an activity without memory, even though the external
situations would indicate stopping or shifting to another
activity. (The incidence of psychomotor epilepsy is only
one per 20,000 enlisted members.) Epilepsy in all its
forms is usually revealed in a candid medical history or
background investigations. Since epilepsy, as described,
rarely begins in adult years, a first fit or convulsion in
the adult is usually a sign of disease of the brain. This
may be caused by infection, intoxication with alcohol or
drugs, or the result of a brain tumor.

7—26. Pathological Alcohol Intoxication (Crazy
Drunk). This somewhat uncommon form of mental
disorder constitutes a reason for disqualification based
on emotional unsuitability. In these instances, the
individual seems to be specifically “allergic” to alcohol.
Even with a single drink, large or small, he or she will
suddenly become enraged or extremely excited,
confused, agitated, or act like a sleepwalker. The
behavior of the individual up to the time of the sudden
appearance of such an abnormal reaction appears quite
usual. History of one well-documented incident of
pathological intoxication is strongly suggestive of the
likelihood of subsequent attacks. Some authorities have
used test doses of alcohol to verify the diagnosis.
Fortunately, the illness is quite uncommon. Psychiatric
opinion is that pathological intoxication or “allergy to
alcohol” does not actually represent a hypersensitivity
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of the individual to the chemical alcohol but rather a
sudden release of unconscious hostility in a potentially
agressive individual under the influence of relatively
small (symbolic) drinks- Impulse control is lost and
destructive acts or aggressions against others occur.

7—27. Other Impairment-of-Judgment Situations. Other
possible situations leading to an impairment ofjudgment
include covert or secret drugging of one individual by
another (for example, “knock-out drops” secretly
introduced into an alcoholic beverage). It is claimed that
the excessive use of tranquilizers may lower an
individual’s will power and increase suggestibility. As a
group, chronic alcoholics tend to deterioration of both
moral and general judgment with associated diminution
of personal integrity and dependability.

7—28. Chronic Organic Diseases. Such diseases as
cerebral arteriosclerosis, brain tumors, and brain atrophy
(shrinking brain without arterioscleosis), are
characterized by stupid behavior, forgetfulness, and
exaggerated or inappropriate sentimentality. The picture
is that of senility but is seen in those not chronologically
old.

7—29. Fugue State. Emotional reactions with clouding
of consciousness and some degree of awareness of what
is actually going on are called fugue states. They occur in
dramatic (hysterical) personalities trying to defend
themselves against great unconscious emotional conflict.
These individuals, failing to defend themselves from the
conflict, develop reactions of aimless running or walking,
repetitive actions, or amnesia. An example is the
individual who takes a train, plane, or bus trip to
another city and cannot remember his name when
picked up by the police in a strange city. Sleepwalking is
a closely related phenomenon. A known predilection to
fugue state or psychomotor epilepsy or any other
condition of lessened awareness is incompatible with
sensitive assignments.

SECTION B—DEPRESSIVE REACTIONS

7—30. Depression Symptoms. All individuals have mood
swings of elevation and depression. In certain situations
the depression (low swing) goes beyond normal sadness
or grief and is recognized as a depressive reaction. A
depressed person’s mood is one of sadness which
includes pessimism tending toward complete
hopelessness. His or her spirits are low; he or the has no
interest in areas where formerly lie or the was
enthusiastic. He or she has a loss of energy and appetite.
He or the complains of being very tired but unable to
sleep, especially in the early morning hours. A depressed
person may be overly conscientious and work long hours
in an anxious, agitated, but sometimes ineffective way.
The individual may feel worthless, inadequate, and
guilty, and become unable to carry out routine daily
tasks. At times becomes so involved in his or her feelings

of unworthiness that his or her thinking loses touch with
the reality of living. Frequently a depressed person will
attempt to throw off feelings of worthlessness and guilt
by increased or excessive use of alcohol or other
stimulants. In others, depression may begin with
complaints of various aches and pains, chronic
constipation, sleeplessness, and fatigue without
noticeable mood changes. Other significant symptoms
are hypochondriasis, guilt feelings, slowed thinking, and
~r.

7—31. Causes and Results ef Depression:
a. Some of thefl stresses in military life which tend to

bring on depressed moods include personal losses of
loved ones, failure to be promoted, increased duty
responsibilities, isolation, and Inadequate environmental
outlets over a long period of time. Such losses and
disappointments occur to everyone in time, and
reactions which are shared with others and stop short of
disturbed thinking and behavior, should not be
disqualifying. Severe or abnormal reactions, when
recognized, should promptly be referred to medical
authorities for evaluation.

b. Self destruction may be the end result of
depression. At times impulsive gestures toward suicide
may be observed and erroneously considered of minor
importance. These gestures are always clues of a possible
serious emotional disorder and require psychiatric
investigation. The history of a suicide in the family
greatly increases the possibility that the depressed
patient may end his or her life.

c. Seriously depressed persons may develop vengeful
tendencies and threaten not only suicide but injury or
death to others as well. An example of this is seen in the
behavior of those who carry bombs into planes. A
severely depressed person may plan in secret the
destruction of himself or herself and others because of
bizarre private beliefs. Aithough such extreme cases are
rare, it is obviously essential to the human reliability
effort to recognize depressive reaction before they have
reached this advanced stage.

SECTION F—PREVENTION

7—32. Careful Selection of Personnel. In the prevention
of unauthorized destructive acts due primarily to
emotional disorders, the paranoid group has the greatest
potential for causing an unauthorized catastrophic
destructive act. The impulsive disorder group will
commit the greatest percentage of all unauthorized
destructive acts, but because impulsive acts are less
deliberate and unplanned, the total destructiveness
would probably be less. To avoid unauthorized
destructive incidents, only those individuals whose past
history and present performance show no evidence of
such patterns of behavior should be used in all those
nuclear occupations which require complex, well
organized patterns of thought, as well as manual
dexterity and good general coordination.
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7—33. General Rules. Prevention of unauthorized
destructive acts is best accomplished by keeping in mind
the following:

a. Routine, rigorous, screening procedures including
a re ords review and a continuing evaluation of all such
individuals by discerning and Informed superiors. This is
not only to observe individuals but also to prevent and
alter those situations, environmental, or personal, which
seem to precipitate deranged behavior.

b. The development of group spirit, morale, and goal
orientation toward success will lessen the likelihood of
individual failure. An individual who lacks the potential
for flu healthy group membership becomes much more
obvious In a highly successful unit.

c. Impaired judgment may well result if a person is
preoccupied with situations of blackmail, extortion, or
fer~is disclosure of facts regarding sexual abnormality,
drug addiction, or past criminal behavior. This is true of
other situations of personal stress as in investigations,
trials, or hearings.

d. Some of the common stressful human situations
that may touch off emotional disorders include recent
bereavement, first pregnancy of the wife, birth of the
first child, severe illness of a close relative, demotion or
failure of an expected promotion, or prolonged duty
under isolated conditions.

7—St Additional Clues of Stress. The following

additional dues are common signals of individual
distress:

a. Preoccupation with thoughts, day dreaming,
thntasies, or repetitive morbid thoughts.

b. Change In behavior patterns related to speech,
such as a talkative person becoming quiet or vice versa.

c. A tendency to talk at length about personal
activities or habits, such as drinking, gambling, and the
n~.

d. Changes in daily routine. For example, a gambler
tying to recoup may be calling his bookie every clay at
the same time; or a sudden influx of unopened personal
mail or telephone calls may indicate trouble with
creditors or collection agencies.

e. The depressed individual contemplating suicide
will frequently tell someone of his or her plans or
feelings. This may be anyone he or she knows — family,
Mend, or supervisor. The opinion formerly held that
individuals never mention serious suicidal preoccupation
has been proven erroneous.

f. Changes in mood, from elation to depression or
back again, with little or no apparent reason or frequent
changes of mood in the same thy. Marked mood changes
without external cause should be Investigated.

g. Complaints of back or neck pain, headache, vague
abdominal pain, severe insomnia, and tremor of the
hands all su~est an emotional disturbance and call for
medical or psychiatric examination.



Lfl1
HOSTAGE, SNIPER, BARRICADED PERSONS & UNUSUAL INCIDENTS

1. A sniper barricaded suspect, or suspect with a hostage presents
grave danger to Security Police, USAF and civilian personnel. Effective
operations demand that tactical plans be developed to accomplish an
arrest, after neutralizing a situation, while keeping in mind the
primary responsibility of protecting life and property.

2. PURPOSE OF DIRECTIVE: To develop procedures and to define responsibil.i—
ties for all law enforcement personnel when tactical situations involving
snipers, barricaded suspects or hostages become apparent.

3. SPECIAL OPERATIONS:

a. Duties of the Tactical Neutralization Team:

(1) To provide mobile reserves to assist Security Police
personnel units during riots, natural disasters, surveillances, or during
any other unusual occurrences requiring additional manpower.

(2) To maintain selective enforcement in areas of high crime
frequency.

(3) To provide and deploy personnel for special crime problems
which may be beyond the immediate capabilities of single law enforcement
flight.

(4) T.N.T. activities include, but are limited to:

(a) Providing support and protection for personnel or citizens
under attack of sniper fire, assault fire, or when such gunfire is antici
pated.

(b) Providing high ground and perimeter security for
visiting dignitaries.

Cc) Providing rescue services for USAF personnel or citizens
who have been captured, isolated, or endangered as a result of a tactical
situation.

(d) Providing fire—control—point missions, designed to keep
designated areas clear of special problems.

(e) Establishing inner perimeter lines and, if necessary,
to pcovide controlled fire power in nonriot situations involving snipers,
barricaded suspects and/or hostages.

(5) To conduct studies and compile intelligence information
necessary for deploying manpower for special tactical situations.
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(6) To provide survival training to law enforcement personnel.

(7) To test new equipment which may be utilized by the T.N.T.
Team.

(8) To assist in serving search and arrest warrants, when such
service may be beyond the abiltty of ther department units.

(9) To provide station and connand post defense, when needed.

b. Duties of the Tactical Neutralization Team: Personnel:

(1) Personnel assigned to the law enforcment section will work
their normal tour of duty, except when the T.N.T. is activated for a
tactical situation or a regular training session.

(2) T.N.T. personnel must remain available for assignment at all
times. Recall roster designating name, address, home telephone number and
regular duty assignment for each member will be maintained by the Law
Enforcement Section.

c. Duties of the T.N.T. Leader:

(1) After receiving a request for the deployment of the T.N.T.
the T.N.T. Leader, or his designee, will evaluate the tactical situation in
light of the information received from the law enforcement patrol at the
scene of the incident.

(2) The T.N.T. Leader, or his designee, will:

(a) Be responsible for determining whether a full alert or
a partial alert will be implemented, manpwoer needs and equipment
requirements.

(b) Notify the necessary personnel to meet the manpower and
equipment requirements in order to neutralize a situation.

Cc) Be responsible for developing and implementing plans
for apprehending a captor, sniper or barricaded person and the rescue of
injured persons.

(d) Act in the capacity as a staff advisor to the Chief of
Security Police, relating the capabilities and resources of the T.N.T.

(e) Establish inner perimeter, commanding all personnel manning
the inner perimeter and the deployment of equipment. He will have the
authority to limit access to the inner perimeter to those persons specific
ally authorized by the Chief of Security Police.
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(f) Ensure that the T.N.T. is strategically deployed in
order to provide for the safety of hostages, USAF personnel and citizens.

4. JIJRISDICATIONAL RESPONSIBILITY: The Chief of Security Police or the
ranking officer taking command of a hostage, barricaded person, sniper, or
other unusual incident will retain such command until some other police
agency, i.e., FBI, clearly indicates that jurisdictional responsibility
is theirs.

a. Hostage Incidents:

(1) Foreign Official or Official Guest of the U.S.

(a) If the hostage is a foreign official or an official guest
of the United States, as defined by the U.S. Code, Chapter 51, Title 18,
jurisdiction is concurrent with the Federal Bureau of Investigation.

(b) If the Federal Bureau of Investigation clearly indicates
it will take command in this instance, the Security Police will comply.

Cc) If the Federal Bureau of Investigaton indicates that
jurisdiction remains concurrent, joint decision making will be completed
by the Chief of Security Police of the ranking officer taking conmiand and
the senior or ranking Federal Bureau of Investigation Agent at the scene.

(d) Concurrent jurisdiction implies concurrent respon
sibilities; therefore, all subsequent strategy must be mutually planned and
implemented.

(2) Victim of Federal’Crirne:

(a) If a hostage incident results from the commission of
a Federal Crime such as bank robbery or extortion, jurisdiction is con
current with the Federal Bureau of Investigation.

(b) If the initial control of the operation is by the USAF, it
will be retained by the USAF until the senior or ranking Federal Bureau of
Investigation Agent at the scene declares responsibility.

(3) Hostage, Sniper or Barricaded Person Incidents Resulting From
Criminal Activity Occurring in Another Police Jurisdiction:

(a) If a hostage, sniper or barricaded person incident occurs
as a result of criminal activity in another police jurisdiction, followed
by fresh pursuit of the perpetrator by officials of that agency into the
unincorporated limits of Patrick AFB, concurrent jurisdiction is assumed.
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(b) If a hostage, sniper or barricaded person incident occurs
as a result of criminal activity in an unincorporated area of Patrick AFB
and fresh purusit requtres Security Police personnel to enter an incorporated
city or to leave the legal limits of Patrick AFB, concurrent jurisdiction
is assumed.

(4) Agencies Declaring Jurisdiction Control: If federal or
local agencies declare their intent to control a situation, the Chief of
Security Police, or the ranking officer of the base taking command, will
offer the assistance of the Security Police Squadron. Security Police and
LJSAF members will then be guided by all lawful orders given by these
officials.

5. INITIAL RESPONSIBILITIES OF FIRST PATROLMAN ON SCENE:

a. Confine the perpetrators to the immediate area and to maintain fire
arms discipline.

5. Direct members of the Security Police not to fire weapons, unless
their lives, or the life of another, is in imminent danger.

c. Request the Law Enforcement Desk Sergeant to notify the Flight
Supervisor, the Chief of Security Police and the T.N.T. Leader.

d. Cordon the area and request a clear radio channel.

e. Evacuate injured persons, if the situation permits.

f. Establish a command post, advising all concerned units of the
location and of any streets or areas which may be unsafe for responding
units to enter. The command post must be removed from the offender’s view
and line of fire.

g. Request an ambulance and fire truck to report to the command
post.

h. Detain all persons, both civilians and members of the USAF,
having pertinent information regarding the suspect, or his location, at
the command psot for debriefing.

6. DUTIES OF FIRST PATROL SUPERVISOR ON SCENE:

a. Direct all responding members of the Security Police Squadron,
and any other agencies, to report to the command post for assignment and
briefing. He will insure that all members are aware that the safety of
hostages, all personnel and citizens is of primary concern and of the
necessity for maintaining firearms discipline.
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b. Direct members of the Security Police Squadron not to fire weapons,
unless their lives or the life of another is in imminent danger.

c. Designate an alternate mobilization point for responding personnel,
if needed, transmitting this information to the command post. He will
also advise the Desk Sergeant of any streets or areas which may be unsafe
for responding units to enter.

d. Determine necessity to evacuate the location or area. If deemed
necessary, commence evacuation of bystanders. Then evacuate persons in
their homes, apartments, business places, schools and churches.

e. Gather intelligence information regarding:

(1) Location of suspect (floor, room, roof).

(2) Types of weapons suspect may have access to.

(3) Identification of suspect, including complete physical
description, mental state, and physical condition.

(4) Suspect’s purpose.

(5) What crime has suspect committed (Assault, Robbery, Minor
Disturbance).

(6) Physical description of any hostage and their physical and
mental condition, communicating this information to all responding
personnel.

(7) Determine in which room(s) telephones are located.

f. Deploy additional personnel when they respond:

(1) Assign to cover exits and possible escape routes, being
certain to position them so they are not susceptible to cross fire.

(2) Assign personnel to vehicle and pedestrian control.

g. Relay information to the Desk Sergeant regarding manpower deploy
ment and information relative to the suspect and any hostage.

h. Provide a complete status report to the responding Chief of Security
Police and T.N.T. Leader and standby to assist. Appoint one member to
record events in a chronological order.
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7. DUTIES OF ASSISTING PERSONNEL:

a. Personnel responding to assist a tactical situation will report
to the command post or to a designated staging area. Assisting personnel
will NOT deploy on their own.

b. When duly assigned to a specific duty, assisting personnel are
expected to maintain absolute control of their psot to assure the safety
of innocent persons and to prevent escape of the perpetrator(s).

c. Assisting personnel will not act individually unless ordered to
do so, or if failing to act would jeopardize the safety or lives of other
personnel or citizens.

8. COMMAND RESPONSIBILITIES:

a. The authority to direct a tactical situation involving a hostage,
sniper, barricaded person, or other unusual incident rests with the Chief
of Security Police, unless he is specifically relieved by the Wing
Commander.

(1) Officers of a higher rank may make suggestions and/or assist
in any manner deemed necessary, but may not actively direct the operation.

9. GENERAL TACTICS:

a. Communicating with Perpetrator:

(1) Attempt to establish a line of communication with the suspect.

(a) This may be done through relatives, friends or neighbors;
however, such persons will not be permitted to enter an area secured by
the captor, sniper or barricaded person.

(b) Attempt to limit the suspect’s means of communication
with other persons to avoid jeopardizing the operation or providing a forum
for the offender.

(c) If a telephone number is needed, contact the telephone
company.

(d) If unable to communicate via telephone, resort to a bull
horn or a public address system.

(e) Make certain the perpetrator knows with whom he is
communicating and negotiating.
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(f) Keep the perpetrator talking as long as possible, since
the longer the conversation, the greater the opportunity for a successful
negotiation.

(g) If possible, have a wire tap installed on the perpetrator’s
telephone or have a listing device directed toward his area of control.

b. Suggested Negotiating Procedures:

(1) Attempt to describe to the perpetrator the futility of his
actions.

(2) Make every attempt to persuade the suspect to surrender
voluntarily, before force is used.

(3) Only agree to trade the release of a hostage in return for
the suspect’s safety.

(4) Avoid accepting explicit deadlines a suspect may seek to
establish.

(5) Consider obtaining anything within reason demanded by the
suspect, except firearms and aununition.

(6) If food is demanded, develop a plan for distribution which
is mutually acceptable to the department and the perpetrator,

(a) Generally, drugs should not be introduced into the
perpetrator’s food or beverages.

(b) Generally, suspect should not be provided with alcoholic
beverages.

(7) Never permit a person to enter the suspect’s area of control,
except a physician who may volunteer his services.

(8) Ask to see any hostages, to assess their well being, but
avoid creating the impression of over—concern.

(9) If hostages are law enforcement personnel, anticipate
possible independent action.

(10) Persist in attempts to negotiate the suspect’s demands,
while trying to convince him that yielding the hostage is a guarantee
of his safety.

(11) If firmly convinced that a suspect will harm a hostage, con
sider yielding to demand for an escape vehicle.
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(12) Never consent to release a person in custody in exchange for
the release of a hostage.

(13) Remember, if a suspect is allowed to escape, the USAF has
only acceded to his plan and has not agreed to it.

10. CONTINGENCY PLANNING:

a. Contingency plans must be considered it it becon)es necessary to
allow a suspect to move to another location, with or without a vehicle.

(1) The area most recently relinquished by the suspect must be
preserved as a crime scene.

(2) Preparations must be made for an escape vehicle:

(a) Attempt to negotiate an escape vehicle, only in return
for releasing the hostage(s).

(b) Vehicle should be bugged.

(c) Police radio immobilized, if Security Police vehicle
provided.

(d) The tail light lenses should be broken and/or the roof
marked with “day gb” tape.

(e) The fan belt may be cut and/or the fuel tank drained.

(3) A shadow convoy must be assembled with unmarked vehicles.

(a) At least one negotiator must be a part of the convoy.

(b) Chase vehicles will include select members of the
T.N.T. or FBI. Other members may be dispatched to the destination,
if known.

(c) Command vehicle will move covertly with the convoy,
not as a part of it.

(4) The FBI, or the ranking officer taking command, will:

(a) Immediately advise the Communications Center of the
route of travel and possible destination.

(b) Order all personnel in the area of the convoy not to
interfere with it’s progress.
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Cc) If convoy terminates in another police jurisdiction,
brief the appropriate command officer of the incident, offering assistance
in conformity with this directive.

Cd) ~Prepare for adequate air cover for convoy movement.

11. ASSAULT ON A SECURED AREA AND USE OF FtREPOWER:

a. Continued negotiating, a lessening of demands and the uneventful
passage of deadlines imposed by the suspect may indicate he is beginning
to weaken. Continue to negotiate and to consume time.

b. If convinced that the suspect has become destructive and irrational,
the T.N.T. Leader, or his designee, should prepare for an assault action.

c. The authority to comence an assault and/or to employ fire
power will only be given by an FBI Agent, Chief of Security Police or
Wing Conwander.

12. NEWS MEDIA GUIDELINES: All civilian news media will be directed to
the Office of Information.

a. Type of information to be released:

(1) During and after an incident, the following information
relative to a perpetrator, if known and verified, will be released to the
Office of Information only. Name, age, address, place of employment,
marital status, text of charge(s), and claims of membership with revol
utionary or terrorist organizations.

(2) If a perpetrator alleges to have accomplices, the Chief of
Security and/or Wing Commander will determine the feasibility of releasing
this information.

(3) If the perpetrator is a juvenile, the name will not be
released.

(4) Names of any persons killed or injured as a result of a
sniper, hostage or barricaded person incident will not be released.
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CHECKLIST FOR BARRICADED SUSPECTS
6550th Security Police Sq
Patrick AFB, Fl 32925

1. IMMEDIATE CONSIDERATIONS All personnel have communications
capability

Designate OIC/NCOIC
Firm weapons fire control is

Request T.N.T. maintained

Request necessary personnel for Establish alternate routes for
control purposes citizen traffic

Cordon area and isolate from Establish communications with
pedestrian and vehicular traffic suspect via telephone, or through

relatives of friends. Every
Evacuate injured effort must be extended to

obtain voluntary surrender of
Provide persons stationed on the suspect
perimeter with description of
subject(s) if available Request air support; if necessary

Establish command post strategic Determine Identity and objective
to incident of suspect(s)

2. TACTICAL CONSIDERATIONS If suspect’s identity can be
ascertained check record through

Determine probably location of Record’s Section
suspect(s)

Determine crime(s) involved
Determine areas vulnerable to
suspect’s field of fire Retain all persons who can supply

pertinent information at scene
Determine type and range of
suspect’s weapons Provide responding T.N.T. super

visor with as much intelligence
Select tactical frequency to be information as possible
utilized; advise communications
and responding units 4. IF T.N.T. IS NOT AVAILABLE AND

VERBAL EFFORTS TO PERSUADE SUSPECT
Request ambulance and fire 10 SURRENDER HAVE FAILED.
department to stand by

Request ambulance and fire
Determine access routes and advise department
concerned units

Ascertain floor plan and/or
3. MAINTAIN ABSOLUTE CONTROL OF layout of suspect’s premises

RESPONDING FORCES. ENSURE THAT:
Formulate plan for approaching

All personnel report to C.P. and entering premises if gas has
prior to deploying failed to cause suspect to

surrender
All personnel are adequately
briefed regarding problem, Evacuate adjacent buildings or
assignment and unit designation rooms; if necessary 30
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Coimnunicate plan to all deployed Maintain coninunication with
personnel entry team

Ensure use of protective equip— Consider use of diversionary
ment (gas masks, protective vests, tactics to distract suspect’s
etc.) attention from entry team

Consider wind direction and fire After entry, the team must secure
hazard if gas is employed each portion or room of premises

prior to further advancement
Initial entry team should consist
of three persons (with K—9 if Exhaust all verbal and tactical
available) methods prior to application of

necessary force to effect arrest
Provide entry team with appropriate
equipment; gas projectiles and Secure scene and preserve evidence
grenade pry bars, battering ram, etc. for investigations
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CHECKLIST

ON SCENE BARRICADED/SNIPER OPERATIONS

1. Locate:

a. Observation on the noise report of the weapon.

b. Visual inspection of the area.

c. Muzzle flash of the weapon.

d. Muzzle blast causing dirt to rise or curtains to move.

e. Smoke from a dirty or over—oiled weapon.

2, Isolate:

a. Seal off all possible escape routes to ensure capture of
the gunman.

b. Accuracy in spotting the location and speed of deployment
determines success.

3. Evacuate:

a. The area sealed off.

b. Adjacent areas.

c. Insure safety of uninvolved persons.

d. Set up command post.

e. Request ambulance and fire truck to stand by at command post.

4. Eliminate:

a. Talk out.

b. Force out.

c. Take out.
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WING SPECIAL PLAN 125—12

ANTI-SNIPER OPERATIONS

F. Security Police Patrol Tactics:

a. Respond in a low key manner to the general area or building from which
the hostile fire is coming.

b. Select a vantage point utilizing available cover and concealment for
observation and detection of the sniper(s)

c. Notify the Security Police Desk of the exact location of the sniper(s)
for deployment of TNT.

d. Cordon off and isolate the affected area until instructed otherwise
by competent authority.

2. Security Police Riot Control Squad Tactics:

a. Upon receipt of a report of hostile sniper fire from a given area
temporarily suspend confrontation procedures in that area until the sniper
threat is neutralized.

b. If fired upon while in riot control formation the squad/flight leader
coninands “Take Cover” at which time team members disperse and utilizes available
cover and concealment. Team members will resume formation upon completion of
anti-sniper operations.

3. Tactical Neutralization Team (TNT) Tactics:

a. Riot Situations

(1) Recall. Normally the Tactical Neutralization Team will already be
on the scene or responding as part of, or in support of the Riot Control Team.

(2) InItial Briefing. If the Riot Control formation has been fired on
and the TNT has been held back in support, the TNT would respond using cover and
concealment. The TNT leader would then receive his briefing from the Riot Control
Team leader. The TNT leader would quickly gather as much information as possible,
establishing:

(a) Location or general area of sniper, muzzle flash, smoke, etc.

(b) Type weapon — rifle, hand gun, small or large caliber?

(c) Description of sniper — clothing, building, etc?

(d) What direction did sniper flee if at all?

(e) Was he alone?

(f) What was said by the sniper(s)?
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(3) Deployment of TNT

The TNT leader would deploy his personnel in the basic four (4)
member team. The team would operate in the cover and advance procedure until
the sniper is located. The TNT leader would then place marksman at various
vantage points covering the movement of the advancing members. This procedure
is one of the very few where a rear guard may be advisable, at least until the
sniper has been located.

(4) Tactics. When the sniper has been located, team members will
notify the TNT leader and secure their position in order to prevent his escape.
If at all possible, the TNT leader will request the sniper surrender. This is
of course providing the sniper is restricted In his movement and is no longer
any in~nediate danger to the responding force and there is no possible means of
escape.

(5) Termination. The riot control formation leader will be notified
as soon as possible when the sniper threat has been neutralized, by the TNT
leader.

(6) Other tactics. In support of riot control formations a preven
tive measure, when conditions will allow, TNT marksmen should be placed in
buildings or helicopters to locate the sniper before he can select his target.

b. Lone sniper (Non Riot Situation)

(1) Recall. The Tactical Neutralization Team will respond to Bldg 575.
There the TNT leader will insure the team is equiped and capable of performing
as a team.

(2) Initial Briefing. The TNT leader will obtain all available infor
mation and select the best route to the scene.

(i~ Transportation. The TNT will be transported within a reasonable
safe distance to the scene, concealed if possible, utilizing the comand and
control vehicle.

(4) On Scene Briefing. Normally an on duty Security Police patrol will
be the First to respond to the scene. The TNT leader will obtain as much infor
mation as possible from available sources, such as:

(a) Location

(b) Type weapon

(c) Description of sniper

(5) Deployment and Tactics. The TNT leader will deploy his team
initially in order to isolate the area and prevent escape. The biggest
difference in this situation verses riot situation is the public can be control
led and the danger area evacuated. The need to advance on the sniper is not
a major factor. In reality if the targets (public) have been removed and the
TNT has secured safe positions, preventing the sniper’s escape the need to expose
the team to gun fire in an advance is not necessary. In this situation where
time is not essential, safer method to neutralize the situation can be employed,
such as open request for surrender, gas, and given enough time even hunger, thirst
or fatigue would remedy the situation. Fire by selected marksman could still be
employed should it become necessary
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WING SPECIAL. PLAN 125-12

ANTI—ARSON OPERATIONS

1. Security Police Patrol Tactics:

a. Saturation Patrolling. Alert, aggressive patrolling deters the assembly
of crowds, provides information on the developing situation, and creates a
psycological impression of control force omnipresence. Therefore, the following
patrol tactics will be adhered to:

(1) Motor Patrols. Increase the number of motor patrols in and around
the affected area.

(a) Vary the patrol patterns and times to prevent arsonists from
being able to select a safe time to conduct their activities.

(b) Confine the use of red/blue lights and sirens to emergency
situations during the disturbance.

Cc) Equip all motor patrols with fire extinguishers with which
they may put out small fires, thereby prevent larger conflagrations and reducing
the necessity for calling the fire department.

Cd) Ensure that patrols do not attempt to handle large areas alone.

(2) Foot Patrols. Employ foot patrols in areas where the population
movement is heavy and/or the area to be patrolled is small.

(3) Water Patrols. Employ water patrols when the disturbed area
contains or is bordered by navigable water. Water patrols function in a
similar manner to motor patrols.

b. ~iordon off the area, preventing entry by sightseers.

c. Establish barricades and roadblocks limiting access to and engress from
the affected area.

d. Detain and/or search suspicious persons and vehicles.

e. If a fire does begin in a disturbed area, notify the Security Police
Desk of its exact location.

f. Inform the public via public address systems of the true nature and
purpose of the measures being imposed upon them, if any.

g. Protect fire service operation, by instructing Security Police Patrols
to escort fire trucks or side on the trucks being protected.

h. Establish observation posts in any nearby tall building.
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2.. Security Police Riot Control Squad Tactics:

a. The squad should be made up and employed as outlined in AFM 125—12.
The most effective use of riot formations are in a line as a blocking force.
In most cases the best tactic is to contain the mob and apprehend personnel,
particularly identifiable leaders and agitators.

b. Consideration should be given to using military working dogs to back
up troops on a line. Experience has shown that few people will attempt to
break a line of troops if it is known dogs are present as back~up.

3. Tactical Neutralization Team (TNT) Tactics:

a. Respond to the scene in a low key manner when directed by competent
authority.

b. The team leader will:

(1) Form the members into teams to apprehend the arsonist(s) and
limit the damage resulting from both arson and accidental fires.

(2) Insure that the area is sealed off to prevent unauthorized
persons from entering.

(3) Provide protection for firefighters and their equipment during
hostile situations.

(4) Insure that all subjects and/or suspects are kept isolated until
their release to proper authority.
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WING SPECIAL PLAN 125-12

ANTI—LOOTING OPERATIONS

1. Security Police Patrol Tactics:

a. Increase the number of motor patrols in and around the affected area.

b. Employ foot patrols in areas where the population movement is heavy and!
or the area to be patrolled is small.

c. Establish fixed guard posts at facilities which allows surreptitious
entry.

d. Request illumination of areas likely for looting.

e. Identify facilities broken into.

f. Confine the use of red/blue lights and sirens to emergency situations
during the disturbance.

g. Announce and/or post looting penalty proclamations. -

h. Vary the patrol patterns and time to prevent looters from being able
to select a safe time to conduct their activities.

i. Isolate and control affected areas by use of barricades and roadblocks
to prevent looters from increasing in numbers.

j. Detain and/or search suspicious persons and vehicles.

k. Establish observation posts in any nearby tall building.

2. Security Police Riot Control Tactics:

a. The squad should be made up and employed as outlined in AFN 125-12.
The most effective use of riot formations are in a line as a blocking force.
The best tactic is to contain the looting to prevent it from spreading.

b. Consideration should be given to using military working dogs to back
up troops in line formation. Experience has shown that few looters wlll attempt
to break a line of troops if it is known dogs are present as back up.

3. Tactical Neutralization Team (TNT) Tactics:

a. Respond to the scene in a low key manner when directed by competent
authority.

b. The team leader will:

(1) Form the members into teams to suppress the looting.

(2) Apprehend and remove violators from the affected area.
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(3) Insure that all confiscated property is secured in a safe area,
away from the affected area.

(4) Provide protection for military photographers and their equipment
during hostile situations.

(5) Insure that all subjects and/or suspects are kept isolated until
their release to proper authority.
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WING SPECIAL PLAN 125—12

HOSTAGE SITUATIONS

1. Security Police Patrol Tactics:

a. Confine the use of red/blue lights and sirens to emergency situations
during the disturbance.

b. Cordon off the affected area, preventing entry by sightseers.

c. Establish roadblocks and/or traffic control.

d. Evacuate the affected area making appropriate announcements and giving
directions to nonessential personnel.

e. Establish an on—scene command point at a location not visible to
terrorists.

f. Establish an observation post in any nearby tall building.

g. Brief the on—scene commander and/or TNT leader of the current situation.

h. Take no further action unless directed by competent authority.

2. Security Police Riot Control Tactics:

Riot control formation squads tend to increase the emotional pitch of all
personnel and endangers the welfare of hostages, therefore, deployment to the
affected area is not recommended.

3. Tactical Neutralization Team (TNT) Tactics:

a. Recall. All TNT members will respond to Bldg 575, Security Police
Operations. The TNT leader will insure all members are fully equiped and
capable of performing as a team.

b. Initial Briefing. Prior to responding to the scene the TNT leader will
obtain all available information and select the best approach route.

c. Transportation. The TNT will respond to the incident within a reasonable
safe distance, undetected, if possible, so as not to panic or incite the perpetra
tor(s). The command and control vehicle will be used to transport the team.
Note: In the event an incident occurs at Malabar or Cape Canaveral, the initial
response team will be transported via helicopter if available with the remaining
back up TNT responding in the command and control vehicle.

d. On Scene Briefing will be conducted by the on scene commander or officer
in charge. The TNT leader will quickly estimate the situation and deploy suf
ficient TNT personnel to form an inner perimeter. These are basic tactics to
prevent the escape of perpetrator(s) and isolate the area.
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e. Negotiations. Normally in a hostage situation, the hostage taker makes
some type of demand and places a deadline on his request. The FBI have the
primary responsibility for negotiating, however the deadline may be too short
for FBI response. In those incidents all attempts possible should be made to
negotiate a stay with the hostage taker. The selection of a negotiator or
negotiation methods will not be covered in this plan. The concern of the TNT
leader is that his team be prepared to act when directed by proper authority.

f. Tactics. There is considerable variation in tactics used when dealing
with an aircraft hijacking with hostages verses a building stronghold with
hostages. Because of the vast difference in tactics, equipment, risk and other
organizational support needed this portion of the Anti-Hostage operations is in
two parts.

(1) Aircraft Hostage Situations

The TNT leader will remain with the command and control vehicle
and direct his personnel deployment including scope equiped marksmen in well
concealed vantage points. The marksman is required to report via radio all
activity sighted and if a clear shot can be made.

(a) The TNT leader will insure that the inner perimeter is
secure and all personnel are cleared from the area.

(b) Once the scene is secure, the TNT leader will insure as a
minimum the below listed support elements have been contacted.

1. Command Post

2. Hospital — Medical assistance

3. Fire Department — Pressure hoses, foam, ladders

4. FBI — Negotiate

5. Communications — Provide land line or wireless
coniiiuni cations

6. Chief of Maintenance - Provide A/C structure info.

7. Base POL — Refuel with water or remove fuel

(c) Tactical considerations and team capabilities:

1. Use of gas followed by assault

2. Use of high pressure water hoses followed by assault

3. Use of marksman

4. Use of smoke followed by assault

5. Use of explosives to gain entrance
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6. Use of explosives to gain entrance

7. Use of K-9 in assault

8. Gaining entrance by deception - medic, maintenance,
fuels personnel, etc.

9. Use of drugs in drinking water or food

10. Use of helicopter in assault - rappell

11. Attempts to enter undetected - wheel wells, luggage, etc.

(2) Structure Hostage Situations

Only those support elements and tactical consideration and team
capabilities that differ from hostage situation (aircraft) are listed.

(a) Building custodian — provide general layout, rooms, hallway,
stairways, other entrances.

(b) Civil Engineers — Control of electricity, water, heat, gas
heavy equipment.

(c) Tactical considerations and team capabilities

1. Gaining entrance by deception - medic, painter, workman,
repai rman

2. Attempts to enter undetected - heater room attic, windows,
storeroom, ceiling, drain pipes, etc.

NOTE: The TNT leader will concern himself only with notifying the support elements
needed to accomplish the mission.

(3) Selected Tactic. Each tactic listed above is normally used as a last
resort. The location, daylight/darkness, aircraft/building structure, number of
hostage takers, types of weapons held by hostage taker(s), all are important
considerations when planning tactics. In all of the above, the TNT leader must
estimate the probable outcome and consider what protection can be given the
hostage(s) during the operation and recommend the best tactic which would afford
the highest possible degree of success.

(4) Equipment. The desired outcome of any hostage situation is the
release of hostages uninjured, apprehension of the hostage taker(s) and no damage
to property. The negotiator stands to achieve the most favorable outcome. The
TNT leader can assist both the negotiator and officer in charge with the use of
special equipment. The following equipment has been or will be installed within
the command and control vehicle.

(a) Security Police Radio net - communicating with TNT members
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(b) Inter—city radio net — direct conmiunications with civil
police

Cc) CB radio — emergency band, warn public

Cd) Reel to reel tape recorder — record entire operation

(a) Telephone with landline — plug in capabilities

(f) Base scan capabilities - fire department, control tower

(g) Small tape recorder - monitor only negotiations via landline

(h) FM radio - monitors listening device

g. Direct and Control. Once a plan of action has been selected, the
Tacticial Neutralization Teams act upon the direction of the TNT leader.
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PERSONNEL AND TRAINING

1. In order to provide a well disciplined and trained unit capable of
accomplishing special tactical missions utilizing special weapons and
tactics, the following factors should be established:

a. Each T.N.T. should be a permanent, self—sufficient entity that
trains together and responds as a disciplined, flexible unit.

b. Each T.N.T. should be composed of sufficient force to accomplish
the mission, yet small enough to achieve effective infiltration when
necessary.

c. Each T.N.T. should be provided with the weapons to effectively
deliver disciplined, balanced firepower to neutralize opposing firepower
and to defend itself when under attack.

d. Each T.N.T. member should be selected on the basis of special
skills that can be utilized in the unit. Each member should demonstrate
characteristics of initiative, job interest, and dedication in the police
field.

e. Each T.N.T. member should regularly qualify with the special
weapons employed by the unit.

f. Each T.N.T. member should be capable of performing all other team
member’s assignments.

g. Each T.N.T. should be capable of responding to urgent emergency
situations with the necessary equipment to immediately deploy for resolution
of the situation.

h. When a single team is not large enough to accomplish a given
objective, teams should be capable of being combined to form squads or
platoons.

2. In considering personnel for assignment to T.N.T., the following
minimum experience should be required of the applicant:

a. The applicant should not have less than one year’s experience in
law enforcement duties.

b. The applicant should be among the top 25 percent in personnel
evaluations for one year preceding T.N.T. assignment.

c. The applicant’s service record should indicate a low sick record,
a low traffic accident record, a low personnel complaint record, and a
strong physical status.
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d. He should have demonstrated strong characteristics of initiative,
job interest, and dedication in the police field.

3. Tactical Neutralization Team Concept: A T.N.T. is composed of four
permanent team members (team leader, marksman, observer, and scout).
T.N.T. operates separately or combined with other T.N.T. as squads or
platoons to perform special tactical missions under the direction of the
T.N.T. Officer in Charge, at the request of the Chief of Security Police,
Base or Wing Connander, and in some cases, higher command.

4. Purpose of Tactical Teams:

a. To implement appropriate tactics and equipment in non—riot
police occurrences.

(1) High riGk arrest situations.

(2) Barricaded suspects.

b. To perform fire control point missions by securing a comanding
position and keeping desired areas clear of snipers.

c. To perform rescue operation missions by rescuing captured or isolated
officers and by rescuing citizens in areas endangered by gunfire.

d. To assist and protect police and fire units regularly engaged with
mobs, looters, arsonists, and insurgents.

(1) In response to forces pinned down by a concentration of
sniper firepower.

(2) In pre—planned strategic locations where sniper fire is
anticipated.

e. In all cases, including unorganized riot, organized riot, insurgency,
revolution, or guerrilla war, the police role remains the same. It is
always to PROTECT LIVES AND PROPERTY.

5. Organization:

a. Composition of T.N.T.

(1) Each T.N.T. shall be made up of four officers: Leader,
Marksman, Observer and Scout.

(2) Functions of T.N.T. Members.

(a) Leader.

(1) Responsible for completion of team’s mission.



(2) Plans, organizes, and implements specific tactics
used for each assignment.

(3) Controls, directs, and leads the team.

(4) Communicates all intelligence to field commander.

(b) Marksman.

(1) Provides long range and intermediate range defense.

(2) Provides anti—sniper control.

(3) Provides accurate base support fire at all ranges.

(c) Observer.

(1) Spotter for marksman.

(2) Provides close and intermediate range defense.

(2) Radioman.

(d) Scout.

(1) Leads team to objective and returns by scouting
routes of ingress and egress.

(2) Provides security for the team.

(3) Provides close range defense.

(3) Equipment.

(a) General

(1) Utility uniform or camouflage.

(2) Boots, black leather, 11 inch uppers

(2~) Webb belt

(4) Canteen, ammunition pouch, first aid kit, vest,
survival. —

(5) Side arm, .38 revolver (shoulder holster).
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(b) Each team is large enough to defend itself (balanced
firepower).

Cc) Teams are small enough to achieve effective infiltration.

Cd) T.N.T. members are able to perform the tasks of each
other team member.

(e) Teams are essentially infantry-type units and will do
most traveling on foot.

6. T.N.T. Tactics.

a. Preparation:

(1) Speed of response is important in nearly all T.N.T. team
missions, but speed is secondary to preparation:

(2) What considerations should be made toward the accomplishment
of the mission?

(a) What is the purpose of the mission?

(b) Where are the suspects located?

Cc) Who are the suspects?

(d) Are there snipers in the area?

(e) What are the best approach and withdrawal routes?

(f) What are the best alternate routes?

(g) What is the best position from which to neutralize the
suspect or otherwise accomplish the objectives of the mission?

(h) Are there other officers in the area? (Police, fire,
augmentees).

(i) Are they aware of the mission?

Ci) Is it possible to communicate with them?

(k) Will the command post remain in the present location?

(1) Are there usable storm drains in the area?

(m) Are maps, photos, building plans, etc., available?
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(n) Is the rioting force organized?

(o) Are running cawnuntati ons with the helicopter, comand
post, or forward observation posts possible during the mission?

(3) Briefing by the requesting officer.

(a) Determine the answers to as many of the above questions

as possible. -

(b) Make sure all officers in the area are aware of the mission.

Cc) Confirm routes and coninunications procedures with the
briefing officer before the start of the mission.

(d) Determine if there is a need for special equipment.

(e) Determine the extent of manpower needs.

b. Infiltration Techniques for T.N.T.

(1) General rules.

(a) Nature of work demands perfect discipline within the
team. The mission can be safely accomplished only by perfect teamwork

— no individual heroics — — never leave the Team except under orders.

(b) Never abandon dead or wounded.

(1) Minimizes the chances of being captured as a
hostage.

(2) Knowing this is good for morale.

(c) The objective will be to accomplish the mission with
minimum detection, or better, completely undetected.

(d) Use cover and concealment. The most suicidal mistake is
to delay while in the open.

(1) In built—up areas (cities) there is little excuse
for lingering in the open — — cover is at hand — — use it.

Ce) Protect the rear and flanks in all phases of the mission.



(f) Always be aware of the possibility of an attack from
above.

(g) Always keep a safe distance between Team members.

(h) If possible, use hand or light signals to avoid using
voice communications during the mission.

(i) Always be aware of background; try to blend with it if
possible; avoid contrast.

(j) At night, look slightly to the side of the object you
wish to see, not directly at it.

(1) Day sight uses center of pupil.

(2) Night sight uses cones at outer perimeter of pupil.

(k) Day or night, do not look into bright light (sun, fire,
headlights, etc.).

(1) If the mission begins in sunlight and carries into
dark hours, sunglasses will help transfer to night vision. Remember that
sunglasses can reflect sunlight.

(1) Step high and come down flat—footed for silent walk.

(m) Avoid looking over or around skylines or walls. Use
natural openings such as drain holes, broken walls, and curtained windows.
Take advantage of natural cover, broken outlines or background.

(2) Approach techniques.

(a) Select the best route before beginning the mission
(approach and withdrawal) and have an alternate route for each known to
the field commander.

(b) When moving across open ground, move only ONE MAN AT A
TIME while others take positions to cover him. Suggested order: (1)
scout; (2) leader; (3) observer and (4) marksman. Be sure no one moves
across open ground until he is covered.

(c) Take advantage of natural cover and concealment (door
ways, trees, storm drains, trash cans, vehicles, etc.), and use shadows.
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(d) Selection of a route should be at the rear at an
unobservable side of the objective.

(e) If possible, go immediately to roof or upper floors by
means of fire escape, inside stairs, or by scaling a wall. Again, stay
away from front or object side of building.

(f) Fire escapes are easily observed and, therefore, are
vulnerable. If fired upon while on a fire escape, enter the building
through the nearest opening.

(g) Inside stairwells are ready—made for ambush. Ascend
through any other open ground, one man at a time, covered at all times.

(3) Withdrawal techniques.

(a) All techniques of approach apply to withdrawal. Object
is to avoid detection, if possible.

(b) If possible, move back on high ground, or through
storm drains.

(c) Inform the commander of the route of withdrawal, and
the estimated time of arrival.

c. Selecting positions.

(1) Depends upon the mission.

(a) If an anti—sniper mission, the position will be
temporary.

(b) In a fire control mission, the position will be
permanent.

(2) In either case, rules for selecting a proper position apply.

(a) The position must give an unobstructed view of the
target.

(b) The position should be defensible (best defense is
highest ground).

(c) Plan for “quick escape” routes.

d. Securing position.

(1) Deploy scout to prevent surprise, close range attach by
covering accesses to position.
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(2) Inform the Officer in Charge/Chief of Security Police, via
T.N.T. Officer in Charge of exact position.

(3) Object is to protect the marksman until the mission is
accomplished.

(4) Inform the Officer in Charge/Chief of Security Police, via
the T.N.T. Officer in Charge, when the mission is accomplished

(5) Inform T.N.T. Officer in Charge which withdrawal route will
be used.

e. Minimum fire techniques.

(1) The objective is to accomplish anti—sniper mission with a
minimum of gunfire.

(a) If there is a miss, there may not be time for another
shot, unless the sniper decides to exchange gunfire.

(b) If more than one suspect, there will probably be time
for only one shot, unless T.N.T. marksmen are working in teams.

(1) Choose the target that represents most danger.

(2) Do not waste annunition against a barricaded suspect by
intermittent firing at will. Fire on comand. The marksman will lay
down concentrated base support fire (aimed), under which entry teams will
advance to neutralize the suspect inside the barricaded location. Base
support fire is intended to cause the suspect to stay down, or, at best,
return only hurried, unaimed fire.

(3) On a fire control point mission, the object is to secure
high ground in order to protect police, fire department personnel, and
other persons in the streets below. The source of danger to them is from
windows of buildings opposite your position.

f. Barricaded suspects.

(1) Possibilities here range from heavily defended position
of snipers during insurgency or major riot to types of barricaded suspects
as encountered in more routine police work.

(2) T.N.T. provide major advantages over normal police tactics.

(a) T.N.T. are trained to use proper preparation and
planning.
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(b) T.N.T. are trained to deploy to best advantage for
officer’s safety.

Cc) T.N.T. have appropriate equlpwent available.

(1) Forced entry tools.

(2) Tear gas equipment

(3) Special weapons

(3) Balanced firepower.

Ca) A T.N.T. (or team formed into squads or platoons)
use marksmen to supply accurately concentrated base support fire (designed
to prevent suspects from returning fire) while other team members deploy
to enter suspect’s position. (This tactic presumes all efforts to con
vince the suspect to surrender by verbal persuasion, gas, etc., have
failed.)

(b) Once support fire officers are inside the suspect’s
position, their heavy close range firepower is an advantage (support fire
ceases when entry teams reach objective.)

g. Communications.

(1) Each team leader and observer will carry a walkie—talkie.

(a) Use carrying case

(b) Use ear plug receiver.

(2) Always keep in contact with T.N.T. Officer in Charge.
Always let him know if you deviate even slightly from your plan.

(3) Since the radio may be the only contact with home base,
test the equipment before leaving on the mission. If assigned to a pre
selected post, consider the possibilities of areas which may be “DEAD”
to communications transmitting or receiving.

7. PLANNING AND PREPARING FOR THE PATROL

a. Receipt of the mission.

(1) Leader is issued instruction for the mission.

(a) Obtain all instruction, informaion, and guidance needed
to plan, prepare, and execute the mission.
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(1) flay be written or oral.

(b) Order will be issued by T.N.T. Officer in Charge, or his
representative to team leader only.

(1) Leader receives instruction.

(2) Leader asks pertinent questions regarding the
mission. —

(a) What is the purpose of the mission?

(b) Is intelligence information available on
hostiles in the area, other than the suspects who are the object of the
mission?

(c) Are there other police units in the area?

(4) Will support be available to the assigned team?
By whom?

C!) Will the team be able to communicate directly
with other police units in the area and the command post?

(f) Will the command post remain at the present
location?

(~) Are photos, building plans, etc., available?

(h) Is suspect force organized?

(i) What is the strength of suspect force?

(c) Establish patrol routes and check points.

(1) Primary and alternate route of entrance.

(2) Primary and alternate route of withdrawal.

(a) If possible, entrance and withdrawal should
not be the same.

(3) Rallying poinfl —— discuss.

(4) Check points are designated locations on the
ground over or nearThhich the patrol must pass.
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(a) Establish checkpoints with coimnand post.

(b) Mark on maps conm~and post apprised of progress
by radio contact at each checkpoint.

(2) Control of the mission by the connand post generally ends
with the final order, unless aborted by radio. The responsibility is
then assumed by the team leader.

(a) Therefore, the degree of the connand post’s control
and influence over the mission depends on the type of mission.

(b) Time of departure may be general (after dark) or
specific (2330 hours).

(c) The leader may have time for formal planning, or he may
only have time for a short briefing.

(d) Time for return may be specified, but is usually not.

(1) If specified, comand post officer issuing order
must be aware that This will be restrictive and may affect the success
of the mission. He must decide which is more important —— time or mission.

(2) The leader receives the mission order.

(a) Take notes —— make necessary notations on maps.

(b) Establish codes.

b. Planning steps.

(1) Plan use of available time between receipt of mission and
departure time.

(a) Start at time of departure and work backwards.

(b) The leader should take nothing for granted.

(2) Study situation.

(a) Study friendly and hostile situations for the effect
that team dispositions, strength and capabilities may have on the mission.

(b) These factors influence organization of team, weapons,
and equipment.

(3) Map study.

(a) The leader makes a thorough map study or the terrain
over which the team will operate.



(b) The terrain in the vicinity of the objective influences
the~team organization and the manner in which the leader will conduct his
reconnaissance or other objective.

(4) Coordination.

(a) The leader effects all possible coordination before
leaving.

(1) Movement in friendly areas.

(2) Departure and reentry in friendly areas.

(V Fire support.

(5) Example of backward planning schedule:

0001 - Time of departure
2345 - Movement to departure area
2330 — Final inspection
2300 — Rehearsal
2230 — Chow
2215 — Inspection
2145 — Detailed briefing
2100 — Detailed planning
2045 — Issue warning order
2015 — Preliminary planning (team leader only)
2000 - Mission order received.

This is an example (perhaps ideal). Under certain circumstances, the
time for preparing may be telescoped into an hour or less. However, these
are the steps that should be considered.

c. Selection of weapons and equipment.

(1) The leader should determine:

(a) What logistics are needed to complete the mission?

(b) Will carrying special equipment or weapons jeopardize
infiltration security? Or,

Cc) Is firepower and special equipment worth the loss of
speed, mobility, and deception?

(2) Equipment.

(a) To be used at objective and necessary to accomplish
the mission.



(1) Standard weapon.

(2) Mnuunition.

(3) Special Weapons.

(4) Binoculars.

(~~) Radio.

(b) To be used enroute and will assist or enable them to
reach objective.

(1) Maps.

(2) Compass.

~ Ropes.

(4) Storm drain openers.

(5) Wire bolt cutters.

(~~) Flashlight.

Cc) To be used for control during mission.

(j_) Radio.

(~~) Whistle.

~ Spray paint.

(4) Flashlight.

(5) Luminous paint.

Cd) Food and water. (Possibility of serial resupply).

(]_) Rations.

(g.) Canteen.

Ce) Routine equipment.

(1) Uniforms.

(2) Weapons (standard).

(3) Weapons (special).
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d. Warning Order.

(1) Team personnel need time to prepare their gear.

(2) Team leader issues warning order.

(a) Brief statement of situation.

(b) Brief statement of team’s mission.

(c) General instructions regarding:

(j~) Weapons.

(2) Uniforms.

(3) Other units involved.

(4) Rations, water.

(5) Special equipment.

(6) Chain of Comni~and.

(7) Time Schedule.

e. Detailed planning (leader only).

(1) The leader is now ready to plan in detail.

(a) Determine assignments for specific duties —— team and
individuals.

(b) Correlate all information regarding suspects, terrain,
etc.

(c) Route and alternate route (details).

(1) In and out.

(2) Checkpoints (review).

(~~) Rallying points.

(2) Conduct of the patrol.

(a) The leader plans for every possible action the team
may take.
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(1) Formation and order of movement.

(2) Departure from and re-entry to friendly area.

~ How to use rallying points.

(4) Action to take at danger points.

(5) Actions to take at objective.

(6) Orders for return.

(7) Instructions for handling dead or wounded officers.

(~) Signals.

(9) Communications, call signals, etc. The radio
frequencies of the command post and other friendlies in the area.

(10) Challenge and password.

f. Briefing of team by the leader.

(1) The leader covers, in detail, his planning for the mission
with his team and assigns specific duties.

(2) Cover all items in paragraph e, above.

g. Inspection.

h. Chow.

i. Rehearsal.

(1) If time allows, rehearse specific assignments in depth.

(2) If time is short, rehearsal may amount to each man repeating
instructions and specifics. Talk team through mission. This is time for
questions by team members.

j. Final inspection.

(1) The leader verifies coordination with T.N.T. Officer in
Charge and gets last minute information.

k. Movement to departure area.

1. Departure.
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(1) Planning is vital.

(2) Field expedience may be just as vital.

8. TYPES OF PATROL.

a. The types of patrols described here are those which T.N.T. Teams
may perform in the event of urban guerrilla warfare. They are:

(1) Reconnaissance patrols.

(2) Combat patrols.

(a) Anti—sniper patrols.

(b) Rescue patrols.

(c) Forward observation post patrols.

Cd) Security patrols.

Ce) Contact patrols.

(f) Economy of force patrols or decoy.

b. T.N.T. are most likely to be used for purposes of anti—sniping,
rescue, contact, security, and reconnaissance.

ë, A deteriorated situation, however, might call upon T.N.T. to perform
specialized missions for the neutralization of unfriendly forces.

d. Reconnaissance patrols.

(I) Information about the enemy and the terrain he controls is
vital to the field commander. He must have accurate, timely information to
assist him in making tactical decisions. Reconnaissance patrols are one of
the most reliable means of obtaining this information.

(2) A reconnaissance patrol is one dispatched specifically for
the purpose of collecting information. Wherever possible, it avoids
contact with the enemy and will usually conduct defensive combat only
as a means of self—preservation.

(a) Movement, therefore, is by stealth.

(b) Avoid contact with personnel who might compromise the
security of the patrol.
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(j~) Move by night.

(2) Move in unmarked transport.

(a) Use helicopter approach into area when
practicable.

(3) Use indirect, circuitous routes.

(3) Mission.

(a) To obtain information about the suspect.

(1) Does the suspect occupy a certain piece of terrain?

(2) What is his strength?

(3) How is he equipped?

(4) What is he doing?

(5) Where are his headquarters?

(6) Where are his logistics stored?

(7) Who are the obvious leaders?

(b) To obtain information about the terrain.

(1) Are streets and alleys being used as fire lanes?

(2) Are buildings being used for bunkers?

(1) For snipers?

(4) Can vehicles enter the area?

(5) Are storm drains or sewers being used?

(6) Where are hostages being held?

(4) Types of reconnaissance.

(a) Point reconnaissance.

(1) The conmiand post may require information about a
specific location in a small area.
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(2) The patrol secures this information by conducting
reconnaissance of the location or by maintaining surveillance over the
location -

(5) Organization of reconnaissance patrols.

(a) A reconnaissance patrol is organized into a reconn
aissance element and a security element.

(b) A patrol with a point reconnaissance mission is usually
small (one team).

Cc) A patrol with an area reconnaissance mission is usually
lareger (two or three teams).

NOTE: In either case, the leader divides personnel into reconnaissance
element and security element. Small units can provide own security.

(6) Reconnaissance patrol equipment.

(a) Normally, team members are armed and equipped as
necessary for accomplishing the mission.

(1) Special equipment.

(a) Wire or bolt cutters.

(b) Compass.

(c) A camera (Polaroid is excellent).

Cd) Infra—red equipment may be used.

(e) Pencil and small notebook so notes and
sketches can be made.

(7) Conduct of a reconnaissance patrol.

(a) A reconnaissance patrol tries to conduct its reconn
aissance without being discovered.

(1) Information may lose its value if suspect knows
we have it.

(2) Stealth and patience are emphasized.
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(3) Maximum use of concealment is mandatory.

(4) The reconnaissance patrol fights only to accomplish
its mission or to protect itself.

(5) In critical situations, the suspect’s position
can be located by fTring to draw fire. This is called reconnaissance by
fire. It should be a last resort and only when authorized.

(8) Reconnaissance patrol actions at the objective.

(a) Point reconnaissance.

(1) The leader will halt and conceal the patrol near
the objective. This will usually be at the objective rallying point
already noted on the maps.

(2) The leader then instructs his team to pinpoint the
objective and confirms his plan for positioning security and making the
reconnaissance.

(a) Security is placed to provide early warning
of suspect’s approach, to secure the objective, and to protect, the
reconnaissance element.

(3) The team may have to move to several positions,
perhaps making a circle around the objective, to have proper recon’naissance.

(4) When reconnaissance is completed, the team is
assembled and each man tells what he has seen and heard. Each contributes
anything he may have observed.

(5) A preliminary report may be made by radio, if
possible.

(6) The patrol then returns and makes a full written
report using a mark’è’d map when possible.

(b) Area reconnaissance.

(1) The leader halts the patrol at the objective
rallying point, surveys the situation, and confirms his plan.

(2) Positions security.

(3) Reconnoiters objectives (overall or one at a time.)
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(4) Reports by radio, if possible.

(5) Returns to command post.

(6) Under some circumstances, units of a larger patrol
will reconnoiter specific objectives within the main objective at the
same time and return to command post on own, using predesignated return
routes. Units will provide own security.

(9) Day and night reconnaissance.

(a) Principle differences.

(1) Day reconnaissance requries maximum use of con
cealment; patrol is more likely to be seen and usually will not be able
to get as close to objective.

(2) Night reconnaissance (or low visibility reconn
aissance) requires greater use of stealth. Reduced visibility will usually
demand that patrol move closer to objective in order to obtain information.

e. Combat patrols.

Cl) Purpose of combat patrols.

(a) Neutralize the suspect.

(b) Provide security to main units.

(c) Establish and/or maintain contact with friendly and
enemy forces.

(d) Deny suspect access to key terrain.

Ce) Rescue.

(2) Patrols named according to mission.

(a) Anti—sniper patrols —— Respond to sniper activity by
move and maneuver to flank and reduce the sniper’s position.

(b) Rescue patrols -— Free hostages or relieve friendly
forces pinned down by suspect’s fire.

(c) Forward observation post patrols —— Establish permanent
or temporary observation posts for the purpose of observation, holding
terrain, or denying suspect access to specific area.

(d) Security patrols -— Protect against surprise assault
by suspects.
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Ce) Contact patrols —— Establish and/or maintain contact
with enemy or friendly forces.

(f) Economy of force or decoy patrols -— Occupy key terrain,
set roadblocks, etc. Perform limited objective missions such as seizing
and holding key terrain temporarily to allow maximum deployment elsewhere.

(3) Organization of combat patrols.

(a) From one to three elements.

(1) Primary element — the element that accomplishes
the objective.

(2) Security element — the element that protects the
primary elej~ent at The objective rallying point.

(3) Support element(s) — the element(s) that provide
special support to the primary element, such as base support fiiè, medièäi
aid, etc.

(4) Equipment.

(a) General.

(1) Fatigue uniform.

(2) Shoulder holster and revolver.

(.~.) Flashlight.

(~) Knife.

(k) Canteen.

(6) Cartridge belt and/or survival vest.

(7) Extra bandoliers.

(8) First aid kit.

(9) Black leather gloves.

(10) Matches in waterproof container.

(11) Black electrical tape.

() Face paint.
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(b) Specific.

(1) Marksman.

(a) Small tools for rifle and sight repair or
adjustment.

(b) Small vial of oil for rifle.

(2) Logistics vehicle or coninand post.

(a) Bolt and wire cutters.

( Crowbar.

(s.) Pliers.

(4) Multi—head screwdriver.

(e) Flat heat hatchet.

(f) Small grappling hooks.

(a) Complete set of base grid maps.

(h) Complete set of base storm drain maps.

(i) Storm drain openers.

(.j) Gas grenades.

(Jj) Sleeping bags.

(1) Plain black raincoats with dull black buttons
for inclement weather.

(5) Conduct of combat patrols.

(a) Object is to reach objective without being discovered.

(b) Leader may have to sacrifice some control for better
dispersion or give up some speed of movement for greater stealth and more
security.

(c) Most important consideration is the action to be taken
if contact is made with the suspect.

(1) Reaction to ambush will be covered later.
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d. Anti—sniper patrols.

(1) The leader will prepare the team to enter the area where
the sniper is reported to be.

(a) Effort will be made to reach a position as close to
that where the sniper is reported to be as is possible.

(1) Keep in mtnd that the sniper may fire oen or two
rounds to activate your response and then he may move to another location.

(a) Taking the weapon with him.

(h) Hiding weapon and moving to another location.

(2) Approach on high ground is best, if practical.

(3) Storm drains are good until you get near objective,
then move to high ground.

(a) Remember, exit from storm drains may be in
view of other suspects and may prohibit use of storm drains, at least
tn proximity of objective.

(2) The sniper’s position may be a permanent position.

(a) May be fortified — protected from ambush.

(b) Will require decision on the part of the team leader.

(1) To risk being pinned down in hostile territory.

(2) To abandon objective.

(a) Must consider ability to withdraw with maximum
safety. —

(3) To call for assistance.

(3) Use flanking move and maneuver deployment where practical.

(a) Practical only where team can be split with maximum
safety and regrouped with maximum safety.

e. Rescue patrols.

(1) Respond to conunand post order and information that:
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(a) Police, fire, or government officials are held as
hostages by suspects.

(b) Civilians are held as hostages by suspects.

Cc) Police or fire units are pinned down by suspects.

(2) Knowledge of terrain, conditions, and suspect’s strength
is essential to successful operation.

(3) Speed not most important — absolute surprise imperative.

(4) Usually will be larger unit operation - three or four teams
led by platoon leader.

C5) Must have prearranged evacuation system for hostages.

(6) Must have prearranged withdrawal plan for teams and pinned
down friendlies,

(7) Must have prearranged evacuation system for wounded.

f. Forward observation post patrols.

Cl) Forward observation post patrols are patrols only for
entering and withdrawing.

(2) Actual objective is to set up defensible position for
observation purposes; usually high ground position.

(3) Good knowledge of terrain, conditions, and suspect prior
to patrol is important.

(4) May be used only for observation — need for stealth is
imperative.

(5) May

(6) May
operating in the

(7) Must

g. Security patrols.

(1) Security patrols detect infiltration and protect against
surprise and ambush.

(2) Security patrols are usually conducted close to friendly
lines or territory.

be used to control intersection so suspects cannot use it.

be used to provide high ground security for friendlies
street.

go equipped to spend considerable time there.
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(3) Must have specific orders about how to deal with infiltrators.

h. Contact patrols.

(1) Contact patrols establish and/or maintain contact with friendly
or suspect forces.

(2) May be used to contact team engaged in forward observation
post mission.

(3) May be used to find out where the suspect is at any given
time.

(4) Usually patrols are of medium or deep penetration, but of
short duration.

i. Economy of force or decoy patrols.

(1) Move in and occupy key terrain — protect roadblocks, etc.

(2) Would be used to make suspects believe police are interested
in one objective, while main force deals with another.

(3) Usually would be of short duration, but msut be heavily
armed to withdraw under fire.

9. INDIViDUAL MOVEMENT. Individual movement may mean the difference
between the success or failure or a teamts mission. It may make the
difference between life and death. Each individual must be prepared for
the mIssion and must thoroughly understand individual movement techniques.

a. Preparation of the individual and his equipment.

(1) Camouflage face, hands, neck, back of ears, and equipment.

(a) Tape loose metal equipment to prevent it from rattling.

(b) Wear soft, well-fitting clothing. Trousers may be tied
at the thighs and at the ankles if their looseness would otherwise cause
noise. Clothing must be loose enough, however, to insure proper circulation.

(c) Wear black baseball cap (for identification reasons),
helmet is clumsy, interfers with hearing, and gets in the way of precision
shooting.

(d) Carry exactly what you need. Do not carry extra equipment.



(e) Wear black leather gloves, preferably unlined, for
protection against broken glass, jagged metal, splinters, etc.

(f) Carry equipment assigned (including extra aimnunition).

(g) Know your assignment.

(1) Know objective of the mission.

(2) Know details of preparation.

(3) Know what your job Is.

(4) Know the jobs of the other team members.

(5) Know your rallying and rendezvous points.

(6) Know your routes and alternate routes.

(7) Know your call signals and passwords.

(h) Use the “buddy system” to check each other’s gear, including
the team leaders.

b. General.

Cl) Move by bounds: halt, listen, observe, then move again.

(a) Look for the next spot before leaving the concealment
of your present position. Observe the area carefully for hostile activity,
then select the best available covered and concealed route to the new
location. Take advantage of darkness, fog, smoke, haze, and noise to
assist in concealing movement.

(b) Upon reaching a new position, remain there alert by
listening. Observe briefly to see if your movement alarmed animals —

their flight, movement, or barking will alert the suspects.

Cc) Move across roads and alleys where there is the most
cover or concealment. Look for culverts, low spots, curves, parked autos,
trash cans, bushes, trees, etc.

Cd) Follow furrows or natural indentations in the ground
when crossing vacant lots or fields. Even the slightest depression will
provide cover and concealment from ground observers.

Ce) Avoid steep slopes and areas with gravel or loose stones.
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(f) Avoid freshly watered lawns, if possible, on reconn
aissance missions; your tracks will alert suspects.

(g) Avoid clear areas where possible to avoid being
silhouetted against the skyline.

c. The rush. The rush is the fastest way to move from one position
to anGther. The correct technique is as follows:

(1) Start from the prone position.

(2) Slowly raise your head and select your new position.

(3) Slowly lower your head, draw your arms into your body,
keeping your elbows down and pull your right leg forward.

(4) With one movement, raise the body by straightening your antis.

(5) Spring to your feet, stepping off with your left foot.

(6) Run to new position using shortest route; don’t try to move
to a new position too far away from original position.

(7) Just before hitting the ground, plant both feet.

(8) Drop to the knees, at the same time sliding the right hand
to the heel of the rifle or shotgun butt.

(9) Fall forward, breaking the fall with the butt of the weapon.

(10) Shift the weight of your body to the left side. With your
right hand, place the butt of your rifle in the hollow of your right shoulder
(put butt of shotgun under armpit, this will allow you to work pump action
more effectively).

(11) Lie as flat as possible. If you have reason to believe your
movement was observed by suspects, roll to your right or left (if cover
or concealment exists).

d. The Drawl. There are times when it is necessary to move with
the body close to the ground to avoid being seen. There are three ways
to do this: The low crawl, the high crawl, and crawling on hands and
knees. Use the method best suited to the conditions of visibility,
cover, and concealment available, and speed required.
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(1) The low crawl.

(a) Use the low crawl when cover and concealment are scarce,
when visibility permits good suspect observation, and when speed is not
essential.

(b) Keep your body as flat as possible against the ground.
Grasp the rifle sling at the upper sling swivel. Let the balance of the
rifle rest on the forearm and let the butt of the rifle drag on the ground.

(c) To start forward, push the arms forward and pull the
right leg forward (flat on the ground.).

(d) To move foreard, pull with the arms and push with the
right leg.

(e) Change the pushing leg frequently to avoid fatigue.

(f) Be careful not to raise or lift any part of the body
(particularly the buttocks).

(2) The high crawl.

(a) Use the high crawl when cover and concealment are
available, when poor visibility reduces the suspectes observation, and
when speed is required.

(b) Keep the body free of the ground and rest the weight
on your forearms and lower leg. Cradle the rifle in the arms, keeping
its muzzle off the ground (if right handed, butt of rifle to right, muzzle
to left).

(c) Move forward alternately advancing the right elbow and
left knee, left elbow and right knee.

(3) Crawling on hands and knees.

(a) The low and high crawl are not suitable when very near
the enemy.

(b) They make shuffling noises which are easily heard.

(c) Crawl on your hands and knees; lay your weapon on the
ground by your side.

(d) With your right hand, feel for or make a clear spot
for the knee. Keep a hand on the spot and bring the right knee forward
until it meets the hand.
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(e) Repeat the same procedure with your left hand and knee.

(f) To move your weapon, feel for a place, clear it, and
lift the weapon into position.

(g) Crawl very slowly, staying as low as possible and remain
absolutely silent.

e. Walking.

(1) To walk when extreme quiet is necessary, make footing sure
and solid by keeping the weight on one foot as each step is taken.

(2) Raise the other leg high to clear brush or grass or rubble.

(3) With the weight on the rear foot, gently let the front
foot down, toe first.

(4) Feel with the toe and pick a good spot.

(5) Lower the heel after finding a solid palce.

(6) Shift the weight and balance to your forward foot.

(7) Take short steps to avoid losing balance.

(8) At night or in dark places, feel for any obstructions by
holding your weapon in one hand and extending the other forward. Sotrm
dratns are a good example where fear of warning suspects.

f. Assuming the prone position.

(1) To assume the prone position, crouch slowly.

(2) Hold your weapons under your arm and feel for a clear spot
with the weight on your free hand and opposite knee.

(3) Raise the free leg up and back, and lower it to the ground,
feeling with the toe for a clear spot.

(4) Roll gently into the prone position.

g. Searching the terrain.

(1) When you use binoculars, take care to prevent telltale
reflection from the lenses.
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(2) Search by shifting the eye with short, jerky movements.

(3) Scan when limiting to area where you thought you saw
something. Use off center vision to scan at night.

(4) An object viewed against thesky from a psoition close to
the ground can be more clearly seen than from any other position.

h. Miscellaneous.

(1) When possible, do not look over tops of objects. If you
must, be sure background breaks up your silhouette.

(2) When necessary, try to look around sides of objects (fences,
buildings, etc.).

(3) Avoid unnecessary movement.

(4) Smoking lamp is out on all assignments unless specifically
announced otherwise.

(5) Against sniper — move no closer than necessary for safety
reasons, but as close as is safe.

(6) In any movement — do not choose place from which you cannot
effectively defend.

(7) Cutting wire — cut lower strands. Check for booby traps
before cutting. Hold wire and cut near picket to prevent loose ends
from flying back.

10. RIOTER~S TACTICS.

a. Suggested Reading:

(1) 150 QUESTIONS FOR A GUERRILLA, Alberto Bayo, ed. by Robert
K. Brown, 1963.

(2) STUDIES IN GUERRILLA WARFARE, United States Institute, 1963.

(3) THE GUERRILLA AND HOW TO FIGHT HIM, United States Marine
Corps., Gazette, Praeger, 1962.

(4) THE CRAFT OF INTELLIGENCE, Allen Dulles, Harper and Row.

(5) THE POLICE AND PUBLIC DISORDER, New York State Municipal
Police, Training Council, 1965.
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(6) COUNTERINSURGENCY WARFARE, Davil Galula, Praeger, 1964.

(1) COMBAT IN FORTIFIED AND BUILT UP AREAS, Department of Army
FM 41—50, March 1964.

(8) MAO TSE TUNG ON GUERRILLA WARFARE, (translated).

(9) COUNTER GUERRILLA OPERATIONS, Valerino and Bohannan,
Praeger, 1962.

(10) MODERN WARFARE, Trinquier, Praeger, 1961.

(11) GUERRILLA, Charles W. Thauer, Harper and Row, 1963.

(12) LAW GUERRA DE GUERRILLAS, Che Guevara (publisher unknown).

(13) AIR FORCE SURVIVAL MANUAL, 1964 — 1965.

(14) PEOPLE’W WAR, PEOPLES ARMY: THE VIET CONG INSURRECTION
MANUAL FOR UNDERDEVELOPED COUNTRIES, General Vo Nguyen Giap, Praeger, 1962.

(15) MARINES, GUERRILLAS, AND SMALL WARS, Major Michael Spark,
USMC, Panther Publications.

(16) SMALL UNIT OPERATIONS, Marine Corps Schools, Panther.

(17) OPERATIONS AGAINST GUERRILLA FORCES, Fleet Marine Force
Manual, 21, 1962.

(18) SECRET FORCES, F.O. Micsche, Faber and Faber, (London) 1950.

(19) THE STRATEGY AND TACTICS OF SMALL WARS, Major S.M. Harrington,
Marine Corps Gazette, March 1922.

11. TACTICAL NEUTRALIZATION TEAM PRACTICAL FACTORS CHECK LIST.

a. Weapons.

(1) .38 Caliber Revolver

(a) Name the major parts.

(b) Point out and describe all the safties.

Cc) Demonstrate proper handling.

(d) Demonstrate proper firing techniques including stance,
grip, sighting, and trigger pull.

(e) Demonstrate proper cleaning and oiling.
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(2) M-16

(a) Field strip and reassentle.

(b) Perform the same factors as for .38 caliber revolver.

(3) 12 Guage Shotgun.

(a) Perform the same factors as for M—16.

b. Individual movement techniques.

(1) Perform the following movement techniques.

(a) Low crawl.

(b) High crawl.

(c) “Rush” and “Hit the decku.

(d) Silent walk.

(e) Wall cross over.

(f) Under wire crawl.

(g) Button hook.

(h) Room to room search and clearing.

(I) Stairway ascent.

(3) On—line and in—line movement.

(k) One and two—man lifting assists.

c. Rappeling and rope work.

(1) Tie the following listed knots.

(a) Bowline.

(b) Figure of eight.

(c) Square.
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Cd) Two half hitches.

Ce) Clove hitch.

(2) Perform the following:

(a) Rig a swiss seat.

(b) Daisy chain a rope.

Cc) Butterfly a rope.

Cd) Set up a traverse line.

Ce) Climb a double or knotted line 15 — 20 feet.

(f) Tie off repe for rappeling.

(g) Rappel with full gear.

(1) Helicopter

(2) Wall, including tie off and window entry.

12. WATER SURVIVAL. (Suggest taking Red Cross Advanced Lifesaving and
Water Safety Course).

13. UNIFORM AND EQUIPMENT.

a. Display Tactical Neutralization Team uniform by wearing it.

h. Display tactical equipment.

(1) Worn on a typical mission.

(2) Ready for immediate use (in bag).

14. GAS MASK,

a. Demonstrate proper application and removal.

b. Demonstrate proper application and removal of filter.

c. Explain the limitations of the gas mask.

15. CHEMICAL AGENTS.

a. Demonstrate and explain the various types of chemical agents
used by T.N.T.
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TACTICAL NEUTRALIZATION TERN

INITIAL ORIENTATION COURSE

55Hours-6days
Patrick AFB, FL 32925

- AFSC

Monday Day #1

0745—0800 - Opening Remarks Lt Col Donald C. Thomas, CSP

SUBJECT INSTRUCTOR

0800—0945 — Introduction Capt Sheets — Orange County
Sheriff’s Dept.
SWAT Instructor

1. History and development of small unit tactics teams,

2. The increasing hostage problem in today’s society

3. Basic team composition (including phy. requirements)

a. Break down of individual member responsibilities

• b. Basicteam equipment

c. Flexibility, independent and combined action

d. Use of other specialists -. psychologist, Electron Spec, etc.

4. Reason for special techniques and how they are used

a. Bldg entry

b. One & two man lifts
,‘ ‘

c. Spider Crawl

d. Repelling/extractions

• O~00—10O0 - Coffee Break

1000—1200 - Why Tactical Neutral ization Teams in the USAF TSgt Hoard - PAFB
T.N.T.
Leader

1. What are our priorities (as far as Police, Hostage, Bystanders/
Hostage taker

a. Protection of nuclear weapons, A & B Resources, terrorist
activities and Hostage taker’s demands

b. Protection of VIP’s, Base Command Staff, AF Personnel
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c. What is the AF Policy on hostage situationsfbarricaded subject
terrarist activities (money, innunity, car, etc.)

2. Film and Slides - The first civilian trained Se~urity Police SWAT taken
in Jan 77, Orlando, Fla, shown at AFSC/SP Conference. (22½ Minutes)
Air Force Now Film, “Patrick AFB, T.N.T.”

1200-1300 — Lunch

1300—1450 — Equipment and Demonstration of it’s use.

1. Display of uniform and equipment

2. Spet±ialized equipment, listening devices, monitor equipment, weapons,
entry tools, personal protection equipment (OCSD/SWAT)

1450-1500 — Break

1500—1700 Team Tactics

1. Preparation -

2. Connunication

3. Inftitration

4. Selecting Positions

5, Securing Position/Day or Night

6. Fire Control

1700—1800 - Light Lunch -

1800—1900 - Physical Fitness Program Mm Sak (“A” Team Marksman)’

Change into Gym Clqthiçg foiz beach run

1900- - Class dismissed. Rejurn to quarters

Reading Assignment - Small Unit/Law Enforcement Operations Order (OCSD/SWAT Manual)

Desire Reading — Handout

The Sociopath - A Criminal Enigma by SA Strantz, FBI
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Tuesday _______ Day #2

0800-0950 - 1. Public Opinion/Office of liffonnation, •.j Speaker local News Press

News Press monitoring ability Speaker from Office of

2. Disclosure of Information Information

3. Shoot—Don’t Shoot, using good judgement,

duty to restrict non—essentials regardless of rank

or position

4. Use of smoke, gas, pysotechnics

a. How to use

b. Where and’ when to use

c. Shotgun w/gas — true flight

0950—1000 — Break

• 1000—1200 - Negotiations Speaker Dr Gutinan, Psychologist
• Orlando, Fla

1. Types of Criminal

2. Hostage taker — what dpes he want and why?

3. The Hostage (Stockholm Syndrome)

4. Do’s & Doji’ts of negotiations

5. Where will it end, psychologist view point.
4. I

1200—1300 — Lunch
a

1300—1450 — Planning and Preparing for Mission

1. Receipt of mission (What you must know about situation to plan
properly)

2. Selection of weapons and equipment

3. Other agencies — (CE—Comin—Conrunity Relation, etc)

4. Warning Order

5. Leaders briefing

6. Establishing inner and outer perimeter

7. Observer - available cover, entrances, routes
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1450—1500 - Break

1500—1600 - 1. Pi-eparation briefing and instructions 1fpr next day’s exercise

a. Knot tieing

b. Swiss seat/fireman’s belt

- c. Safety precaution

d. Securing equipment

2. Presidential/VIP protection: To instill constant alertness, one

student will be selected as president for the remainder of course,

it will be the duty of the team to protect him regardless of time

night or day.’ Several attempts by instructors will be made to

• assassinate selected individual:

1600—1700 —Physical Fitness Program

Change into Gym Clothing for Survival Area Run

1700-1800 - Lunch •• -

1800 - Class dismissed, return to quarters

The major portion of classroom instruction has been completed. The remainder of

the course will pick up in pace in the field.

Reading Assignment — Suggested Format — Special weapons and tactics team

(qqSD~SwATj4anual)

Desired Reading — Hostage Negotiation — By Lt John A. Culley, NYPO

Hostage Situation: Exploring the Motivation & Cause by -

- SA Conrad V. Hossel, FBI
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Wednesday _________ Day #3

0800—1000 — Field Training — Deserted Building at Cape0 Canaveral

1. Advance and Cover

2. Building Entry (using 1 & 2 man lifts)

3. Room Search

4. Staircase Advance

5. Setting up inner and outer perimeter - full coninunicationS

1000—1100 — Lunch -

110O—1~00 — Travel to Melbourne (Route Security, vr~ Convoy)

1200—1600 1. Tower Repellihg

2. Tie Off’s

3. Window Entry

4. Team Entry with Cover and Support

5. Operating -under Smoke and Gas

6. Emergency Exiting 5th and 6th Floor

1600—1630 - Travel back to Patrick AFB

1630—1730 — Lunch

1730—1900 — Special Firing Course for Marksman MSgt Hancock, Firing Range
Official

it Using ~dop~ (Hoitage Situation)

- 2. Using Night Scope (Hostage Situation)

- 3. Shotgun Firing (Bouncing Bullet Effect) barricaded subject

4. M—16 Rapid Fire (Terrorist Assault)

1900 — Class dismissed return to quarters at Cape Canaveral

Reading Assignment - AFM 125-12, Chapter 5 & 6

Desired Reading — Transnational Terrorism & Profile of a Terrorist by Dr Charles

A. Russell and Capt Bowman H. Miller, OS!
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• Thursday _____ Day #4

0800-1000 - Travel to Orlando

1000—Until — Neutralized - Assault on old deserted prison, terrorist group

• stronghold (OCSD/SWAT posing as terrorist) use

of full fire power/gas/smoke.

Approx 1400 - Travel to Mccoy Annex (Old McCoy AFE)
Until Freed

Hostage Situation

a. Negotiate

b. Assault
.4

NOTE: Rations del ivered during exercise

Approx 1700..- Depart for PAFB *

1900—1930 — Take out lunch service PAFB Dining Hall.

1930 — Class dismissed returW to quarters

Reading Assigtment — Army FM 31.72 Rappelling

Desired Reading - The Terrorist Organizational Profile; A Psychological

Evaluation by SA Thomas Strantz, FBI

4’ .•

• S

4
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Friday _______ Day #5

0800—1200 — 1. Chopper Rapell Assaults Cap; Sheets, Instructor
Officer Hunmiel, Repell Master

a. Tie On TSgt Hoard, Break Master

~b. Commands

c. Positioning

d. Desent

2. Chopper Extractions Capt Sheets, Instructor
Officer Humel, Lift Master

a. Signals TSgt Hoard, Individual Gear
Monitor

b. Approach

c. Positioning

3, Landings (Clear Aways)

a. Movement

b. Line Securing

NOTE: This portion of the course is subject to AF approval, if unable to obtain

permission, the following substitution will be given.

0800—1200 — Students vs Instructors — Revolver and Rifle Competition

1st Course regulated lAW World Wide Competition

2nd Course Special Marksman Shooting

1200—1300— Lunch -

1300—1500 — First Aid and R’escue Demonstration, Tampa Rescue Squad

1. Downed member (retrieve tech) Red Cross Instructor

2. Injured Hostage (using newest life saving tech)

1500—1700 — Barricaded Subject Exercise (Cape Canaveral)

1. With downed patrolman

2. Hook and rope entry

3. Obstacle course (Timed)
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1700—1800 — Lunch

1800 — Class Dismissed return to quarters

2200—0200 (Approx) - Night Exercise. Survival Area/Firing Range. Locate and

Neutralize.

0200 — Return to quarters

Readin2 Assiq~ - Barricaded Subject/Sniper Situation, 0050/SWAT Manual

Desired Reading - After Action Report of Terrorist Activities- 20th Olympic

- Games, Munic, FBI

4’
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Saturday Day #6

1000-1030 — Open Ranks Inspection Lt ~pl Thomas, CSP

Inspection of Uniforms, Weapons & Equipment

1030-1040 - Break -

1040-1150 - Knowledge Test — 100 Questions

Critique Course -

1150—1200 — Break

1200—1300 - Graduation and Dinner (Yacht Club)

Certificates Speakers

Lt Col Thomas
Capt Sheets

1300 -,Dismissed — Return to Flight/Duty Section

The initial phase of the Tactical Neutralization Team training has
been completed. Team proficiency training will be scheduled by
Team Leaders one daya week, four (4) hours per day. Combined
team training-will be conducted once a month as scheduled by T.N.T.
Leader.

Course Ref Material

AFN 125-3
AFM 125—12
6550 ABW Req .64—1 -

Orange County Sheriff’s Dept/SWAT Manual
Army Field Manual 31.72 & 21.50

- (I
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Desired reading~ (provided in hand out)

TITLE

Terrorism: United States Domestic Analysis, James L; Slinson, California
Special Training Institute

The Legacy of Carlos Maraghella, Thomas J. Deakin, FBI

Anatomy of a Siege, Donald F. Cawley, The Police Chief NYPD

Terror: The Crime of the Privileged; An Examination & Prognosis,
SA Conrad V. Hassel, FBI

The Political Assassin, SA Conrad V. I-tassel, FBI

C

I’
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SPECIAL COURSE #1

Subject: Standard First Aid and Personal Safet’
1300 to 1600 hours each day, total 14 hours

Instructor: Mr John Whitney ARC

Location: Bldg 575, Training Classroom

Purpose: The Tactical Neutralization Team would operate in a
danger zone subject to gun fire, explosives or other
types of weapons not to discount natural hazards, such
as snakes, spiders, the like. As most AF medical

• personnel are not trained at advancing under fire, it
- is to our advantage to learn as much first aid as

- possible especially gun’shot wounds. These 14 hours
of instruction may some day aid in saving the life of
a downed felltw officer during an opration or may be
of use in your normal day to day police duties.

Training Aifis: Provided by America Red Cross; splints, bandages,
blankets, etc.

4’ 1
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SPECIAL COURSE #~

Subject: Cardiopulmonary Resuscitation (CPR)
1300 to 1600 hours each day, total 1? hours

InstrUctor: Mrs Candy Adamick. ARC

Location: Bldg 575, Training Classroom

Purpose: CPR works hand in hand with First Aid and Personal
Safety. CPR is ininediate, time is essential and
as. stated before medical help may not be imediately
available.

Training Aids: American Red Cross wili’provide resusitation equipment
- for training.

V

4’
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SPECIAL COURSE #3

Subject: Rescue and Water Safety
1300 to 1600 hours each day, total 3& hours

Instructor: Mrs Chris Lyle -ARC

Locatiob: Cocoa Beach Rec}eation Center

Purpose: Due to Patrick AFB and our back up responsiblility
to Cape Canaveral being surrounded by water it is
not impossible that we may find ourselves using this
route in an emergency response or having to pull

• back and regroup. In addition, this course is required
of all Tactical Neutralization Team members that will

• be assigned search and rescue duties on the Banana
• River. Ref: Special Course #4

Equipment-Needed: Snarkle, face mask, swinming fins, loose fitting
clóthes.and bathing suit
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SPECIAL COURSE #4
b.

Subject: Outboard Boating 1

1300 to 1600 hours each day, total 20 hours

Instructor: Mr Dick Reeksten ARC

location: PAFB Boat Kouse, Bldg #600

Purpose: To insure all Tactical Neutralization Team members
assigned river patrol are qualified to handle the
patrol launch either as a response element during
a hostile act or as a rescue team in response to a

- downed pilot or water recreation accident

Equipment: One 19’ steel inboard power boat, and six 25 hp outboard
12’ fiberglass runabouts provided by MWR.

V
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TACTICAL NEUTRALIZATION TEAM

QUARTERLY PHYSICAL TRAINING TEST

A perfect score is 30. Minimum passing is 25.

PULL UPS PUSH UPS

Number Points Number Points

1 4 15 1
2 5 20 2
3 6 25 3
4 7 30 4
5 8 35 5
6 9
7 10

SIT UPS ONE MILE RUN

Number Points Time Points

30 1 8:30-8:00 6
35 2 8:00—7:30 7
40 3 7:30—7:00 8
45 4 7:00—6:30 9
50 5 6:30-6:00 10
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ON SCENE BARRICADED/ANTI-SNIPER OPERATIO~

PURPOSE

1. To discuss basic procedures in anti—sniper operations.

2. To discuss the reactions of lone officers under fire.

DISCUSSION QUESTIONS

1. The problem posed by snipers and barricaded àriminals is one of the
most difficult tactical situations confronted by law enforcement officials.
Police operations should be designed to deal with the sniper in a manner that
will minimize, rather than increase, the potential for injury or death to
innocent personnel. Discuss the basic procedures involved in anti-sniper
operations.

a. Locate source

(1) Difficult
.urban environment

• . .visibility
dangerous

• . . time—consuming
• . .sniper will usually move

(2) Methods
.observation on the noise report of the weapon
.visual inspection of the area (binoculars are often helpful)

• . .muzzle flash of the weapon
.smoke from a dirty or over—oiled weapon

b. Isolate
.seal off all possible escape routes to ensure capture of the

gunman.
•accuracy in spotting the location and speed of deployment deter

mines success.

c. Evacuate
the area sealed off.

.adjacent areas.

.insure safety of uninvolved persons.. .facilitate subsequent
police action.

(1) High—rise buildings
• . .heavily populated.
...evacuation not simple, often not practical.

.loudspeaker commands or even door—to-door notices or evacuate.
does not ensure that all persons have cleared the area.

• .some people, especially when frightened, prefer to remain in
their homes.
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(2) Evacuees
• . .a very good possibility that the sniper may join those

evacuating.
• . detain evacuees in a nearby secure area.

obtain some form of identification for future reference.

(3) Protective custody of evacuees
.not always feasible.
.does provide for safety of displaced persons.

• . .ensures their availability for subsequent investigation.
.easier to determine if building is completely cleared.

d. Eliminate
.apprehension of the sniper must be accomplished whenever possible.
.snipers differ in their psychology and level of motivation.
•barricaded criminals who have only threatened to shoot or who are

holding hostages should not come under direct attack.
the hope is to apprehend subject without resorting to deadly force.

.once the sniper has opened fire in a manner that clearly indicates
his intention to cause injury or death, positive action to eliminate this
threat must be taken.

2. When sniper activity is uncovered or when you come under fire, you will want
to take protective action for your own safety. Discuss what you would do if
you came under fire.

a. Seek cover or concealment

(1) Concealment
• . .does not prevent you from being shot.
• . .conceals you from the sniper’s view (prevents aimed fire)

.garbage cans, mail boxes, light poles, and bushes are examples.

(2) Cover
.conceals you from sniper’s view and provides protection from

projectiles.
•..substantial protection or cover would be: brick wall, engine

block of automobile, and doorways and vestibules—if out of direct line of fire.

(3) Cover or concealment is not available
.make yourself as small a target as possible.
.keep moving; a moving target is difficult to hit.
.move at an irregular pace and change direction often.
.use shadows when moving, avoid silhouetting yourself in

a doorway or in the headlights of a car.
.avoid narrow alleyways between buildings, fire escapes, etc.

b. Call for specialized teams

(1) Special weapons capability marks the importance of these terms.

(2) Equipment to enable the teams to achieve the objective with
maximum efficiency.
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...shoulder weapons (rifles and ~shotguns)
• • .walkie—talkies

.binoculars
• . . gas masks

gas grenades
armored garments

• .lights
• . . ropes

c. When you are able you should
• .determine the direction and location of gun fire.

•isolate the area.
• evacuate personnel.

d. The elimination of snipers may require superiority of firepower in
order to get within a reasonable distance of the sniper. Street—fighting
often requires covering fire by one member of a team as the other members
move forward.



OBJECTIVE PLANNING
FOR

SMALL UNIT LAW ENFORCEMENT OPERATIONS

1. Situation

a. Activity
b. Subjects
c. Associates
d. Intelligence
e. Caution Statement

2. Mission, Who, What, Why, When, and Where

3. Execution

In the first paragraph give summary of the general plan to be used in
accomplishing the mission and in next paragraph assign tasks to each organic
and/or attached unit.

4. Administration and Equipment.

a. Weapons and Ammunition
b. Clothing and Equipment
c. Special Equipment
d. Transportation
e. Handling of Injured
f. Handling of subjects and/or evidence.
g. Meals/Breaks/Reliefs

5. Control and Communications

a. Controls — command post and alternate, location of commander and
sub-unit leaders.

b. Communications — Radio, telephone, prearranged signals.



SUBJECTS BUILDING SEARCH — DAYLIGHT AND EVENING
(WHEN MILITARY WORKING DOGS ARE NOT AVAILABLE)

1. RATIONALE: The proper procedures used in building searches are an
essential part of a Security Policema&s duties. The correct procedures
learned and utilized will minimize the risk of injury or death to the
Security Policeman or Security Policemen involved in the securing and
apprehension of suspects.

2. GOAL: To aid the Security Policeman in establishing sound methods
and procedures, through the practice of simulated field problems.

3. OBJECTIVE:

a. To simulate field situations a policeman might encounter.

(1) Proper procedure for entering

(2) Proper procedure for searching

(3) Procedures for minimizing danger to the policeman

b. Techniques used in searching a building, apprehension of suspect
or suspects.

(1) Proper arrival on the scene

(2) Perimeter security

4. FORMAT I - APPROACH: The first policeman at the scene should request
sufficient assistance to do an adequate job of sealing off any escape routes
and to search the building. He should then take up a strategic position to
watch the building until help arrives (corner of structure where he has
k’iew of two sides of the building). Security Policemen should not enter a
building suspected of containing suspects without adequate cover outside
to prevent escape, and additional policmen to help search. The second
policeman arriving at the scene should take a position on the opposite
corner of the building. Thus both policemen have a field of sight and line
of fire along two sides of the building and neither is in the other line of
fire. Once you have determined that hostages or barricaded suspects are
inside a Command Post should be set up and T.N.T. dispatched.

5. FORMAT II - ENTERING THE BUILDING;

a. Any entry, whether a door, window or hole in a wall, should be
approached as though the suspect might be standing or crouching beside the
opening ready to attach the first policeman to enter. (When entering
policemen should have weapon drawn in a non-cocked position especially if
there is another policeman entering immediately ahead of you. When enter
ing through a window look to each side and above the window to be sure a
suspect is not waiting to attack. Ascertain what is below the window,
if there is a drop of more than five (5) feet or items of furniture are
below the window, you will need to plan a way down without falling.
Lamps or end tables will not hold the weight of an average man and should
not be used to climb from a window sill. Grease on the floor can cause



a serious fall too. When both hands are needed for support, the service
revolver should be holstered to avoid accidental dropping of firing it.
All glass should be removed from the frame before crawling through a
window.

b. Although entering a building through a door is far less hazardous
the door itself offers cover for the suspect. Policemen should position
themselves on each side of the door, push the door open fully, even to
the wall if it will go that far. When a door will not swing all the way
to the wall, you should assume that a suspect may be behind it. Great
care must be taken in opening the door that you are not placed in a
dangerous situation. The use of nightsticks, or other extension devices
is recommended. Look through the opening between the hinge edge of the
door and the door lamb before entering. (Unless there is someone behind
the door). As you enter the room, go in fast and step to the side in order
to leave the doorway clear for other searchers to enter (Advise other
policeman which Side you are going) (To right or left side before entering).
This will also eliminate being silhouetted in the door openings and bunching
of the search party in one location. When entering a building to conduct
a search, all possible openings should be covered. However, only one
opening should be used to enter. Officers entering from several directions
can result in one officer mistaking another for a subject.

6. FORMAT 111-THE SEARCH PLAN:

a. Every search of a building should be planned based on the facts
known before the search is begun. A one story building should be approach
ed from that vantage point which offers the least field of fire to the
subject. Once entry is effected the search should begin along the narrow
side (do not hug the wall as you search) irrespective of the point of
entry. It takes fewer men to make a complete search when dispersed across
the smallest dimension of the building. Each member of a search team
must be given a specific section or path to follow so that there will
not be any confrontation between policemen. If the lights can be turned
on, this should be done to make the search and identificiation of those
involved easier (optional however a searcher should be careful not to
enter any darkened room with lights behind him.)

b. The search of a multi-story building requires enough manpower to
provide one man for each stairway and elevator access, on each floor.
Thus, to properly search a building with four stories above ground and
a basement level, with one elevator and two stairways, nine men are
needed in addition to the outside cover and the actual search team.

c. The reason for the fixed point guard in stairways and at elevators
is to prevent escape of a suspect who may have successfully hidden from
the search team on any particular floor. Chances of escape would also
be improved if the suspect were permitted to move to the floor already
searched while the team started searching the floor he was on.
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7. FORMAT IV-SEARCHING THE BUILDING:

a. Searching a building takes both manpower and patience. Policeman
rely on their ability to see or otherwise sense the presence of others.
This takes alertness and silence. Unnecessary noises greatly limit the
possibility of hearing suspicious sounds.

b. The search must be methodical. The members of thesearch team should
move in the same direction and try to remain abreast. Each man should
frequently glance toward those on either side, staying even with them and
acting as cover for each other (leap froging). All places large enough
to hold a small man should be checked. Suspects have been found hiding in
desk kneeholes, in cabinets and even in refrigerated meat counters. The
tops of cabinets or a stack of boxes makes a convenient hiding place.
If for some reason the lights cannot be turned on in the building you must
use your flashlight to conduct the search. When using your flashlight keep
it in your week hand at arms length up at a thirty (30) degree angle from
the side of your body. Do not leave your flashlight continually on when
moving from position to position. The danger here is if you should trip
and fall with your flashlight turned on, the flightlight could reflect on
the policeman who is down.

c. When a suspect is located one policeman should guard the suspect.
Then subject should be moved past you to a secondary policeman for custody,
while the other policemen continue with the search. Do not assume he is
the only person involved! First search of the suspect should be delayed
until the room search has been completed and a cover policeman is available.
A “once-over lightly” search is usually as uselss as no search at all. In
multi—story building the search should be confined to one floor at a time
start from top to bottom if practical.



EXPIOSIVES, FRIEND OR FO~~ ‘~

1. If bombings are not the worst of crimes, they are indisputably one of the
most serious’. The widespread death, destruction, and personal injury inflicted
by these crimes are often of catastrophic dimensions. Bombs are a most fearsome
weapon in the hands of anyone. For these reasons, explosive and incendiary
devices are a trademark of the terrorist who uses their potential for intimida
tion to cow the public and officialdom into considering brazen and unreasonable
demands.

2. Deaths and injuries resulting from bombing incidents in 1976, a total of 262
were higher than any previous survey year expecting 1975. While no comfort
should be taken in the harm bombing incidents bring to anyone, justice seemed at
work in the premature detonations of bombing devices in 1976, which exacted a
heavy toll on those persons connitting bombing crimes. Nearly one of every four
persons killed or injured in bomb or incendiary explosions were in the act of
directing these lethal and unstable weapons against property and other persons.
There is no doubt that these premature explosions spared the lives of many others
particularly innocent bystanders who have become the most frequent victims —

almost two of every five - killed or injured as a result of these crimes during
the period 1972—1976.

3. Although the reduction of bombing incidents in 1976 is a most hopeful sign,
the destruction they caused continued to be high. Besides property damage
exceeding eleven million dollars, among the 161 persons killed and injured in
1976 from bombings were five law enforcement officer slain — more than in any
prior year since the survey was begun.

4. While the reports of bombing crimes are down substantially from 1975 and
prior years, the sobering fact remains that they are a grave menace to
society at any level of occurrence.

5. While explosives when in the wrong hands are a definite threat to any
Tactical Neutralization Team operation, they are to our advantage when properly
employed by professional EOD personnel where barricaded subject or hostages
are involved. All doors are not open to us. The attached course gives a
good basic understanding of the effects of various explosives. Should an
incident occur where explosives may be needed in order to enter a door, create
a diversion, or temporary blind a subject. Most USAF EOD teams are capable
of constructing the desired effect. Although the use of explosives in these
situations are rare, its use cannot be disregarded and must be presented as
an option to the Officer in Charge.
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EXPLOSIVE FAMILIARIZATION CLASS

2 DAYS

MANDATORY FOR ALL T.N.T. MEMBERS

A. Classroom (SP training room) —

1. Introduction

a. Threat of explosives devices to the TNT in the terrorist environment.

b. EOD and its role as it pertains to TNT.

2. Principles of explosive trains.

a. The Explosive Train.

b. Methods of Intiation.

c. Homemade Explosives.

d. Conventional Explosives.

e. Reconition of Explosive Devices.

3. Range Safety Briefing

B. Field Demonstration (EOD Rnage, CCAFS)

1. Explosives; Describing what each is capable of doing.

a. High Explosives.

b. Detonating Cord.

c. Shaped Charges.

d. Incendiarys.

2. Actual Explosive Demonstration (The following items will be set up
to show their actual function).

a. Blasting Cap in wood block and tin can.

b. Det Cord (Clothesline and wood box)

c. High Explosive (C4 in JATO Bottle).

d. Shape Charge against steel plate.

e. M—14 on steel plate.

f. 5 lbs of TNT in 5 gal of diesel fuel.
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1. The Seat Rappel

a. This method differs from others
in that the main friction is absorbed
by a snap link which is inserted in a
sling rope seat fastened to the rappel—
icr. This provides a faster and less
frictional descent than other methods.

b. To attach the seat, the sling
rope is placed across the climber’s
back so that the midpoint (center)
of its length is on the hip opposite
to the hand that will be used for
braking. An overhand knot is
tied in front of the body. The
ends of the rope are brought between
the legs (front to rear), around
the legs and over the hips, and tied
with a square knot and two half
hitches on the side opposite the
braking hand. The snap link is
placed through the single rope around
the waist and through the overhand
knot. The snap link is inserted with
the gate down and the opening toward
the body. The snap link is then
rotated one—half turn so that the
gate is up and opens away from the
body. -

mura~m no rear unciia
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2. The Seat Hip Method

a. The rappeller stands to one
side of the rope (when braking with
the right hand on the left and when
braking with the left hand on the
right side) and snaps the rope into
the snap link. Slack between the
snap link and the anchor point is
taken up and brought underneath,
around and over the snap link,
and snapped into it again. This
results in a turn of rope around the
solid shaft of the snap link which
does not cross itself when under
tension.

b. When a single rope is used
two wraps around the snap link are
made to increase friction. Facing
sideways, the climber descends using
his upper hand as a guide and the
lower hand to brake. The rope is
grasped by the braking hand with
the thumb pointing down and towards
the body.

c. The braking hand is held
behind and slightly above the hip.
Braking action is obtained by clos
ing the hand and pressing the rope
against the body. The rappeller
should lean well out, at an angle
from the rock, and make a smooth
and even descent. This method
is the least frictional and
fastest. However, special care
must be taken that the rope is
snapped correctly into the snap
link to avoid the possibility of
the gate being opened by the rope.
Loose clothing or equipment around
the waist is apt to be pulled into
the snap link locking the rappel.
For these reasons the climber must
be checked carefully before each
descent.

3. Safety Precautions

During training, two instructors
will supervise and control all rappel—
1 ing.

a. Rappel Master will be positioned
at point of initial descent. His duties
are to inspect for proper assembly of
seat (comonly known as Swiss Seat) and
insure all is in order for a safe descent,
i.e. knots, snap link position, brake
hand position and correct rope wrap(s).

b. Brake Master will be positioned
at end of descent, his duties are observe
descent and apply brake at first sign of
trouble or incorrect procedure. Brake
Master will also signal or shout “Off
Rappel” when trainee is free of rope.

~lE flaP -
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Rappelling the Scout Dog Team

The flexibility of the scout dog team
to operate in mountains, jungles, or
other inaccessible tertain, makes it
essential that a team be able to rap
pel. After the handlers learn to rap
pel, it is necessary to accustom the
dogs to various heights. By the use
of pulleys, the dogs can at first be
lifted by the use of a scout dog
rappelling sling.

a. The Scout Dog Rappelling Sling.
This type rappelling sling can be easily
fabricated from durable nylon material
(tublar nylon reinforced with nylon
thread). A large, medium, or small size
sling is made to fit the dog, and is
more comfortable than other methods.

(1) First the dog is muzzled;
then it steps into the sling with the
front loops passing over the head.

(2) The side and back
brought together over the dog’s
all snapped into the snap link.

(3) The rappelling rope is then
run through the snap link with one turn
around the solid shaft if double ropes
are used, or two turns if a single rope
is used.

(4) The handler rappels first,
then one member of the patrol hooks up
the rappelling sling to the rappelling
rope preparatory to lowering the dog.

(5) The handler can slow the
descent of his dog by merely pulling
the rope to apply friction.

(6) The handler on the ground
receives his dog and applies the proper
p ra is e.

(7) Most dogs, after a few rap—
pels, learn to accept this training.

UQc ma na~g~ au~

9b
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b. Helicopter Rappels. Rappelling
from utility and cargo helicopters has
indicated applicability for mountain
operations. Small groups of men with a
scout dog team can be quickly landed on
inaccessible terrain with a minimum of
effort. In rappelling from helicopters,
the handler uses a seat rappel. Rappels
can be made the full length of the 36½
meter climbing rope. When rappelling
from helicopters the following applies:

muzzled
(1) The scout dog is always

(2) Prior to entering the
helicopter, the rappelling rope should
be anchored and the scout dog team is
already in the rappelling seat and
rappelling sling (dog).

(3) Movement in the heli
copter should be kept to a minimum;
to prevent entangling the equipment.

Q ‘~-0

(4) Procedures for rappelling
from a helicopter is basically the
same as from a cliff or tower, however
safety is always practiced.

(5) The handler is the first
to rappel so he can control the descent
of his dog.

(6) The dog is held by another
handler or patrol member (qualifed
in rappelling) and is prepared to
rappel.

(7) As soon as the handler
signals that he is in position to
control the dog’s rate of descent,
the dog is guided out and away from
the edge of the helicopter.

(8) After the dog has des
cended, the handler disconnects the
snap link,replaces the rappelling
sling with the scouting harness,
and continues the mission.
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USE OF K—9 (MILITARY WORKING DOGS) IN T3LT. OPERATIONS] ~C-

The use of K—9 during a civilian police or military operation is nothing
new. But in dealing with the hostage taker, barricaded subject, sniper
or entrenched terrorist, the use of our military working dog is essential
and has a positive effect on the overall success of our mission to
protect life and property.

Our Tactical Newtralization Team has gone one step beyond that of most
other teams, civilian or military. The most conmion practice by law
enforcement agencies is to call in the K-9 on certain operations, if
available. The Patrick TNT trains with the MWD on all exercises. The
animal has become familiar with team members and the various tactics
used

Many civilian law enforcement agencies cannot afford the luxury and in
many cases neither civilian or-military special teams employ the use of
K—9 because they are unsure of the tactics to use or are not convinced
that with all the special training they have received, a K—9 will have
any bearing on the success of their mission.

A hostage situation is one example where a well trained K—9 is essential.
It should be made clear any4”decision to enter rests with the offiper in
charga and there are many f~ñ~ãEWWhTEWi~?Tst him in this deEiTon
advice from the negotiator, information received~
b~k~grQund ~iffPm~ii2n. about the hostage taker, p~ychologist evaluation
and chances of success by his Tactical Neutralization [eag~. as well as
many Qtherspn~i4er~t~tons) Oie must ç9n~jçjgr the safety of the a~.ga,
other i~~cent persons who may become involved, his pfli.ce officers and
even that of the hostage takers) (His decision is made easier knowing
the capabilities of his 13ff and what tactics will be ~~n1.ayeili(A~y
officer who carries the responsibility of ordering, the TNT into action
has the. right to’expect the most u_p to date, logical ~astjc be used,
onewhich stands the biai~esJ.t. percenta~e of wccess)

There are manyfras~i~,~y~py a Lt9 is generally more successful)in this
type operation (negotiations are still the primary key but assuming the
,order to enter has been given). First is ttte(bøsflg~.,flkgr himself,
being human (some people argue that point) he may have a natural fear
of K~.s, especially one that is a~~j~i~g.,)Secondly, rçaT3iThgo~will have no effect on a K—Q~nd(thr4j~~
to kill the hostage will ~.till n,g~~jscouja~ the ~tJ &k.. The hostage

(takes must i!~QQ the J≤r~,.) jFron the officer in charge and the TNT view
point, the(K-9 is,ffifter all, an animal)
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On paper it looks good, but in training is where it has proven to be a
better risk than the normal entry team pi~ocedures. The reason the
percentage are in favor of the entry team Is a simple one. All members
being expert marksnjen, know, to chit a small moving target is difficult)
at best but having(taken on the K—9 the hostage taIcev. iust ,j~fljW’his

to the p iriitry t~j)in a split second before he himself
becomes the target of the entry team, again a difficult task.

Plo precedure of this type is totally fail—safe. It is(pQ~j~ie the ~
would eStaçfl~ the hostage, but even that distration to the hostage talcgr
would ___e the entry team to take aim.”TTh&EE9 can always be called
QIL.)

(“As the Armed Forces train for a war that may never happen, tactic!)
~neutralization teams train for a situation that may never occur.

,. ‘

1~
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~N
USE OF WIRETAPPING & EAVESDROPPING EQUIPMENT

Because of the strict Governmental Control, expense and miles of red
tape involved with electronic surveillance equipment not to mention fear
of violating the privacy act, few Security Policeman are familiar with
the authorized lawful use of such devices.

~FR 12 — - a 1 and 4b Eavesdropping may be authorized without
the èonsent of all par ies 1 t ere is reasonable grounds to believe that
a criminal offense concerning a felony has been or is about to be committed.
The Commander AFOSI determines that the emergency needs of an investigation
preclude obtaining the advance approval of the Attorney General, he may
authorize eavesdropping before requesting or receiving advance approval.

The use of eavesdropping devices have proven invaluable in a number of
the larger terrorist/hostage situations in foreign countries and in some
situations in the United States.

For example The Anthony Kiritsis/Hall hostage situation in Indianapolis
(See atch clipping, New Times, 3/4/77) and in the Holland train incident
(terrorist/hostage situation). Just how did the assult force know that
the terrorist were in a seperate compartment from the Hostages when they
rattled the train with bullets whereby saving the lives of over 50 hostages?

Using a hypothetical situation, a patrolman and backup respond to an
alarmed facility and interrupt a robbery in progress. Immediately an
armed individual shields himself by taking a hostage. Everything is going
according to plan, T.N.T. responds, the public is evacuated, perimeter
set up and negotiations established. The hostage taker makes his demands
“Money and freedom or I’ll kill the hostage in 30 minutes. A life or
death decision is placed on the negotiator, FBI agent or officer in charge.
A difficult decision at best with a lot of “I hope I’m doing the right
thing”. Now lets assist that decision maker. Being trained in use of
cover and consealment we are able to place a listening device within
range of the Hostage takers conversation with the hostage. The risk is
too great for the T.N.T. member to remain in this position and is forced
to move back. In the following you will see this small device has removed
a lot of the doubt from that decision.

Hostage taker to Hostage “Bill get under the table in case the fuzz start
shooting”.
Tactic; Wait them out, this trick has been tried before, no need to risk
life on an assault.
Hostage taker to Hostage “I’m going to blow you away, I don’t care what
the cops do”.
Tactic; If negotiations can’t get through in less than 30 minutes we
have no choice but to use our marksman combined with a quick entry
(Realizing there are other tactics depending on structure, equipment,
training etc., but its obvious something has to be done quickly)
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Train your people, learn the range, capabilities and procedures
of placing and monitoring the various devices. Anytime you work with
equipment this expensive or this restricted you must control it and prevent
misuse.

1. Insure equipment is secured at all times and controlled when training.
2. Control access.
3. Make the equipment available for inspection by the Commander AFOSI,
CSP or Wing Commander at all times.
4. Notify the Commander AFOSI and CSP prior to training, give time of
use, name of user and location.
5. The Chief4 Security Police or Comander AFOSI may request additional
safeguards.

Wiretapping

Tapes of the conversation between the negotiator and hostage taker
may prove valuable. If time permits, a negotiating team may study
these tapes and jointly decide on a course of action. Maintain as
part of your equipment to be set up anytime negotiations is established
one cassette recorder with a sufficident supply of tapes and a suction
type telephone monitoring device.

The Tactical Neutralization Team concerns itself with the problem
at hand, saving the lives of innocent personnel involved. If the use
of the above equipment results in a favorable outcome we have done our
job, let the defense argue the admissability of evidence later.

MSGT EUGENE F. HOARD
T.N.T. LEADER

Patrick Air Force Base Fl.
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SEVENTIES

The Mind Patrol

~Jhen Tony Kiritsis held mortgage company executive Dick Hall hostage for three
days in Indianapolis recently, the saga was widely reported: Kiritsis had wired
his apartment with explosives, chained a gun to Hall’s head and filled the radio
and TV airwaves with strings of obscenities. But behind the klieg lights,
another, private drama was unfolding the attempt to get Inside Tony Kiritsis’
head.

Patrick Mulaney, a 42—year—old stress instructor from the FBI Academy in Washington,
developed a file on the kidnapper, then used the information to construct scenarios
that might persuade Kiritsis to abandon his plan to kill or be killed. From his
command post, Mulaney monitored all actions in Kiritsis’ third floor apartment; he
also listend in on phone calls, and a bugging device on the ceiling of the apartment
directly below Kiritsis’ enabled him to pick up conversations between captor and
hostage. Supplementing these observations with interviews with family and friends
Mulaney charted Kiritsis’ moods, showing when they could be expected to rise and
fall.

Using his charts as a kind of timetable, Mulaney settled on a plan. His first step
was to make Kiritsis feel isolated. The telephone in the apartment, which had been
ringing with calls from friends, ministers and cranks, suddenly became silent: the
nunter had been changed. The heat and lights were cut. The idea was to build a
“claustrophobic effect)’ -

Early in the siege, Kiritsis had called local news director Fred Heckman of WIBC
to outline his demands, and now Heckman was used to reinforce Mulaney’s scenarios.
First, the FBI man tried to make the kidnapper fell that “any movement was
impossible,” then, during the second overnight period, to try to ally kidnapper
and hostage in Kiritsis’ mind. Mulaney believed this linkage would reduce the
chance of injury to Hall. By constant reference to both men in the same cold and
unlit apartment, the scheme began to work. By morning, Kiritsis and Hall were
talking “like long-lost brothers.”

At dawn of the third day, Mulaney directed a new effort to create a sense of
“elation” in his subject. Mulaney kept a constant stream of “positives” feeding
into the apartment by phone until night fell, when the “negatives” were reintro
duced. Without overstimulating the depressive side of Kiritsis’ personality,
his telephone callers began reconstructing the claustrophobic effect; they warned
that some law officers were getting edgy, and said that the negotiations over
immunity had broken down.

Suddenly, at 9 p.m., some 60 hours after the ordeal began, Kiritsis started making
new demands, including one for $5 million. It was the one thing Mulaney hadn’t
counted on, but he knew what it meant. He predicted it was Kiritsis’ last moment
of bravado - “the climax to the act” — and said the ordeal would be over by 10:30
that night. At 10:35 p.m., Kiritsis emerged from his apartment still holding a
gun to Dick Hall’s head. After a final 30 minute harangue on live TV, Kiritsis
walked his hostage and several law enforcement officials to the command post
where he freed Hall, fired a blast out the window and gave up. Mulaney was cool
about his success. It was, he said, “a textbook case.” — Tom Cochrun
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TODAY—AP Wirephoto

ANTHONY KIRITSIS HOLDS SHOTGUN WHICH IS TIED TO NECK OF MORTGAGE COMPANY DIRECTOR RICHARD HALL
Kiritsis tells man to stay back, threatens to kill hostage, blow up apartment building unless released from $130,000 loan



cember h Ant 1Z4—18

U~ FORMATION TO BE INCLUDED IN A REQUEST FOR APPROVAL
OF PROPOSED WIRETAPPING OR EAVESDROPPING

1. Indicate whether the request is for a wiretap or an eavesdrop.

2. The purpose. To the extent possible, describe the conversation expected to be intercepted.

8. Identify all persons under investigatiob, or affected.

4, State if any party has consented and identify hint

5. With respect to the particular operation identify:

a. The operating unit;

b. Types of equipment to be used (include method of transmission and recording device);

c. Manner or method of installation;

d. Physical location (include address, telephone number, room number, whether inside or
outside a building, public or private property, and means of access);

e. The expected period of time for the operation. (The period should be as short as possible,
compatible with operational necessity.)

Attachment 1
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APR 124—18 31 December 1971

FORMAT FOR REPORT OF WIRETAPPING OR EAVESDROPPING BY
PERSONNEL OF DOD COMPONENTS, RCS: DD-A(Q)795

1. Indicate whether the report is on a wiretap or an eavesdrop.

2. Identify the persons against whom directed.

3. Location.

4. Identify the performing organization unit.

5. Type of equipment used and manner and method of installation.

6. Approval authority. -

7. Duration.

8. Purpose served.

9. Evaluation of results of operations that were completed during the reporting period.

Attachment 2
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THE FIRST RULE

NEGOTIATE

Type Training: Classroom discussion

Student Hand-out: Police: Patience Best Tool in Terrorism Psychology

Desired Out-come: A better understanding of why negotiations are important.

Instructor: After students have read hand-out, highlight items 1, 2, and 3.

1. The key here is the degree of danger to the Hostage(s). There is no
procedure or tactic used by the Tactical Neutralization Team at this point
that would lessen the degree of danger to the hostage than to negotiate.
A hostage taker willing to negotiate is generally far less dangerous again
at this point than one returning fire or dodging smoke or tear gas. The
Tactical Neutralization Team’s mission is to be prepared to act in the event
negotiations break down.

2. This is the primary reason we are trained the way we are. To offer
better protection of life and property then we were capable of before. Not
denying it is satisfying to apprehend a subject that has broken the law,
but it is more satisfying to save the life of an innocent person. Some may
argue the escape of a gunman may create an even greater problem later.
Greater for who, the innocent person who is about to lose his/her life because
we refuse to negotiate, or us? At least we (the police) have a second chance
to effect an apprehension. This argument has been discussed many times
between police and negotiators. There is no way of knowing if a second incident
will occur prior to his apprehension. He may take a whole classroom of children
hostage or he may be picked up in a routine traffic stop. There is no imediate
answer, only an immediate problem.

3. Many demands are impossible and such demands may be shouted out to the
first responding police officer or T.N.T. member prior to actual negotiations
being established, but even this is a form of negotiations. Because it is an
impossible demand does not mean it will remain so.
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WASHINGTON (AR) —

With lessons from psychol
ogy. most big-city police
departments have devel
oped ways to deal with ter
rorists holding hostages.
Waiting is one of the most
important technigues.

“Patience is the an
swer, that is the basic in
gredient,” said Patrick V.
Murphy, president of the
Police Foundation and for
mer police commissioner of
New York City.

“The more time that
goes by. the better the
chance for a successful
solution,” said Richard W.
Kobetz, an assistant direc
tor of the International As
sociation of Chiefs of
Police, and an authority on

raining police in dealing
with terrorists.

- In interviews Thursday,
the two discussed ways of -

dealing With an expected in
crease in terrori~t tactics in
the United States.

As they spoke, Hanafi
Muslim terrorists continued
to hold more than 100 hos
tages in three buildings in
the nation’s capital.

Kobetz said most met
ropolitan police forces have
officers trained to deal with
hostage operations and
some have added psycholo
gists to the force to pçovide
advice ow the terrérists’
mental state.

But many sñialler
police departments have•
hiM little, if any training in

the field, partly because of
money shortages and per
sonnel cutbacks, he added.

Terrorism in the United
States is a phenomenon of
the 1970s and police are
still searching for the best
ways of handling it, Kobetz
said.

Yet some basic proce
dures have proven success
ful and are being repeated.

The first rule appears
to be negotiation. “If they
are not absolutely endan
gering the lives of the hos
tages by direct assault, the
issue is to negotiate,” ICo
betz said.

Murphy, head of the
non-profit foundation which
promotes research on law
enforcement problems, said
police are being won over
It the notion of talking ‘in
stead of shooting.

“They’re much more
ready to use the patient,
restrained, wait-them-out
approach and it has been
successful,” Murphy said,
“1 wouldn’t pretend that all
the officer~ down through
the ranks have been conver
ted. In the locker room,
you’ll probably still hear
things like ‘They should
have rushed them,’ But
their commanders have
changed and they are able
to control the officers,”

Some law enforcement
officers and politicians re
sist the idea of giving in to
the demands of criminals.

lims in the Washington
siege demanded cancella
tion of the movie about the
prophet Mohammed, the
movij was canceled.

But the Hanafi Muslims
also want seven men, con
victed of killing ‘Hanafi
Muslim women and chil
dren, turned over to them
for revenge.

“That’s an impossible
demand,” Murphy com
mented. In such cases, ne
gotiators must stall, must
avoid saying yes or’ no, and
must fly to get the gunmen
‘to scale down their de
mands, he suggested.

But Murphy said. “The
protection of the lives of the
hostages is paramount. The
protection of an innocent
life is considered more im
portant than the escape of a
gunman.”

So when a gunman in
Cleveland demanded to talk
to President Carter, the
President telephoned him
but only after the hostage
was released.

When the Hanafi Mus

Pohce:
Terrorism

Patience Best To&
Psych&ogy
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HOW ARE SPECIAL TACTICS USED IN AN~ r~
ACTUAL HOSTAGE SITUATION

Type Training: Classroom discussion

Student Hand—out: Orlando Siege: Gunman Dead; Hostages Safe

Desired Out—come: A better understanding of the need for special tactics
combined with negotiations.

Instructor: After students have read hand-out, point out tactical related
information.

1. The fact that Subject had shot two people surely indicates a great danger
to the hostage or anyone else for that matter. Obviously the marksman did
not receive orders to fire or could not get a clear shot. Although attempts
to negotiate should always be attempted, the OIC would not have been wrong
had he ordered the marksman to fire. That is one of the primary reasons for
the T.N.T. marksman to continually advise the CP of his sight picture. The
decison to fire may come quickly.

2. Although Subject had twice before committed the same type incident and
was free for a third, this fact did not influence the police or negotiators
to disregard established procedures.

3. Without getting too deep in psychology, a man’s total disregard for his
own life (it was later proven the fatal shot was from his own gun) only
serves to support the police action and the problem the negotiator undoubtedly
had in dealing with this explosive situation.

4. If it were not the intent to burn Subject out of the building this type
gas cannister should not have been used but in this case it was most probably
the only type available or an anticipation that Subject would surrender prior
to the fire getting out of control.

5. “We tried our best.” Your best is only as good as your training and in
this case it appears the training was excellent.

6. The use of friends or relatives can prove very successful in many cases.
The fact that they didn’t in this case does not mean that this procedure
will not prove successful in another incident. A Subject in this situation
surrounded by police doesn’t have too many friends to talk to.

7. All efforts should be made to negotiate as in this incident a field
telephone was used. With the communications specialist and equipment avail
able on USAF Bases there should be no problem with connnunications.

8 & 8a. &~Outstanding: Even had the remaining operation failed, the negotiation
was worth its weight in lives at this point and could be classified as a
success but the negotiations continued and two more children were saved. It
is difficult to determine if the alcohol later influenced Subject’s actions
but the trade was certainly worth the price in this case.
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9. This is where the T.N.T. procedures greatly differs from those of the OCSD.
If an entry of this type is to be employed our procedures are to enter with a
K-9 off lead. (Ref title: Use of K—9 in Tactical Neutralization Team Operation,
this suggested format). Inquiries by the writer later revealed the OCSD had
not trained with K—9.

10. The civil police have a considerable amount of public pressure that demands
quick action. At this point in the operation with no hostages, the public no
longer in danger and our Tactical Neutralization Team well covered, we can afford
to wait and not risk further damage to property and lives, ofcourse the use of
gas would be called for but not of the type that would cause a fire whereby
placing our team and fire fighters in danger.

11. A Tactical Neutralization Team member assigned to protecting a fireman is
no easy job. All USAF fire fighters are required to train on a regular basis.
Your team should observe several of these training exercises and develope a
procedure on protection of fire fighters and equipment.

12. The end of a siege. This news clipping was selected because it reveals
much of the tactics now being taught during Tactical Neutralization team
training and its effectiveness should it be needed. Realizing all situations
are not alike and some tactics used here may be completely out of the question,
but it is a start in the right direction and it is better than independent action,
indiscriminate firing and there should be no question, it can save lives.
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jc7p/~~4 77
By IKE FLORES

Aliocioted Pre” WrIttr

ORLANDO — A man
who shot two people and
held five others hostage for
more than 10 hours refused
to surrender and died Sat
urday in a blazing, tear
gas-filled apartment. Police
said he probably had shot
himself.

The hostages, two
women and three children,
were safe. Authorities said
they did not require medi
cal attention.

Police Chief James
York said “the real wag
edy” was that the dead
man, Algie Simmons, twice
before had been charged
with taking hostages and
kidnaping.

York said a preliminary
report showed that Sim
mons, 42, suffered two gun
shot wounds. “Thb wound
which was probably fatal
was probably self-in
flicted,” said York.

Friends said Simmons
played for the Orlando Pan
thers, a semi-pro football
team that went out of exist
ence in the late 1960s. The
team’s former quarterback,
Don Jonas, was called in to
try to talk Simmons into
surrendering.

Simmons released the
children and a police de
partment SWAT team
rescued the women before
tear gas canisters set the
second-floor apartment
ablaze.

The motive appeared to
have been Simmons’ jeal
ousy over one of the two
female hostages, York said.

The wounded, a man
and a woman, were report
ed in fair condition at a
hospital.

Simmons’ body was
found beneath a pile of
debris in a hallway of the
apartment located in a
sprawling complex south
west of Orlando.

York said that in Au
gust 1972 Simmons released
two hostages from an Or
lando apartment after
police used tear gas, and on
another occasion was
charged with forcing a
woman at gunpoint to ac
company him from Atlanta
to Orlando, he said.

“He shouldn’t have
been on the streçts,” said
York.

Simmons was sentenced
to three years for the 1973
Atlanta kidnaping and the
Orlando charges were
dropped, police said. After
serving five months of his
sentence, authorities said,
he was released-

Officials said Simmons
was currently out on bail
awaiting sentencing for an
other Orange County kid
naping charge last year.

Sgt. Stephen Maroney
said tear gas was used Sat
urday because Simmons

had released hostages when
it was used in 1972.

“We tried our best” to
get him to surrender, Chief
York said, “but our luck
kind of gave out,”

the
Vu-
two
said

police spokesman ~tUce
Henson.

“He just wouldn’t leave
her alone,” said Mrs. Vu-
Bose’s sister, Margolia An
derson. “They went to
gether a long time ago, but’
he kept coming back and

beating -- her up and
threatening to shoot her or
the kids”

Henson said Simmons,
a restaurant chef, had a
police record for assaulting
and threatening Mrs. Vu-
Bose. Mrs. DuBose and her
children’s father were sepa
rated.

York said Simmons was
married and had two chil
dren. tie was separated
from his wife, but she and
the two children were at the
police command post dur
ing attempts to persuade
Simmons to release the hos
tages.

Police said the episode
began late Friday when the
gunman approached Louis
Smith, 40, and Patricia —

Truss, 28, as they were
leaving Mrs. DuBose’s
apartment.

He shot and wounded
them both and forced Mrs.
DuBose back into her
apartment, where her
cousin, Patricia Carson,
had remained with her own
child and Mrs. DuBose’s
two young sons.

Laverne Carson, Patri
cia’s sister, also was in the
home but managed to es
cape. She alerted police and
neighbors.

Patricia Carson’s 7-
year-old son, Hershel, was
released shortly after day
break Saturday after police
set up communication with
Simmons over a field tele
phone system which Sim
mons allowed to be carried
into the apartment by one
of the children.

He traded the child for
six cans of beer, authorities
said.

Pollowing that, Orlando
Mayor Carl Langford said,

• “We negotiated the other
two kids’ release, Ills de
mands for this were not
substantial.”

Reportedly, Simmons

- - 2L)~e!.c~are!s and a
cchange for

Garrett Denard DuBose,
9 and his brother Michael,
5, told police after their re
lease that “Al hit Mommie
up beside the head with his
gun several times,”

About an hour after the
last two children were
freed, the apartment’s front
door_w~forced ~~nd
~WAIsam member Chuck
l5~isler m~~ge4 ~ull
~ffl’omen out belorasim
m~p& iJ?s~ jy&ey,, of
shots, Henson said. No bIle
was hit.
~ThZii~n police used loud

speakers to inform Sim
mons, who reportedly was
armed with two handguns,
that tear gas would be used
unless he surrendered,

When no response was
received, the canisters were
fired through back win
dows.

Police waited another 90
minutes as black smoke
and then flames shot out of
windows and the roof. A
police radio report said
Simmons was seen getting
into a shower and turning
the water on.

When it looked like the
whole 12-apartment unit
might burn, fire trucks
with ladders moved in and
started pouring water on
the flames and dense
smoke as helicon~rs.ji,1~jr-
led_,~y~~ça4~,gnj, flak
suited, rjje,cgr~~pg
acem ered the jjze
fiaht.~.

Police and firemen then
burst in and found the
body.

“We just waited until
we determined that nobody
could live through that heat
and fire—and even then we
weren’t completely sure,”
said a fire department
spokesman b4ore the body
was removed to a morgue.

Orlando Sieäe:
Gunman Dead;
Hostages Safe

Simmons had been
boyfriend of Twinity
Bose; 26, one of the
women held hostage,



Tactical Neutralization Team
Spec ml Marksman Selection Course

The Question is raised, Why a special marksmanship course? Isn’t the
basic annual qualification marksmanship and SPC sufficient provided
you select your best marksman? The answer is no! The type of course
now being fired by all law Enforcement personnel does not meet the
requirement needed by a T.N.T. ~marksman, with or without a scope.

Fire power and general accuracy to mearly hit a siloette target is not
good enough in training for hostage situations, APR 125-26 “to wound
rather then kill’ does not apply, it is the complete reverse. This may
appear cold to most people, but keeping in mind to fire on the hostage
taker is normally a last resort, but may be our best chance. One shot
is generally all you ‘11 get and to wound a hostage taker could be more
deadly than not to have fired at all.

In all our training on the firing range, we are square on the target,
no angles, no elevation, no worry of deflection, no worry of a miss
to the right or left and always that feeling, my next shot will be
better, in other works bas ical].y ideal conditions. Now run that
same Security Policeman up a flight of stairs and into a room over
looking his target who just so happens to be holding a small child
in front of him some 50 yards away. Now khere is your second chance,
your square on target or your relaxed state?

The attached course of fire for T.N.T. marksman is designed hopefully
to cover most situations/locations a marksman may find himself confronted
with.

A marksman should never fire unless he is confident of a kill spot in
a hostage situation. A marksman will continually advise the T.N.T.
leader of his sight picture who will inturn advise the officer in
charge. If and when a decision is reached by the officer in charge to
fire on the hostage taker, the order to fire win be given by the T.N.T.
leader who must quickly coordinate the after effect just in case there
is a miss. He must advise other marksman and his entry team where
the shot is coming from, where the hostage and hostage taker is located
aria if more then one entry is being made at the same time and from
where.

Most shots are not hurried and the marksman has more than likely been
in position for several hours, but still angles, distance etc. play
a big part in a successful mission.

Chapter 8 Advanced Rifle Marksmanship (Sniping) of Army field manual 23-71,
dated Dec 1966 has been included in this suggested format and has proven
very useful in certain areas of our training.
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Course Prejaration

An honest attempt must be made to enduce heavy breathing and increase
adrenal flow in order to simulate a marksman having to climb a fence,
stair case or gnin roof top elevation. This can be done by several
quick dry runs over the course and a few quick exercises. No exercises
will be necessary between stations or firing points.

The entire course should be run at least two times. The first time
will be in the relaxed state with 2 minutes set to fire time. After
determining your best marksman, the course can be fired as many times
as the team leader feels necessary. A course of this type will instill
confidence in your marksman that he can hit the target. If a real
hostage situation occurred the pressure is on the marksman to make that
shot count.

Nowhere in this course pre~aration should a position such as kneeling,
sitting etc. be determined by anyone other than the marksman. This is
not a combat course, your marksman will select his best most comfortable
position which in ;aost cases allows for a rested weapon. Firing Range
officials can greatly assist by helping the marksman improve his position,
but not insist on positions uncomfortable to the marksman.
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Safety Rules

The below rules are a minimum, additional safeguards may be necessary
depending on range construction and location. All firing range rules/fire
arm safety apply to this course as in any other. The below rules are
additional for this course.

1. Weapon will not be loaded until marksman is in position to fire.

2. Only one round will be p)2ced on firing position by the range off ical
at each firing point.

3. The round must be fired at the firing point, a live round will not
be carried over from one point to another.

~ A firing range offical will be at each firing Station (1, 2, & 3).

5. The weapon will be slung when changing stations 1 thru 3 and firing
points (1 thait 6).

6. Magazines will not be used.
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3 Stations ‘s (6 Firing Points) b~rksmanship Ccnrse

3 Ms fired prone (zero fire) make sight adjustment unassisted.

Course of Fire -

1 round per firing point, 30 seconds fran set to fire at 50/100 yards
(course distance may vary depending on facilities).

Firing Station /A1
(Position Point #1) 50 yards, 45° to left of target, marksman elevated
10’ target A.
(Position Point -#2) 50 yards, 45° to left of target, target elevated
10” target B.

Firing Station #2
(Position Point #3) 50 yards, square on target, marksman elevated 10’
target C.
(Position Point #~) 50 yards, square on target, target elevated 10’
target B.

Firing Station
(Position Point #5) 50 yards, 45 to right of target, marksman elevated
10’ target FL
(Position Point #6) 50 yards, 45° to right of target, target elevated
10’ target F.

6 rounds per course

Only hits scored ~iiil be those in the head area of the silhouette target.

After zero fire - course will be fired without pause.

This special course t~as designed by:
146gb Earle R. Hancock, 75370 Marksmanship Supervisor
NCOIC Marksmanship Training, ~trick ATh, Fla. 32925
ATJTOVON 854-0252
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CHAPTER 8

ADVANCED RWLE MARKSMANSHW (SNWR4G)

58. Generd
a. Purpose. Advanced rifle marksmanship

training is the extension of basic rifle marksman
ship. It teaches the rifleman the techniques of
hitting a target with his first shot at varying
extended ranges. This chapter stresses the capa
bilities and extreme value of snipers to their unit,
and the methods of employing snipers. The
proper employment of snipers with their long
range capabilities has long been recognized as an
effective means of disrupting enemy morale and
delaying his operations. Warfare records have
many examples of one or two snipers delaying
large numbers of enemy troops simply through
their ability to hit consistently whatever or whom
ever they wished. The intelligent use of snipers
can be a decisive factor in the outcome of a battle.

b. Scope. This chapter is intended to serve as
a guide for you, the individual soldier. It ex
plains the equipment, selection, training, tech
niques and employment of snipers. The funda
mentals taught in chapter 2 are expanded and sup
plemented with the techniques of advanced rifle
marksmanship. This will give the sniper a com
plete background for his most important slfill—
marksmanship.

59. Sniper ~qu~pment

a. General Information. This section describes
the equipment that is helpful to the sniper in per
forming his mission. The individual sniper car
ries only tire equipment necessary for his mission.

b. Rifle. In order to accomplish his mission,
the sniper must have an accurate rifle and know as
much about it as possible. It must be stressed that
all rifles may have different grouping capabilities.
Some are very accurate while others are inadequate
beyond 200 meters. Although all rifles pass ac
curacy tests when new, constant use and improper
care and cleaning ruin some types while others that
are little used and well maintained retain their ac
curacy. The difference in weapons may be so large

that some will not hit a man-sized target at 200
meters every time, while a National Match MM or
a selected Standard Issue M14 may hit the same
target consistently at 1,000 meters. Characteris
tics of the 5.56-mm round, used with the XM16E1
rifle, makes it unsuitable for sniper use beyond ap
proximately 300 meters, while the M14 can be made
to shoot up to 1,000 meters.

(1) The US. Rifle, 7.62-mm, M14, National
Match. This rifle is of the same basic
design and operation as the Standard
Issue M14 rifle, except for modificaton to
eliminate the automatic firing capability
and the use of specially selected and fitted
parts. The significant differences between
the M14 National Match rifle and the
Standard Issue M14 rifle are as follows:
The barrel bore is machined to one-half
of the tolerances of the standard barrel
requirements and is not chromium plated;
the stock assembly is glass bedded to pro
vide a custotn fit with the action; compo
nent parts are selectively fitted and assem
bled; the selector shaft, sear release, selec
tor lock, and receiver sear release lug are
permanently welded. The National
Match M14 has a hooded eye-piece rear
sight (fig. 65). This sight will make pos
sible 1/2 minute changes in elevation, and
is available in two peephole diameters.
The aperture with .0595 peephole will be
installed as standard, with the .0520-
diameter aperture available as an alter
nate. Each click of the elevation knob
gives a change of 1 minute. Rotating
the eyepiece so that the indicator notch is
at the top moves the point of impact of
the bullet up ½ minute. Rotating the
indicator notch to the bottom, the point
of impact of the bullet will be moved
down 1/2 minute. The windage knob pro
duces a 1/2 minute change in windage for
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NOTCH INDICATES POSITION OF PEEP HOLE.
NOTCH AT TOP RAISES POINT OF IMPACT OF BULLET.
NOTCH AT BOTTOM LOWERS POINT OF lMPACr OF BULLEt

Figure 65. Nationat matek hootled eyepiece, rear 8ilJht.

each click of the knob. Thus, the National
Match rifle is capable of % minute sight
changes for both windage and elevation.
The front sight has a blade width of .065.
The National Match rifle identification
marks consist of the letters “NM” (in
scribed following the rifle identification
number) on the barrel midway between
the front handguard and front sight, and
all other parts are also identified with the
“~Th{” marking.

(2) Tue Standard L9sue U.S. Rifle, 7.62-mm,
?iul4.

(a) There are many factors that must be
considered when selecting this rifle for
use as a sniper weapon. The first step
in this selection is a visual-physical in
spection and adjustment as follows:

.1. Check for appearance and complete
ness of all component parts.

2. Check the flash suppressor for mis
alinement, burrs, or evidence of the

bullet touching the suppressor, as
these conditions will cause the bullet
to tip and result in a bad shot. The
suppressor should be tight on the
barrel.

3~ Check the front sight to make sure that
it is tight, the blade is square, and
that all edges and corners are sharp.

4. Check the gas cylinder to be sure it fits
tightly on the barrel. The gas cyl
inder lock should conic to rest finger
tight at approximately 6 o’clock. It
may require experimentation to find
a gas cylinder lock to fit. By trying
several locks a proper fit can be
found. The gas plug will be tight
ened finnly.

& Check the Jiandguard. It must not
bind against the receiver. If the fit
is tight, the expansion of the hand.
guard, when the rifle becomes hot,

ROTATING ThE EYEPIECE iast 994 NOMINAL MOVEMENT)

PROWJCES ‘~ MiNUTE CHANGE IN ELEVATION.
PEEP HOLE SIZE

IDENTIFICATION MARKING

APERTURE ASSEMBLY
(.0595 PEEP HOLE) —STANDARD ISSUE

(.0520 PEEP HOLE) —ALTERNATE
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will cause pressure against the barrel
and affect the group.

6. Check the firing mechanism assembly.
Select an assembly with a smooth,
crisp trigger pull. If the trigger lugs
and the front hammer lugs do not
meet equally, there will be creep in
the trigger. Locking lugs should not
lie worn or flat. When placed in the
assembled rifle, the trigger guard
should close easily to within % inch
of the bottom of the trigger group.
A sharp blow with the heel of the
hand is required to close the trigger
guard completely.

7. Check for proper headspace by placing
the headspace gauge in front of the
bolt. With the thumb and forefinger,
slide the bolt forward and attempt to
rotate the bolt into its locked posi
tion. The bolt should lock on a read
ing of 1.6335, and should not lock on
a reading of 1.6385.

8. Check the rear sight for proper tension
by running the aperture up about 20
clicks, press down on top of the aper
ture with the thumb, and if the aper
ture drops, the tension must be ad
justed.

9. Check the stock for splits or signs
of being damaged, since it may fail
under continuous firing and cause
zero changes. Select a stock that fits
the receiver tightly.

Note. The rear sight base, elevatftg
pinion assembly, and windage knob assem

• my are not interchangeable between Stand
aM Issue and National Match parts.

(b) The second step of this selection is ac
complished by test firing.

1. Ammunition used for testing should
be match grade or other ammunition
comparable in accuracy.

2. Test firing should be conducted at a
slow fire cadence from a prone sup
ported position.

3. The rifle should consistently hit within
an “E” type silhouette (191/2 inches
wide by 40 inches high) at a distance
of 500 meters.

4. It may be necessary for the most experi
enced or capable marksmen to do the
test firing.

5. Each sniper should fire more than one
tested rifle to determine the one best
suited for him.

6. The effects of weather, ammunition dis
persion, and shooter error must be
considered when trying to meet the
established standard (8 above).

(3) Care, cleaning, and lubrication °t an
3114 Rifle. Just as extreme care is used
in selecting an M14 rifle, a similar degree
of attention should be devoted to its daily
inspection and maintenance. The ma
terials required for cleaning the rifle are:
steel cleaning rod, combination tool, lu
bricating oil, bore cleaner, patches, bore
brush, linseed oil, and lubriplate grease.
The recommended procedure for cleaning
and lubricating the rifle is accomplished
as follows: remove the lubrication, clean
the sights, and wipe off all external dirt.
With the bolt and gas piston ‘to the rear,
use the stem of the oiler can to place one
or two drops of bore cleaner in the lower
gas port. Elevate the muzzle, close and
open the bolt so that the piston drops all
the way to the rear; repeat this several
times to insure free movement of the gas
piston. The bore should be swabbed four
or five times with a bore brush dipped in
bore cleaner. Run the brush all the way
through and all the way out to insure com
plete cleaning and to avoid crimping the
bristles. The chamber is also swabbed
with bore cleaner, using a chamber brush.
The bore cleaner should be left in the bore
and chamber until the rest of the rifle is
cleaned. The throat of the chamber, re
ceiver, and other interior ~.reas may be
cleaned with a patch or rag. A rag or
patch is used to remove carbon from be
tween the prongs of the flash suppressor.
Any hardened carbon must be removed
from the interior of the suppressor. At
this point the bore and chamber are
swabbed with clean patches. When
using a steel rod do not overclean as the
rod wil wear the lands and grooves in the
bore. A light coat of oil should be applied
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on afi external metal parts except those
which come in contact with ammunition.
Lubriplate grease shouldhe applied to the
following surfaces: bolt cainming lug,
locking recesses, lip of receiver, and the
camming surfaces in the hump of the op
orating rod. The magizines should be in
spected, cleaned, and oiled on a daily
basis.

Note. All of the cleaning and lubricating pro
cedures listed in this paragraph can be accom
plished without disassembling the rUle. Do not
remove the firing mechanism assembly or barrel
and receiver group from the stack, except for re
pairs, and then the rifle should be cleaned and
relubricated Internally.

c. Sling, Web, Standant Issue. The sling is
used to support and steady the rifle by relieving
muscle strain.

d. Ammunition. In order for the sniper to be
proficient at his skill he must be able to recognize
the different types of ammunition, determine its
capabilities, and select the appropriate round for a
given target. The sniper will be concerned mainly
with three types of ammunition: match grade, ball,
and annor piercing. A situation could arise re
quiring the use of ~tracer ammunition. For this
reason all four types of ammunition will be
explained.

(1) Types at ammunition.
(a) Match. The M118 match cartridge

bullet consists of a gilding metal jacket
and a lead antimony slug. lb is a boat-
tailed bullet (rear of bullet is tapered)
and weighs 173 grains. The tip of the
bullet is not colored. It is primarily
used against personnel. Match grade
amnmnition is manufactured to have a
mean radius (accuracy standard) of no
more than 3% inches at 550 meters
(fired from an accuracy barrel in a test
cradle) - The distance between extreme
shots of a 10-shot group would be ap
proximately 12 inches. The base of the
cartridge is stamped MATCH, along
with the year of manufacture and ini
tials of the manufacturer.

(1$) RaZZ. The M8O ball cartridge bullet
consists of a gilding metal clad, steel
jacket with a lead antimony slug. It is
a boat-tailed bullet and weighs 147
grains. The tip of the bullet is not

colored. it is primarily used against
personneL Ball ammunition is manu
factured to have a mean radius (ac
curacy standard) of no more than 7%
inches at 550 meters (fired from an ac~
curacy barrel from a test cradle). The
distance between extreme shots of a 10-
shot group would be approximately 24
inches. Thebaseofthecartridgeis
stamped with the year of manufacture
and the initials of the manufacturer.

(c) Armor piercing. The MGi armor-
piercing cartridge bullet consists of a
gilding metal clad jacket, a hardened
steel core, a lead antimony base, and a
point filler; weight, 147 grains; tip of
bullet is painted black, and it is used
against personnel, lightly armored ye-
hides, and protective shelters. Armor-
piercing ammunition is manufactured
to have a mean radius (accuracy stand
ard) of no more than 734 inches at 550
meters (fired from an accuracy barrel
in a test cradle) - The distance between
extreme shots of a 10-shot group would
be approximately 24 inches. The base
of the cartridge is stamped with the
year of manufacture and the initials of
the manufacturer.

(d) Tracer. TheM62tncercartridgebul-
let consists of a gilding metal clad steel
jacket, a lead antimony slug, tracer sub-
igniter and igniter composition, a
closure cap, and weighs 141 grains; %he
bullet tip is painted orange; it is used
for observation of fire, incendiary, and
signaling purposes. Tracer anununi
tion is manufactured to have a mean
radius (accuracy standard) of no more
than 12 inches at 550 meters. The base
of the cartridge is stamped with the
year of manufacture and the initials of
the manufacturer.

(2) Ammunition lots. Ammunition is
manufactured in lots. To provide for
the most uniform functioning and per
formance, all of the components in any
one lot are manufactured under as nearly
identical conditions as practicable. An
identifying number is assigned to each lot
at the time of manufacture. This lot
number can be found on each ainmuni
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tion case, can, bandoleer, or carton. The
ballistic qualities of one lot of ammuni
tion may be consistent and accurate in
every respect whereas the qualities of an
other lot may be inaccurate and unaccept
able for sniping. It is quite possible that
each type or lot of ammunition at your
disposal may have a different center of
impact, necessitating a different zero for
each type or lot.

(3) Selection of ammunition. If match
grade ammunition is available it should
be used. This ammunition is very ac
curate and need not be tested. In the ab
sence of match grade ammunition, tests
should be conducted with ball and armor
piercing to determine the most accurate.

(a) Test conditions. Conditions should be
set so that the ammunition is the only
variable. The weapons, firers, and
range conditions must remain as nearly
constant as possible. The aiming point
should be clearly defined to eliminate
aiming error. The firer should use the
prone supported position. The mini
mum distance for testing is 300 meters.
Thirty rounds should be selected at ran
dom from each lot to be tested.

(b) Test methods. Three 10-round shot
groups are fired from each lot. A dif
ferent rifle should be used to fire each
10-round group. An ammunition lot
may perform well in one rifle but ‘be
acceptable in other rifles. This makes
it necessary to use more than one rifle
when testing ammunition. The firer
should allow about 30 seconds between
shots. An observer with a spotting
telescope, or a man in the pits, should
plot and number each shot. Any shot
called out of the group by the firer will
be disregarded.

(c) Meagucrement of shot groups or stand
ards of test. The distance between the
the two extreme shots is measured for
each group and an average made for
each lot. If it happens that the wind
is variable during the test, a vertical
measurement between the highest and
lowest shots will be used. That lot
which performs best during the test
should be used. The selected lot must

also be capable of grouping within an
“E” type silhouette at a distance of 500
meters.

(4) Care of ammunition. Small arms ani
munition needs no special care, though it
should be protected from heat and mois
ture. The rounds should be clean and dry
before firing. Any round having a
dented case, nicked bullet, or a bullet that
has been pushed in or pulled out of the
cartridge neck should not be firei Car
tridges should not be polished or lubri
cated in any manner.

e. Optical EquipinenL Binoculars and ob
servation telescopes should be available for use
during training and combat. The observer uses
them to assist in locating targets.

t. Night Firing Aids.
(1) Infrared equipment. The metascope

and infrared weapons sights are aids to
the sniper in locating and engaging tar
gets at night. See FM 21—75 and ASubj
Sod 23—19 for the use and mechanical
operation of these instruments.

(2) Starlight scope. The starlight scope,
recent developed, is also an aid to the
sniper in locating and engaging targets
at night.

g. Camouflage Clothing and Equipment. The
proper use of camouflage clothing and equipment is
essential to the accomplishment of the sniper’s mis
sion. Its proper use assists the sniper in avoiding
detection. See FM 5—20 and FM 21—75 for in
struction in the use of camouflage equipment and
teclmique.

h. Accessory Equipment. Accessory equipment
which may be made available to the sniper in train
ing and combat includes the following items:

(1) Compass and maps.
(2) Watch with luminous dial.
(3) Communication or signaling equipment.
(4) Range cards.

80. SeDecflon of Sn~pers
A sniper must possess many skills, the most im

portant being the ability to hit where he is aiming.
Since all soldiers do not have the necessary at
tributes or potential to become an outstanding
marksman, it is necessary to select sniper personnel
who are capable marksmen. The initial selection
of snipers can be accomplished by the screening of
personnel records, asking for volunteers, and then
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interviewing all prospective snipers to determine
their experience and capabilities.

a. Individuals with one or more of tIle follow
ing list of attributes or experiences should possess
the qualities of becoming an accomplished sniper.

(1) High power rifle competitive experience.
(2) Small bore rifle competitive experience.
(8) Pistol competitive experience.
(4) High scott on the known distance range.
(5) High scott on the trainfire range.
(6) Adesiretolearntoshoot.

it Select more than the minimum required
number of personnel to receive sniper training.
Those individuals showing the most potential at
the completion of training should be assigned as
snipers.

61. Advwtced Rifle Maiksmanshlp (Sniper)
Trahilng

The purpose of advanced rifle marksmanship
training is to teach the potential sniper the tech
niques of hitting targets at varying extended
ranges with the first shot. To obtain first shot
hits, the sniper must be conditioned physically and
mentally. He must be highly skilled in applying
the fundamentals of marksmanship to include
aiming, positions, trigger control, sight adjust
ment, effects of weather, and zeroing.

a. PhqjsicaZ Coizditioning. The objective of
physical training in any marksmanship prognun
is to condition the firer. An individual in good
physical condition has better developed reflexes,
better control of his muscles, and better endurance,
all of which promote consistency of performance.
It is desirable for the sniper to possess the follow
ing characteristics: an adequately developed mus
cular system and good control of these muscles,
strong lungs so that long pauses between breaths
will not result in oxygen starvation, precision, co
ordination, and good reflexes.

(1) Physical training exercises and sports
are the best means of developing these
qualities in a sniper and will also aid in
developing self-control and confidence.
Physical training should not be hap
hazard but should be conducted regularly
on a daily basis. Exercises which
strengthen the muscles, develop the lungs,
and increase body flexibility are most
desirable. A group of exercises which
will develop the necessary physical re
quirements of a sniper include any

portion of Army Drill Numbers 1 or 2
(TM 21—200 or FM 21—20).

(2) In addition to exercises, it is desirable for
the firers to compete in team sports. Fast
moving games that are not especially tir
ing nit best from the firer’s standpoint.
Volleyball is most valuable. This game
is not physically tiring, but it requires
mobility, fast reflexes, precision, and
teamwork Heavy exercises such as
weight lifting should be discouraged
since they generally do more harm than
good. The development of regular and
beneficial eating and Bleeping habits are
desirable during the training period.
Eating heavy food, smoking, or excessive
liquid intake of any kind shortly before
firing is considered harmful.

it Stentai Conditioning. Mental conditioning
can be defined as the developing or disciplining of
a firer’s emotions to prepare him for the act of
firing. No matter how well a firer has physically
mastered the basic fundamentals of marksman
ship, he will not do well if he has failed to develop
mental discipline. Lack of mental discipline as
evidenced by certain undesirable emotions, is
manifested in certain physical reactions such as
shaking or rapid breathing. All too little em
phasis is placed on teaching and training the
student of marksmanship on how and what to
think. Of course nothing adds to mental condi
tioning and confidence more than practice end
more practice. Everyone who has fired is aware of
the effects of emotional or mental strain.

(1) The primary emotion felt by most firers
is fear or anxiety. To a certain degree,
depending on the individual, this results
in mental and physical reactions which
are natural and involuntary. Of these
effects, the most detrimental are nausea,
rapid pulse, rapid breathing, muscular
spasms, and temporary impairment of
the reasoning power. Some of these
symptoms may be voluntarily suppressed
to a certain degree. By breathing slowly
and deeply, both the rapid breathing, and
to some extent, the muscular spasms and
nausea, will be reduced. Unfortunately,
since the mind has lost some of its rea
soning power, it has also lost much of its
control over the body, making it very
difficult to overcome these reactions.
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Therefore, the firer must discipline his
mind to enable it to control these other
wise involuntary reflexes.

(a) Muscular spasms caused by tension are
best controlled by relaxation.

(b) While firing, the experienced firer may
find that the impairment of his reasrn
ing powers may be to an advantage.
If he has sñcceeded in relaxing and
controlling his breathing, he will find
that his well-trained body will do the
right thing at the right time without
any conscious help from his mind. On
the other hand, if his mind becomes
fully aware of its surroundings, anx
iety may appear with its unwanted
effects.

(2) Other related emotions which are detri
mental to the firer are negative thinking
and overconfidence.

(a) Negative thinking on the part of a firer
can, and usually does, affect his per
formauce. It demonstrates that though
the firer has mastered all the physical
skills of marksmanship, he has not ac
complished the principle of mental
discipline. For instance, if we think
that we are going to be sick, we usually
find ourselves being sick. By the same
token, if we think that we may not do
well firing, usually we don’t. Because
we do not discipline ourselves mentally,
we permit ourselves to be too pessi
mistic about our shooting.

(b) On the other hand, overconfidence on
the part of the firer has played havoc
with many fine scores. The firer must
strive to reach a happy compromise in
developing the proper state of mental
discipline. His state of conscious
thinking must fall between that of
overconfidence and negative thought.
He should not, however, push the posi
tive element to the extent that it is con
verted into overconfidence.

(3) In order to accomplish mental discipline,
the firer must know what situations and
habits are good for him and avoid situa
tions and habits that are bad for him.
Following is a list of habits that the aver
age marksman must avoid.

(a) Don’t be perturbed. A marksman can
not perform if he is experiencing the
emotional sensation of anger and
bitterness.

9) Don’t give up after making a bad shot.
Mentally discipline yourself to never
give up or quit.

(a) Don’t get “shook up” by adverse
weather conditions. Practice mental
discipline by positive thinking to the
effect that you welcome an opportunity
to try your skill under adverse
conditions.

(d) Don’t lose your concentration. The
most important shot that you fire is
always the one that you are in the
process of firing; therefore, that single
shot is all that you should be con
sciously concerned with.

(4) The most important phase of mental con
ditioning is accomplished during train
ing. It is in this period that the body is
taught to function automatically. The
firer develops a high degree of confidence
in himself and his equipment. He learns
that he is capable of performing well
even in bad weather. In general, he be
comes physically and mentally fit.

a. Advanced MarksmansMp Fundamentals. To
become an effective sniper, one must be thoroughly
trained in the fundamentals of marksmanship.
The purpose of teaching these fundamentals is to
develop fixed and correct shooting habits. This
is accomplished during the instructional training
phase so that the fundamentals will be instinctively
applied at all times. It should be a requirement
that every firer periodically refamiliarize himself
with these fundamentals regardless of his years
of shooting experience. Even the experienced
firer will develop a deficiency from time to time
in the application of fundamentals that is often
masked by perfection of other fundamentals. The
fundamentals taught to the sniper may vary from
those taught to the average soldier. For the
sniper to achieve the desired level of perfection, he
must be equipped with an accurate weapon (Na
tional Match Rifle if possible), accurate ammuni
tion (match grade if possible), and fortified with
additional knowledge and improved techniques to
enable him to cope with the various factors which
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may affect the placement of his shot. The ad
vanced marksmanship fundamentals are taught in
the following sequence:

(1) Aiming. The first fundamental taught
to the firer is aiming. The importance
of aiming cannot be overemphasized.
Not only is it one of the most important
fundamentals, but it provides a means
whereby the firer can check the effective
ness of his position and trigger control in
later phases of training and shooting.
The explanation of each phase of aiming
is designed to supplement that found in
chapter 2 and will vary to the extent of
sequence and improved technique. In
struction in aiming is divided into the
following phases:

(a) Relationship between the eye and
sights. In order to see what is required
during the process of aiming, the firer
must know how to use his eye. Varia
tions in the position of the eye with
respect to the rear sight will cause
variations in the image received by the
eye. The placement of the eye in this
respect is called “eye relief.” Proper
eye relief, subject to minor variations, is
approximately 3 inches. The best
method of fixing eye relief is with the
“spot weld,” which is explained in (2)
below. To clarify the use of the eye
in the aiming process, one must under
stand that the eye is capable of instan
taneous focus from one distance to
another. It cannot, contrary to some
belief, be focused at two distances
simultaneously. To achieve an undis
torted image while aiming, the firer
must position his head so that he looks
straight out of his aiming eye and not
out of the corner or top of the eye.
Many firers are bothered by bushy eye
brows during the aiming process, re
sulting in a fuzzy or distorted image,
and it is recommended that in such
cases they be taped or trimmed.

(b) Bight alinement. Sight alinement is
the relationship between the front and
rear sight with respect to the eye. This
is the most important aspect of aiming,
as errors in alinement create angular
changes in the position of the axis of

the bore. When using an aperture rear
sight and a blade front sight, the cor
rect sight alinement is as follows: The
top of the front sight should be cen
tered on a line with the horizontal axis
of the aperture (fig. 3). Another a
planation would be to center the top of
the front sight horizontally and
vertically, in the rear aperture. It has
been found that this is the most natural
method of aIming sights, as the eye will
instinctively accomplish this task with
little training. This method also
causes the least amount of inconsistency
from shot to shot.

(c) Bight picture. When sight alinement
has been understood, the firer is then
taught where to aim at the target.
This differs from sight alinement only
with respect to adding the aiming point
to the front sight blade. The sight
pictureusedbysnipersisthecenterof
mass at all ranges.

(d) Breathing and aiming process. The
control of the breath is important with
respect to the aiming process. If the
firer breathes while trying to aim, the
rise and fall of his chest causes the rifle
to move vertically. Sight alinement is
accomplished during breathing but to
complete the process of aiming, the
firer must be able to hold his breath.
To properly hold his breath, the firer
inhales, then exhales normally and
stops at the moment of natural respira
tory pause. If the firer does not have
the correct sight picture then he must
adjást his position so that he can ob
tain the correct sight picture without
the use of muscular strain to hold the
weapon. The breath should not be held
for longer than 10 seconds as this re
sults in dimming of the vision and
increased muscular tension. As previ
ously mentioned, the eye, plays an im
portant part in the process of aiming.
While exhaling and holding the front
sight up to the target the focus should
be repeatedly shifted from the front
sight to the target until the firer de
termines that he has a correct sight
picture. When the sight picture has
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been obtained, the focus should remain
on the front sight until the round has
been fired. Final focus must be on
the front sight to “call the shot” ac
curately and detect variations in sight
picture and sight alinement.

(e) Aiming ezeroises (oh 2).
(2) l’onitions. The sniper should select the

position that offers him the most stabil
ity along with observation of the target
and concealment. The sniper should he
able to deliver accurate fire from any of
the eight standard firing positions dis
cussed in chapter 2. In order for the
sniper to obtain first shot hits, he must
have steady firing positions. The firing
positions will be improved when used
with the loop sling. While the use of
the slip is not necessarily advocated for
use in combat, this decision should be
left to the sniper, depending on his situ
ation. It is suggested that its use be
stressed in advanced rifle marksmanship
instruction to the same degree as firing
from the supported sniping positions.
This discussion of positions will be con
cerned primarily with the adjustment of
the loop sling and the prone and sitting
positions.

(a) Sling adjwitment. To adjust the loop
sling for a right-handed firer, place the
butt of the rifle on the right hip and
cradle the rifle in the crook of the right
arm. This leaves both hands free to

adjust the sling. Unhook the sling
from the lower sling swivel; then with
the buckle down on the hook, feed the
sling through tha top of the buckle
fonning a loop (fig. 66). Give the loop
a half turn to the left and insert the
left arm through the loop, positioning
it well up on the arm above the bicep.
Tighten the loop while positioning the
buckle on the outside of the arm. As
tension is applied to the sling, the loop
will tighten. To adjust the sling ten
sion loosen the keeper and pull the feed
end down toward the loop until the
proper tension is obtained- This ad
justment varies with each individual
and position. Move the keeper toward
the left arm and tighten it. Place the
left hand over the sling and under the
rifle, move it forward to the upper sling
swivel so that the rifle rests in the “V”
formed by the thumb and forefinger.
After the proper sling tension has been
determined for each position the firer
should mark his sling for each adjust
ment.

(b) Good position. The three elements of
a good position are bone support, mus
cular relaxation, and a natural point of
aim on an aiming point.

1. Bone support. Positions are designed
as foundations for the rifle. It
should be stressed that a good foun
dation for the rifle is just as impor

LOOP FORMS

KEEPER

BUCKLE

Figure 66. Web sUng adfustnwnt
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tant to good shooting as a good foun
dation is to a house. If a house is
built on a weak foundation it will not
stand erect. The same is true when a
firer establishes a weak foundation
(position) for the rifle. Without
bone support the firer will not be
able to apply the fundamentals of
shooting.

2. Muscular relaceaticm. The firer must
learn to relax as much as possible in
the various firing positions. Undue
muscle strain or tension causes trem
bling which is transmitted to the rifle.
However, in all positions a certain
amount of controlled muscular ten
sion is needed. Only through prac
tice and achieving a natural point
of aim will the shooter learn muscu
hr relaxation.

S. Natural point of aim. Since the rifle
becomes an extension of the body, it
is necessary to adjust the position un
til the rifle points naturally at the
target. When the firer takes his po
sition he should close his eyes, relax,
and then open his eyes. With prop
er sight alinement, the position of the
front sight will indicate the natural
point of aim. By moving his feet or
body and by breath control, the firer
can shift the natural point of aim to
the desired aiming point.

(a) Spot weld. As mentioned in aiming,
the relationship between the eye and
the rear sight must be consistent. This
consistency is achieved through the use
of the spot weld. A correct spot weld
insures that the eye is positioned the
same distance from the rear sight aper
ture for each shot. In all positions the
thumb of the right hand should be
placed over the stock. To obtain the
best spot weld in sitting and prone po
sitions, the fleshy part of the cheek is
rolled firmly against the top of the
thumb. By experimentation the firer
will find the most comfortable position
for his cheek. Once this has been done,
the same position should be used for
every shot. During the initial period
of firing, the cheek may become tender

or sore. To help prevent this and to
keep from flinching, press the face
firmly against the stock to enable the
head to recoil as part of the rifle. An
individual that cannot obtain this ideal
spot weld must place his cheek firmly
against the stock at the same point for
each shot.

(d) Prone po8ition. To assume the prone
position, stand facing the target with
your left hand forward to the upper
sling swivel and your right hand grasp
ing the stock at ‘the heel of the butt.
Spread your feet a comfortable dis
tance apart, shift your weight slightly
to the rear and drop to your knees.
Draw an imaginary line from your
right knee to the target. Place the toe
of the rifle butt well forward on the
imaginary line. Pivot on the rifle, go
ing down on your left side, and placing
your left elbow well forward on the
imaginary line. With your right hand
at the rear of the stock, force the butt
of the rifle into your right shoulder.
Grasp the small of the stock with your
right hand and lower the right elbow
to the ground so the shoulders are ap
proximately level. Secure a spot weld
and relax into the tension of the sling.
The position of the back, legs, and feet
is immaterial as long as the firer
is stable and comfortable. Do not
let the magazine rest on or against the
arm as it may cause discomfort to the
firer when the rifle recoils. It is also
possible to cause an erratic shot by put
ting pressure on the magazine with the
arm. To adjust the natural point of
aim to the target, use the left elbow as
the pivot point and move the body
either right, left, forward, or rearward
until the sights are alined on the tar
get. If, when you breathe, the sights
move from 6 o’clock to 12 o’clock on the
target, you have a well-balanced posi
tion. The position checkpoints are as
follows:

./. Rifle vertical (sights level).
2. Left hand forward to upper sling

swivel.
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3. Rifle resting in “V” formed ‘by the
thumb and forefinger of the left
hand, and the weight supported by
the heel of the hand and not the
fingers.

4. Left elbow well under the receiver (as
far as body conformation permits
without putting pressure on the mag
azine).

5. Sling high on the left arm.
6. Rifle butt close to the neck in the hol

low of the shoulder.
7. Shoulders approximately level to pre

vent canting of the rifle.
8. Face firmly fixed on the thumb and

stock (spot weld).
9. No contact between trigger finger and

stock.
10. Trigger finger applying pressure

straight to the rear.
(e) Bitting positions. There are two vari

ations of the sitting position which are
equally satisfactory. They are the
open legged, and cross-legged (legs
pulled in and legs extended). The
position used depends entirely on the
firer. B~cause of different body con
formations, there are firers who are
unable to. use the cross-legged position.
However, this position is used by the
majority of experienced marksmen.
The individual should try all varia
tions and choose the one which affords
the most stability and ease of sight
alinement.

1. To assume the open legged position, the
sling must be shortened about two or
three inches from the prone position
adjustment. The firer faces the tar
get and executes a half right face.
He crosses the left foot over the right
foot and sits down in place. He then
uncrosses his feet and places them
a comfortable distance in front of
him, about 3 feet apart. By bending
forward at the waist, the firer puts
his left upper arm down along the
left shinbone. Using the right hand
at the butt of the rifle, he pushes the
rifle forward, places the butt of the
rifle into the right shoulder, moves
the right hand forward, graps the

small of the stock, and then lowers the
upper arm until it rests inside the
the right knee. By pointing the toes
inward, the firer prevents his knee
from spreading and hence maintains
pressure on the right upper arm. The
position is completed by relaxing the
weight forward and assuming the
correct spot weld. As in the prone
position, the magazine should be kept
clear of the arm.

3. The difference within the cross-legged
variation is slight. With the legs ex
tended, when the firer sits down, in
stead of uncrossing the feet and
spreading them, he slides his feet for
ward and, bending at the waist, he
places his upper arm inside his knees.
With the legs pulled in, after sitting
down, he simply leaves his feet in
place and positions his upper arms
inside his knees. One of the reasons
many tompetitors use the cross-leg
ged variation is the short period of
time that is required to assume the
position. As in the other positions,
it is mandatory to adjust the natural
point of aim to the target to eliminate
using muscles to aline the sight. This
may be accomplished by moving
either foot, both feet, or the buttocks
until the sights are naturally aImed
on the twrget with no muscular ten
sion.

3. In the sitting position also, there are
certain checks that should be made to
insure that the positions adhere to the
fundamentals:

(a) Rifle vertical (sights level).
(b) Rifle resting in the “V” formed by

the thumb and forefinger and sup
ported by the heel of the left hand,
fingers relaxed.

(c) Left hand forward to upper sling
swivel, if possible.

(d) Left elbow approximately under
the receiver, without putting pres
sure on the magazine.

(e) Right upper arm blocked in front
of the right knee.

(f) Sling high on left arm.
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(g) Shoulders approximately level to
prevent canting of the rifle.

(Ii) Butt of rifle close to neck and posi
tioned in the hollow of the shoul
der.

(i) Face firmly fixed on thumb and
stock (spot weld).

(j) No contact between trigger finger
and stock.

(k) Less distance between the knees
than the heels (open-legged varia
tion).

(1) Trigger finger applying pressure
straight to the rear.

(/) Position training. Position training
should be conducted by experienced
personnel. Each prospective sniper
will need individual attention when he
is selecting and developing Ins posi
tions. It may be flecessary to disregard
or modify one or more of the check
points of each firing position, depend
ing on the conformation of the firer’s
body. During initial position training
a tight sling is necessary in order to con
dition the firer’s muscles. Correct sling
tension has been obtained when it be
comes necessary for the firer, in placing
the butt of his rifle into his shoulder, to
apply forward pressure with his right
hand on the butt. After the firer has
become accustomed to the positions, it
may be necessary to adjust the sling in
order to maintain correct sling tension
in each position. By using the hinged
butt plate, most firers will find that it
eliminates any slipping of the butt in
the shoulders, thereby adding support
to the position and reducing the wobble
area. Experience will develop the
firer’s prone and sitting positions to a
point where his wobble area will not be
noticeable to him. Using the sling in
conjunction with the supported or non-
supported positions ivill add to the
firer’s ability to hold the weapon steady.

(3) Trigger control.
(a) The act of firing the rifle without dis

turbing the aim is considered the most
important fundamental of shooting.
Poor shooting is usually caused by the
aim being disturbed just before or as

the bullet leaves the barrel and is the
result of the firer jerking the trigger or
flinching. The trigger need not be
jerked violently to spoil the aim; even
a slight, sudden pressure of the trigger
finger is enough to cause the barrel to
waver and spoil the sight alinemet.
Flinching is the involuntary movement
of the body, tensing the muscles of the
arm, the neck, and the shoulder in anti
cipation of the shock of recoil or the
sound of the rifle firing. A firer can
correct these errors by understanding
and applying trigger control.

(b) Trigger control is defined as the inde
pendent action of the forefinger on the
trigger, with a uniformly increasing
pressure straight to the rear until the
rifle fires. The slack or free play in the
trigger is taken up first and as resis
tance is met, the firer perfects his aim
while continuing the steadily increas
ing pressure until the hammer falls. If
this is done properly, the firer will not
know the exact instant the rifle will fire.
If he does not know the exact instant
the rifle will fire, he will not anticipate
the shock of recoil or the sound of the
rifle firing.

(c) Anticipating the shot will disturb the
rifle before the bullet leaves the barrel
and cause a bad shot. Jerking the
trigger, flinching, bucking, tensing the
facial and hand muscles, and closing
the eyes when the shot is fired, in
dicate shot anticipation. By being
convinced of these errors and conscien
tiously applying the correct trigger
control, the firer will be able to over
come the tendency to anticipate the
shot.

(o1) The technique of trigger control may
vary slightly due to the instability of
a position. If, while controlling his
pressure, an error occurs in the sight
alinement or sight picture, the firer
holds what pressure he has on the trig
ger until the correct sight alinement or
sight picture is reestablished; then he
continues the pressure until the rifle
fires. Usually, the result is a surprise
shot that is good.
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(e) If a firer is shooting poorly and it is
suspected or observed that, the poor
shooting is the result of improper trig
ger control, he must be convinced or
shown that improper trigger control is
the cause. Methods of determining
improper trigger control are discussed
in this chapter.

(j) Trigger control is taught in conjqnc
tion with positions. When teaching
positions and trigger control, an effec
tive training aid for demonstrating the
technique of trigger control, with refer
ence to the controlled pressure, is the
fixed sight alinement device (fig. 114).
Demonstrate that when wobble de
creases trigger pressure increases.

(g) In all j~ositions, one of the best
methods of developing proper trigger
control is through dry firing. In dry
firing, not only is the coach able to
detect errors, but the individual firer
is able to detect his own errors since
there is no recoil to conceal the rifle’s
undesirable movements. Where possi
ble, trigger control practice should be
integrated in all phases of marksman
ship training. The art or mastery of
proper trigger control takes patience,
hard work, concentration, and a great
deal of self-discipline.

(4) Sight adjustment. When a shot or shot
group is fired and is not in the desired
location on the target, the sights must
be moved in order to move the shot or
shot group to the proper location on the
target. In order to do this, it becomes
necessary for the firer to become familiar
with the sights. The sights on the M14
rifle have the following characteristics:

(a) Each click of elevation or windage on
the Standard Issue M14 rifle is worth
approximately 1 minute of angle and
moves the strike of the bullet approxi
mately 1 inch on the target for each
100 meters of range.

(1’) Each click of windage on the National
Match M14 rifle will move the strike
of the bullet approximately one-half
of an inch (1.4 cm) per every 100
meters of range, while the elevation is
the same as for the Standard Issue

rifle. One click of windage on the
Standard Issue M14 will move the
strike of the bullet 2.8 centimeters or
slightly more than one inch. If the
rifle is equipped with a hooded rear
sight aperture (fig. 65) it has a one-
half-minute elevation change capa
bifity. To move the strike of the bullet
up one-half minute, the hood must be
rotated so that the notch in the hood
isup. Ifthenotchinthehoodisal
ready up and a one-half minute increase
in elevation is desired, the elevation
knob must be moved up one click, and
the hood rotated so the notch is down.
For moving the sights downward, the
same procedure is used, but in reverse.

(c) The rear sight must be moved in the
direction the shot or shot group is to
be moved.

1. To move the rear sight or shot(s) to
the right, the windage knob is turned
clockwise. The rule to remember is
as follows: “Push right-pull left.”

2. To raise the elevation or shot(s) on
the target, the elevation knob is
turned clockwise. To lower the ele
vation or the shot(s) on the target,
the elevation knob is turned counter.
clockwise.

(d) The rear sight of the Standard Issue
M14 rifle can be adjusted from 0 to 72
clicks in elevation and 16 clicks to the
right and left of the center line of the
winda.ge gauge. For one-half minute
windage clicks on the match rifle, the
figure is doubled.

1. Mechanical windage zero is deter
mined by alining the sight base index
line and the center line of the wind-
age gauge. The location of the
movable index line indicates the
windage used or the windage zero of
the rifle; e.g., if the index line is to
the left of the center line of the
gauge, we have a left reading; wind-
age zero can be determined by simply
counting the number of clicks back
to the mechanical zero.

2. The elevation zero for any range is
determined by counting the number
of clicks down to mechanical eleva
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tion zero (hooded aperture notch
down).

(e) Sight adjust went. or manipulation is a
very important aspect of training that
must be thoroughly taught to the firer.
This can be accomplished by explana
tion and demonstration of the char
acteristics of the sights on the M14 rifle,
utilizing a rear sight model (fig. 113).
The firer should then receive practical
work in the manipulation of the sights.
A recommended. exercise is the Nine-
Round Sight Drill. The shooter fires
3, three-round shot groups, moving
the sights in winda-ge and/or elevation
after each group fired, without re
moving the rifle from the shoulder be
tween groups, if possible.

(5) Effects of the Weather. In the case of
the highly trained firer, effects of the
weather are a primary cause of error in
the strike of the bullet. The wind, mi
rage, light, temperature, and humidity
have some effect on the bullet, the firer, or
both. Some of these effects, such as tem
perature and humidity, are insignificant
under average conditions. However, to
fire under the extremes of these effects,
then they would have to be considered.
For this reason an explanlion will be
given of all the conditions of weather.
En considering the conditions of weather
we base our explanation of such effects on
the firer utilizing a match rifle with match
ammunition.

(a) Wind.
.1. The condition which constantly pre

sents the greatest problem to the firer
is the wind. Wind has a considerable
effect on the bullet that increases with
the ranga This is due primarily to
increased resistance of the air as the
bullet’s velocity is reduced and re
sults in loss of stability. Wind also
has a considerable effect on the firer.
The stronger the wind, the more dif
ficulty the firer has in holding the
rifle steady. The effect on the firer
can be partially offset with good
training and conditioning.

2. Before any sight adjustment can be
made to compensate for -wind, it is
necessary to determine its direction
and velocity. There are certain indi
cators which the firer may use to ac
complish this. These are range flags,
smoke, trees, grass, rain, and the
sense of touch. Another important
indicator, “mirage,” willbe discussed
in a later paragraph. In most cases
it is relatively easy to determine the
direction from which the wind is
blowing simply by observing the
indicators.

(a) A common method of estimating
the velocity of the wind (in train
ing) is based on observation of the
range flag. The angle in degrees
between the flag and its pole is di
vided by the constant number 4.
The result gives the approximate

MPH

Figure 67. W{nd estimation.
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velocity in miles per hour (fig. 67).
(b) If no flag is visible, a piece of

paper, grass, cotton, or some other
light material may be dropped
from the shoulder. By pointing
directly at the spot where it lands,
the approximate velocity in MPH
(fig. 61) is calculated.

(c) If for some reason these methods
cannot be used, the following infor
mation is helpful in determining
velocity: Under 3 mph, winds can
hardly be felt, but may be deter
mined by smoke drift.
A 3—5 mph wind can just be felt on

the face.
At 5—8 mph, leaves in trees are

in conthmt motion.
At 12—15 mph, small trees begin to

sway.

3. Since the firer must know how much
effect the wind will have on the bul
let, lie must be able to classify the
wind. ‘Phe universally accepted
method is by use of the clock system
(fig. 68). A half value wind will af
fect the strike of the bullet approxi
mately one-half as much as a full
value wind of the same velocity. A
wind velocity corrected in this man
ner is called the “effective wind.”
The so-called “no value” wind has a
definite effect on the bullet at long
ranges if it is not blowing directly
from 6 or 12 o’clock. This is the
most difficult wind to fire in due to the
switching or “fishtail” effect which
requires frequent sight changes. De
pending on the velocity of this type
wind it may have a slight effect on

Figure 68. Cloak syatem.
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the vertical displacement of the
bullet.

4. After detennining wind direction and
velocity, the windago correction to he
placed on the sights will be based on
the following formula:

RXVbe of clocks for a full

value wind on a National Match
rifle.

The formula for a Standard Issue
- . - - RxV

rifle and atmnurntion is . For

half value winds simply divide the
answer by 2. In this formula, R

WRIDAGE WAGRAM

range in hundreds of meters and
V== velocity of the wind in mph.
The constant 10 or 15 was arrived at
mathematically considering the bul
let weight, density, velocity, air resis
tance, distance to target, and r~r
sight movement.

Example: The wind is blowing
from 9 o’clock at 10mph. The range
is 300 meters; using the wind for
mula,R=SandV=10.
ItXV 3x10

10 = 10 3chcks
RXV 3x10

15 = 15 2chcks

CIRCLES REPRESENT WIND VELOCITY AS INDICATED.

ROMAN NUMERALS INDICATE WIND DIRECTION.

ARABIC NUMERALS INDICATE CLICKS OF WINDAGE,

AS FOUND ON REAR SIGHT OF NMM14 RIFLE.

600 METERS 900 METERS

Figaro 69. National Matok M14 windage diagram.

In-

200 METERS 300 METERS

It vi
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A graphic diagram for determining
windage corrections is found in figure

6
(b) Mirage.

1. The word “mirage” refers to the heat
waves or the reflection of light
through layers of air of different
temperature and density as seen by
the naked eye on a warm, bright day.
With the telescope, a mirage can be
seen on all but the coldest clays.
Proper reading of the mirage will
enable the firer to estimate and make
windage corrections with a high de
gree of accuracy.

2. As observed through the telescope, the
mirage will appear to move with the
same velocity as the effective wiqd,
except when blowing straight into or
away from the scope. Then the
mirage will give the appearance of
moving straight up with no lateral
movement. This is termed a “boil
ing” mirage. In general, changes in
the velocity of the wind can readily
be determined by observation of the
mirage up to speeds of approximately
12 mph. Beyond that speed, the
movement of the mirage is too fast
for detection of minor variations.

S. Figure 70 gives an illustration of the
relative appearance of the mirage
under varying velocities and direc
tions. In general, the shallower the
waves of the mirage the faster the
velocity and resultant wind speed.

4. The true direction of the wind may be
determined by traversing the tele
scope until the heat waves move
straight up with no lateral motion (a
boiling mirage).

5. A mirage is particularly valuable in
reading so-called “no value” winds.
If the mirage is boiling, the effective
wind velocity is zero. If there is
any lateral movement of the mirage
at ranges of 300 to 900 meters it is
usually necessary to make a windage
adjustment.

6. Another important effect of mirage is
the light diffraction caused by the
uneven air densities, characteristic of
heat waves. Depending on atmos
pheric conditions, this diffraction
will cause a displacement of the tar
get image in the direction of the
movement of the mirage. Thus, if
a mirage isinoving fromleft to right,
the target will appear to be slightly to
the right of its actual location.
Since the firer can only aim at the
imagereceivedbyhiseye,hewill
actually aim at a. point which is off
set slightly from the center of the
target. This error will be in addi
tion to the displacement of the bullet
caused by the wind. Since the total
effect of the visable mirage (effective
wind plus target displacement) will
vary considerably with atmospheric
conditions and light intensity, it is
impossible to predict the amount of

~cx

1. 0—7 MPH

11411}}
2. BOILING

NO WIND 6—12

3. 8—12 MPH

4. BOILING WITH LATERAL

.LEFT TO RIGHT
5. BOILING WITH LATERAL

RIGHT TO LEFT

Figure 70. Types of mirages.
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error produced at any given place
and time. It is only through con
siderable experience in reading mi
rage that the firer will develop pro
ficiency as a “wind doper.”

7. In utilizing the telescope to read the
mirage the following adjustment
technique is used. Since the wind
will have the most effect on the bullet
at midrange, the scope should be
focused at midrange in order to read
the mirage at that point. To prop
erly focus the scope for reading mi
rage, pick out an object midway to
the target and adjust and focus the
scope at that point. Witiwut dis
turbing the focus, adjust the scope
onto the target. Since the scope
is focused to read the mirage, the
target will appear fuzzy.

(o) Temperature. Temperature has a def
inite effect on the elevation setting re
quired to hit the center of the target.
This is caused by the fact that an in
crease in temperature at 20° F. ‘will
increase the muzzle velocity by approx
imately 50 feet per second. Figure 71
illustrates the temperature effect on the
velocity of match ammunition. Re
gai*lless of the range, the firer must
change his sights 1 minute for each 20
degree change in temperature. For
a drop in temperature the sights must
be raised; for an increase in
temperature the sights must be lowered.

(d) Light. This subject is very controver
sial, as light may or may not have an
an effect on the firer’s aim. The dif
ficulty is that light affects different peo
pie in different ways; therefore, it is
believed that nothing can be presented
as an ironclad fact. The general tend
ency, however, is for the firer to shoot
high on a dull, cloudy day and low on
a bright, clear day. Extreme light
conditions from the left or the right
may have an effect on the horizontal
impact of a shot or shot group. To
solve the problem of light and its ef
fects, the individual firer must accu
rately record the light conditions under
which he is shooting. Through expe

AVERAGE VELOCITY— 10 ROUNDS

— ____ _EXTREME VELOCITY— I ROUND

___..MINII.UM VELOCITY— I ROUND

NOTE’ 50 FT. CHANGE IN VELOCITY CONSTITUTES
I IIINUTE CHANGE IN ELEVATION

Figure 71. Temperature effeet~y

rience and study he will eventually
determine the effect of light on his zero.

(e) Humidity. To understand the effects
of humidity on the strike of the bullet
one must realize that the higher the
humidity, the denser the air, and thus
there is mote resistance to the flight of
the bullet. This resistance will tend
to slow down the bullet and as a result
the firer must raise his elevation to
compensate for it. The effects of hu
midity at the short ranges are not as
noticeable as at the long ranges. Again,
the experience of the firer and his
resultant study of hits and groups
under varied conditions of humidity
will determine the effect of humidity
on his zero. Some firers refuse to be
lieve that a certain condition can
affect the strike of the bullet and can
quote an instance or two where the
same condition had two different effects
on the bullet. These firers failed to
note all the factors of weather. Cer
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tam combinations of weather will have
different effects on the bullet. For this
reason, a firer may fire two successive
days in the same location and under
what appears to be the same conditions
and yet utilize two different sight set-
tinge. For example: A rise in the hu
midity, of say 30 percent, cannot always
be determined readily. This rise in
humidity makes the air more dense. TI
this heavier air is present with a 10’
mph wind it will require more elevation
and more windage to hit the same loca
tion than bn a day when the humidity
was 30 percent lower. In not consid
ering all of the effects of weather, some
firers tend to overemphasize certain ef
fects and this will produce bad shots
from time to time. As previously
mentioned, we norm~lly fire for a cer
tain period of time under “average”
conditions. As a result we zero our
rifle and (with the exception of minor
displacements of our shots and groups)
we do not have much difficulty except
for the wind. Yet we can travel to a
different location and fire our rifles
again and find a change in our zero.
A thorough study of the weather
effects would indicate the change.
Proper recording and ~tudy based on
experience, are all-important with
respect to determining the effects of
weather. Probably one of the most
difficult things to impress upon a firer
is the evidence of a probable change
in his zero. If a change is indicated,
it should be applied to all ranges.

(6) Zeroing and use of the record dala sheet.
The zero of a rifle is the sight setting in
elevation and windage required to place
a shot (or the center of a shot group) in
the center of the target at a given range
on a day when no wind is blowing. Ex
perience has shown that the best way to
zero a rifle is to shoot it in the position,
range, and cadence at which it is in
tended to be used. Since obtaining a
correct zero is so important, this exercise
has been included as one of the “Funda
mentals of Marksmanship.” Depending
upon the situation, a sniper could be

called upon to deliver a shot at any range
up to 900 meters. The sniper must zero
whenever he receives a different weapon,
a new lot of ammunition, or when his
rifle is disassembled for any reason.
Prior to zeroing, 10 rounds should be
fired through the rifle to insure complete
settling of the receiver into the stock.
A rifle must be zeroed by the individual
who intends to use it. Individual char
acteristics such as spot weld, eye relief,
position, and trigger control usually
result in each individual having a differ
ent zero with the same weapon. For the
same reasons, an individual’s zero may
change from one position to another when
firing at the same range.

(a) Methods of zeroing.
1. Measured distance. Tl~e most precise

method of zeroing a rifle is to place
distinctive aiming points at known
distances. Place the targets between
100 and 900 meters in 100-meter in
crements. The sniper then fires one
or more 8-round-shot groups at each
aiming point, adjusting the rear
sight until the center of the shot
group and the aiming point coincide
at each range. The sniper should
zero first at the shortest range, and
then at each succeeding range. The
sniper’s initial zeroing for each range
should be accomplished from his
most stable position. He should
then zero from those positions and
ranges that are most practical.
There is no need, to zero from the
least steady positions at the longer
ranges.

B. Field ewpedient. This method may be
used when the time or the situation
does not permit the use of the known
distance. It is mostly used for con
firming old zeros. The sniper will
require an observer equipped with
‘binoculars or a spotting telescope to
assist him. The sniper and observer
pkk out an aiming point in the center
of an area—hillside, brick house, or
any surface where the strike of the
bullet can be observed. The range
to this point can be determined by
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map survey, the range card of an
other weapon, or by ground measure
meitt. Once the firer has assumed a
stable position the observer must
position himself to the mar of but
close to the firer. The observer’s
binoculars or telescope should be
positioned approximately 18 to 24
inches above the weapon and directly
in line with the axis of the bore. Po
sitioning his optics in this manner
enables the observer to see the trace of
the bullet as it moves down range.
The trace or shock wave of the bullet
sets up an air turbulence sufficient
enoughto be observed in the form of a
vapor trail. The trace of the bullet
enables the observer to follow the
path of the bullet in its trajectory to
ward its impact area. The trace will
disappear prior to impact, making it
appear to the inexperienced observer
that it struck above or beyond its ac
tual impact point. For example, at
300 meters the trace will disappear
approximately 6 inches above its im
pact point. At 500 meters the trace
will disappear approximately 25
inches above its impactpoint. Wind
causes lateral movement of the bullet.
This lateral movement will appear as
a drifting or bending of the trace in
the direction that the wind is blowing
and must be considered when deter
mining windage zero. The observer
must be careful to observe the trace at
its head and not be misled by the
bending tail of the trace in a stout
cross wind. Prior to firing the first
round the sniper must set his sights
so that he will hit on or near his aim
ing point. This sight setting is based
on the old zero or an educated guess.
The sniper fires a shot and gives a
call to the observer. If the strike of
the bullet could not be observed, the
observer gives a sight adjustment
based on the trace of the bullet.
Once the strike of the bullet can be
observed in the desired impact area,
the observer compares the strike with
the call and gives sight adjustments

until the bullet impact coincides with
the aiming point.

(6) Confirming zero. Onceariflehasbeen
zeroed, and it becomes necessary to con-
finn this zero for any reason, it can be
zeroed again by firing at a known dis
tance with the sights set on the old
zero. If a sight adjustment is neces
sary to hit the aiming point, this zero
chimge will remain constant atall
ranges. For example, if firing at a dis
tance of 500 meters with the old zero
and it becomes necessary to raise the
elevation 3 clicks to hit the aiming
point, the elevation zero should be
raised 3 clicks at all ranges.

(c) Changing zero. Before changing the
zero, windage, or elevation, remember
the effects of weather must be con
sidered. A sniper rifle can change
zero because of wear, abuse, or repairs.
Extreme changes of humidity or tem
perature can warp the stock or affect
the ammunition.

(d) Firing at targets for which. no definite
zero 1w. been established. When firing
on targets at a range of 100 meters or
lees, the 100-meter zero should be used.
The difference between the impact of
the bullet and the aiming point is neg
ligible. The difference between the im
pact of the bullet and the aiming point
increases as the range increases, if the
sights are not moved. If a sniper’s
zero is 46 clicks at 900 meters and 40
clicks at 800 meters, and if he estimates
the range of a target at 850 meters, he
should use a sight setting of 43 clicks
rather than using his 800- or 900-
meter zero or the holdoff method. At
any range, moving the sights is pre
ferred over the holdoff method.

(e) Use of record data sheet.
1. During the zeroing period there are

several items of information to be it-
corded by the firer. Included in this
recorded data is a record of each shot
or shot group fired, and the weather
conditions and their effects on the
strike of the bullet and the firer. If
used properly it will provide the
necessary information for initial
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sight settings at each distance or
range. It provides a basis for ana
lyzing the performance of the sniper
and his rifle, and it is a valuable aid
in making bold and accurate sight
changes.

2. A sample record data sheet i5 pictured
in figure 72. This sample record
data sheet or something similar can
be made by the individual or be
mimeographed. This sheet, when
properly maintained, wifi give the
firer, coach, or instructor a. complete
picture of the firer’s performance and
zero under varying weather condi
tions. The individual firer should
use a new record data sheet for each
different weapon and include data on
the place, ammunition lot, firing
position, distance, and weather con
ditions.

3. Instructions in the use of the record
data sheet should be givefi prior to
zeroing. This instruction should be
integrated with training in the use
of the spotting telescope and the ef
fects of weather, since these subjects
are interrelated. Although this in
struction is not directly concerned

Figure 72. Sample record data skeet.

with the individual’s skill in apply
ing the fundamentals of marksman
ship, it is a vital phase of training
to the sniper. The most competent
rifleman would not be able to con
sistently hit the center of the target
if he were unable to analyze his
performance or if he had no record
of his performance or the conditions
that affect his shooting. The follow.
ing procedure should be used for
filling out and maintaining the
record data sheet. This sheet is
maintained in three phases: before
firing, during firing, and after firing.

(a) Before firing.
Place: Name of range or location.

Hour:
Rifle No.:
Ammunition: Type and lot num

ber.
Temperature:
Position: Firing position used.
Distance: Range to target in

meters.
Elevation: Elevation in minutes

to be used for initial shot (with
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the hooded aperture in up posi
tion add %).

(b) During firing.
Call: Placeadotinthecailbiock

where that shot is expected to
hit. If excessive movement is
seen as the rifle fires, indicate the
direction of movement with an
arrow in the call block.

Hit: Plot location of shot or
group by number in target after
shot or group is marked.

Elevation: Enter any elevation
change applied to the rifle under
that numbered shot.

Windage: Enter any windage
used (in clicks) under that num
bered shot. Count left or right
from actual zero not mechanical
zero.

(c) After firing.
Wind: Word description (steady,

gusty, fishtailing).
Light: Word description (bright,

dull, hazy, overcast).
Mirage: Word description (me

dium, heavy) and/or a simple
picture (fig. 70).

Windage Diagram: Velocity in
mph and show direction with an
arrow.

Light Diagram: Show direction
with an arrow (arrow should
point in direction a person’s
shadow is cast when they are
facing target).

Sight Picture: Show the position
of the front sight in relation to
target for that group of shots.

Remarks: Make a note of any
equipment, performance,
weather conditions, or range
conditions that had a good or
bad effect on the firing results.

Elevation Zero: That elevation in
minutes that is correct for this
position and distance.

Windage Zero: The number of
clicks left or right or mechanical
zero that is correct under no
wind conditions for this position
and range.

4. AnaZyzing the record data sheet. The
record data sheet should be analyzed
by the individual at the completion
of firing from each position and
range and again at the end of each
thy’s firing. Some of the things to
look for when analyzing the data
sheet are as follows:

(a) Compare hits to calls; if they
agree it’s a good indication that
the zero is correct and any com
pensation for the effects of weather
was correct. If the calls and hits
are consistently out of the target,
sight adjustment or more position
and trigger control work are nec
essary. Compare the weather con
dition and location of the groups
on the latest data sheet with previ
ous data sheets to determine how
much and in which direction you
should move your sights to com
pensate for the various weather
conditions. If better results are
obtained with a different sight
picture under an unusual light
condition, then the sniper should
use this sight picture when
ever firing under that particular
light condition. A different sight
picture may necessitate adjusting
the sights. After establishing how
much to compensate for the effects
of weather, or which sights picture
works best under various light
conditions, the sniper should coin-
mit this information to memory.

(b) The firing data sheets used for
training or zeroing should be kept
for future reference. Rather than
carry the firing data sheets during
sniper training exercises, or com
bat, a list of the elevation and
windage zeros at various ranges
can be carried by the individual in
his pocket or taped on the weapon
stock.

d. Integrated Act of Firing One Round.. When
the individual firer has become familiar with the
fundamentals of marksmanship, the quality of his
shooting will depend primarily on his ability to
apply this knowledge. A very effective method of
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applying the fundamentals is to teach him the inte
grated act of firing one round. The integrated act
is a logical, step-by-step development of the funda
mentals whereby the firer can develop habits to
enable him to fire each shot exactly the same.
There is a slight difference in procedure for slow
fire and rapid fire; however, the fundamentals re
main the same.

(1) Preparation area. Before departing the
preparation area, the firer should tighten
and clean his rifle sights thoroughly and
make sure the weapon is properly lubri
cated. This cleaning includes the rear
sight aperture peephole. A restricted
peephole due to a buildup of carbon or
dust will cause a blurred sight picture
and resultant poor firing. The firer must
then blacken his sights, insuring an even
layer of carbon on both the front and rear
sight. During rainy weather all black
ening is removed from the top of the front
sight blade. Water will adhere to the
blackening and cause the firer to shoot
low. After blackening the sights, the firer
must set his zero windage and elevation
on the rifle. This zero is the result of
study and analysis of all previously re
corded shots and groups on record data
sheets. The firer is then ready to move to
his firing position.

(2) Before firing. The firer must exorcise
care in selecting a suitable location for
his position. The surface of the ground
should be as level as possible. This will
enable the firer to assume a balanced posi
tion. Proper sling adjustment, muscular
relaxation, and bone support enable the
firer to relax and assume a steady position.
Once in a position, the firer checks his
natural point of aim. If he is aiming to
one side of his target he must shift his
position accordingly. Having completed
his position he should dry fire to check his
trigger control. Strict adherence to the
fundamentals of positions is required.

(3) During firing. Having completed his
position check, the firer will load and
apply those clicks of windage necessary
to compensate for the wind. To deter
mine what the initial windage setting for
the first shot will be, the firer observes the
mirage, or other wind indicators. This

can be applied to the wind formula to
determine the initial windage for the first
shot. He then assumes his firing position,
takes a moderate breath, releases it, and
again checks his natural point of aim.
During the breathing process he also
alines his sights and begins to perfect his
sight picture. The aiming process is then
completed by focus of the eye on the front
sight blade. Insuring that he has a re
laxed and steady position (steady hold),
the firer then begins to exercise trigger
control. While holding the rifle steady
and maintaining a good sight picture, the
firer takes up the slack with a heavy liii
tial pressure and begins to apply increas
ing pressure to the trigger. As long as
the firer holds the rifle steady without
disturbing the sight picture he continues
the steady increasing pressure on the trig
ger until the hammer falls and the rifle
fires. The firer must concentrate on sight
alinement in particular, as errors in aline
ment increase as the range increases. As
the rifle fires and recoils, the firer must
continue, momentarily, his hold and trig
ger pressure. This constitutes the follow-
through and will insure that the sights
are not disturbed as the rifle fires. Upon
completion of the followthrough and re
covery, the rifle should be pointing in the
proximity of the target. If, upon realine
ment of the sights (after the follow-
through) the front sight is not close to the
target, this is an indication of an unbal
anced position or the use of muscle to es
tablish a correct sight picture. Once the
use of muscle is required, the firer has lost
his ability to utilize the fundamentals
properly. To call his shot, the firer indi
cates where the front sight was in relation
to the target as the rifle fired.

(4) After firing. As the target is marked
and the location of the hit is spotted, the
firer plots its location on his scorecard.
In addition to the plotting of the hit, he
also plots each call. He can then relate
the hits to the calls to determine if he has
established a correct zero or if he has
properly compensated for weather condi
tions such as wind, light, and temperature.
As such information accumulates on his
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scorecard it begins to have meaning and
can be used to predict subsequent sight
settings to he used for firing under varied
conditions. In effect it is a record of the
firer, his weapon, ammunition, and other
conditions that prevail. Information re
corded on the scorecard should be clear,
concise, complete. All that remains is
for the firer to study the information and
apply what he has learned to subsequent
firing.

e. Detection and Conection of Enor8. Having
progressed through the fundamentals of marks
manship, or during the process of teaching the
fundamentals, it will be quite evident that errors
are the plague of any fire. When an error is
detected it must be corrected. Sometimes, however,
errors are not quite so evident, and this is when a
good coach or instructor will be of great value.
The procedure for correcting errors is to pinpoint
or isolate the error(s), prove to the firer that he is
making this error(s), and convince him that
through his own efforts and concentration that he
can correct his error(s). Knowing what to look
for through analysis of the shot groups, observa
tion of the firer, questioning the firer, and review
ing the fundamentals or training exercises will
assist the coach in this process.

(1) 7’arget analys-is (fig. 73). Target or shot
group analysis is an important step in the
process of detection and correction of
errors. When analysing a target, cri
tique and correlate errors in performance
to loose groups, shape of groups, and size
of groups. It is realized that with some
firers, especially the experienced, this
cannot be done too readily. However,
ynu must be able to discuss the probable
error or errors. Seldom do we find a bad
shot group that is caused by only one
error. It should also be remembered that
in the initial analysis of groups we must
take into consideration the capabilities
of the firer as well as those of the weapon
and ammunition. Shown below are
typical shot groups which are the result
of certain probable errors.

(2) Observation of the firer. When the
coach or instructor has an indication that
a firer is committing one or more errors,

it will usually he necessary for the coach
or instructor to observe this firer while
he is in the act of shooting in order to
pinpoint his error(s). If the coach or
instructor has no indication of the firer’s
probable errors, the initial observation
should be on the individual’s firing posi
tion and breath control. Next, observe
for the most common errors—anticipa
tion of the shot and improper trigger
control. If observing the firer fails to
pinpoint his error(s) you must then
question him.

(8) Questioning the firer. Ask the firer if
he can detect his error(s) and to explain
his firing procedure to include position,
aiming, breath control, trigger control,
and followthrough. If questioning the
firer doesn’t reveal all errors, then talk
the firer through the correct procedure
for firing one round.

(4) Review the fundamentals. Talk the firer
through the following procedure: set
sights, build position, aline the sights,
check natural point of aim, adjust natural
point of aim, control breath, obtain sight
picture, focus on front sight, control the
trigger, followthrough, and call the shot.
If undetermined errors still exist, there
are several training exercises which wifi
help to pinpoint the error.

(5) Training exercises. These training exer
cises or devices can be used at anytime to
supplement the detection procedure.

(a) Trigger exercise.
(b) Metal disc exercise.
(c) Ball add dummy exercise.
(d) Blank target firing exercise.
(e) M2 aiming device.

(6) Detection and correction of errors check
list (fig. 74). This checklist can be used
by the inexperienced coach or instructor
to determine shooting errors. Column
one lists the shooting errors; column two
refers to the type of shot group that errors
should produce; column three contains
the observation or questioning methods
of detection; and column four lists the
methods of proving or correcting the
error.
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Error Tar~at analyzis Observation and questioning Proving or correcting error

Sight alinomont. Vertical, horizontal, or scat- Inability to call shot. Blank target firing.
tered shot group. M2 aiming device, firer explain. Aiming bar.

Mill sighting device.

Sight picture. Vertical, horizontal, scattered, Ability to call shot. Blank target firing.
or misplaced shot group. M2 aiming device, firer explain. Aiming bar.

Mill sighting device.

Eye focused on Scattered or misplaced shot Inability to call shot. Blank target firing.
target. group. Firer explain. Dry firing.

Breathing. Vertical shot group. Observer firer’s back. Dry firing.
M2 aiming device, firer explain.

Eye relief. Scattered group. Observe for inconsistent spot Dry firing.
weld.

Incorrect sight Misplaced shot group. Call shots. Verily zero.
setting. Check for loose sights. Compensate for the effects

of weather.

Unstable position. Scattered shot group. Observe for butt plate, left or Change sling tension.
right elbow, slipping, in- Modify position.
ability to recover, vertical Dry fire.
movement of muzzle while
breathing.

Natural point of Misplaced shot group. Excessive muscle tension. Talk firer through the proc
aim. ess of adjusting natural

point of aim.

Anticipating the Scattered group: Observe for a muscle spasm or Ball and dummy.
shot. Flinch goes anywhere, tenseness of hand or facial Dry firing.

buck goes left, jerk goes muscles or not following Blank target firing.
right, flip of left hand through. Metal disc exercise.
goes high left, relaxing Trigger exercise.
or tensing either hand
goes left or right.

Figure 74. Error checklist.

62. 5n~per &tipkyment and Tech&ques

a. General.
(1) Definition. The sniper is an expert rifle

man trained in the use of sniping equip
ment and in the technique of sniping. A
soldier is selected for sniper training be
cause he has become an expert rifleman
and has demonstrated skill in the tactics
of an individual soldier. Most of his
sniper training is devoted to firing the
sniper rifle and to practicing the tech~
niques of sniping. The sniper must have
a high degree of proficiency in—

(a) Advanced rifle marksmanship.
(b) Target detection.
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(o) Range estimation.
(ci) Map reading, use of sketthes, aerial

photos, and compass.
(e) Camouflage, moving without detection,

concealment.
(t) Electronic night firing and viewing

devices.
(g) Operations.
(h) Endurance and patience.
(i) Forward observer techniques.

(2) Types. Snipers differ in employment
and techniques, depending on the size
unit of which they are members. Squad
level snipers stay close to their squads
and are usually concerned with sniping



in the area to the squacFs front. Snipers
from larger unite also snipe on their units’
front, but they penetrate deeper into
enemy territory and spend longer periods
behind the enemy lines. Generally, the
more skilled the sniper, the larger the
unit for which he will snipe. The very
best snipers should be used for special
missions and for the instruction of other
snipers.

(8) Importance. Continuous and intelligent
employment of snipers keeps pressure on
enemy forces, greatly affects his morale,
and is an important factor in taking over
the initiative from the enemy. At the
same time, the sniper’s unit has much
better security, easier resupply, and
greater freedom of movement.

6. Mission. The sniper’s general mission is to
kill enemy personnel while utilizing his special
skills. He must seek out and kill key enemy per
sonnel, if possible. The questions, Who? Wbere?
When? How? and How many? are determined by
the specific mission and by the sniper’s unit com
mander and intelligence personnel. He may be
told to shoot everyone he can, or he may be told
to wait for a certain important target. His spe
cific mission often includes gathering intelligence
information concerning terrain and enemy dis
positions.

a. Sniper Employment.
(1) Number of snipers per unit. ATP

7—18—1 requires training for a minimum
of 3 snipers per rifle platoon, one for each
squad. This gives a rifle company nine
snipers and a battalion 27.

(2) Planning sniper use. Plans must be co
ordinated with intelligence personnel to
properly locate individual snipers and
sniper teams. Primary and alternate po
sitions must be prepared and camouflaged
to preserve the natural appearance of the
terrain. Other troops in the area must
avoid these positions. The use of snipers
should be incorporated into the tactical
plan of the unit commander. Special
provision must be made for sniper rest
and recuperation after strenuous tours of
duty.

(3) Mobility. A mobile sniper moves from
one firing post to another as often as the
search for fields of fire and targets re-

quires. He covers a large and not nec
essarily fixed sector. He acts alone but
may get assistance from troops in the
area in locating targets.

(4) Normal employment.
(a) Sniper teams. Snipers are best em

ployed in pairs, particularly when op
erating from a stationary post.
Remaining in one position for long
periods of time, and the constant use of
binoculars or telescope, places a heavy
strain on one man.

(6) Individual snipers. The individual
sniper can often cover a large area by
moving from one position to another.
Single snipers are employed when two
might be detected. In this case, the
single sniper moves from one firing po
sition to another as often as the search
for worthwhile targets and good fields
of fire require. He coordinates with the
troops in each area so they may point
out targets and know where he is
operating.

(a) Attacked snipers. Snipers from re
serve units may be attached to com
panies in a battle position.

(5) Integrated with battle plans.
(a) Attack and assault. The sniper en

gages specific targets holding up the at
tack that are difficult to overcome by
other means. By operating to the rear
and flanks of the assault platoons, snip
ers can position themselves on vantage
points to deal with any such targets as
they appear, or before they become ap
parent to the assault force. When en
emy snipers are active, friendly snipers
will be used in a countersniping role,
operating either singly, in pairs, or
with patrols. Snipers can be used to
infiltrate prior to the attack to create
problems for the enemy by firing on his
automatic weapon and mortar crews
from the rear. It is of utmost impor
tance that close coordination be effected
with the attacking force and its pre
paratory and supporting fires. During
reorganization on the objective, snipers
are positioned to provide security and
to kill key personnel leading the coun
terattack.
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(b) Defense. Snipers are assigned definite
sectors of responsibility. Size of the
sector depends chiefly on frontage and
dangerous avenues of approach in ad
dition to the considerations of sniper
post selection (cover, concealment, ob
servation, fields of fire, obstacles). The
snipers employed with general and
combat outposts remain in position as
long as practicable, covering the with
drawal of these units into battle posi
tion. Snipers can often prepare
primary and secondary positions from
which they can operate to prevent re
moval of obstacles in front of the for
ward edge of the baittle area and kill
leaders of the enemy attack.

(a) Along retreat routes. In mobile war
fare, snipers from larger units may be
used quite effectively to slow an enemy
advance by sniping on his supply and
reinforcement columns. During an en
emy retreat, the sniper can slow the
movement and may help bring about a
rout of the enemy forces. His pres
ence wifi cause confusion, delay, and
perhaps fear that a major breakthrough
has occurred.

(c/) Static war/am. When the battle has
become stabilized, the prime abject of
sniping is to dominate the no-man’s-
land between the opposing forces.
This involves the prevention of enemy
sniping and observation, and restric
tion of his freedom of movement. In
all cases, sniper positions should be lo
cated away from other friendly posi
tions, particularly OPs and automatic
weapons.

(6) Night use. The effectiveness of a sniper
can be extended into periods of limited
visibility by the use of the telescope and
into complete darkness by using night
firing and viewing equipment.

(7) Special minions. A snij~er should ae
company combat and reconnaissance
patrols to engage important targets of
opportunity if the situation permits.
This would afford the patrol added se
curity by ambushing any would-be fol
lowers, and acquaint him with the area
and general disposition of enemy troops
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(to give him an idea where to look for
future targets and to avoid detection). A.
patrol is a convenient method of safely
delivering the sniper to his post behind
enemy lines, of supplying him period
ically, and of picking up whatever intelli
gence data he has collected from his area.
Positioning several sniper teams behind
enemy lines will harass and demoralize
•the enemy, causing him to deploy some of
his frontline troops in rear areas to pro
tect important support units. This tech
nique was used by the Russians against
the Germans in World War II, and they
were eventually hailed by Joseph Stalin
as the “Exterminators of the German
Army.” Aerial resupply and medical
evacuation has developed to the point
that now it is possible to support larger
numbers of snipers behind enemy lines.

(8) Riot control. Snipers may fit’o over the
heads of the crowd to scare them. If the
situation deteriorates the ringleaders may
be shot and as a last resort forward ele
ments of the crowd may be shot.

d. Sniper Teclz’n.iques.
(1) Camouflage and cotwealnteint. These

techniques must be employed by the
sniper if he is to accomplish his mission.
Close attention to camouflage and conceal
ment is one of the marks of a good sniper.
FM 21—76 and FM 5—20 set the standards
to be met by all snipers.

(2) Movement to and from a sniper post.
Since a sniper post may be in or near
enemy territory it must be approached
very cautiously to avoid giving away its
location. Assume the whole area is being
watched unless you know otherwise. FM
21—75 is a guide to movement; FM 21—26
is a guide for land navigation.

(3) Selectkn of a sniper post. A sniping
post may be elaborate or simple. It is
normally a carefully selected position
having a clear field of fire, cover, and con
cealment, a concealed route of approach
from the rear, and an inconspicuous ap
pearance. The post must be within effec
tive range of expected targets. When you
are operating forward of your own posi
tions, select a spot which has no covered
approaches from the flanks, is not on the



skyline, and will not silhouette you
against a contrasting background. Do
not occupy a prominent landmark—it
generally draws fire. When one post ~s
discovered, the sniper team moves to
another post.

(4) Range cards. Immediately after cover
and concealment are completed, a range
card should be made for the sniper post,
showing distances to various points with
in its sector of fire (fig. 48). Distances
may be figured either from a map or by
estimate and azimuths from a compass.
The range cards may be left at the post
for the next pair of snipers.

(5) Teamiwork. A sniper team consists of
two men, a sniper and a squad rifleman,
or the snipers of two squads. If both
team members have an equal ability as
snipers, one observes, locates, and points
out targets for the other to engage for
15 to 20 minutes, then they exchange
jobs. If one member of the team is not a
qualified sniper, both take turns observ
ing, but the sniper engages the targets.
The team may be provided with a tele
scope or binoculars.

(6) Selection of key targets. Great care
must be taken in selecting targets to get
the greatest effect with each bullet. Key
persons are generally recognized by their
actions anti dress.

(a) Officers. Officers of most armies are
distinguished by rank markings (some
times plainly visible, making good
aiming points), different uniform color,
different equipment (such as binocu
lars, pistols, and warmer clothing),
military bearing and appearance, use
of hand and arm signals, a tendency to
keep aloof from enlisted troops, use of
a radio, and often out of position in a
formation. Personnel riding in staff
cars and lead vehicles often are officers.

(b) Noncommissioned officers. They are
sometimes identified by chevrons or
stripes (which may be at heart level to
provide a good aiming point when
viewed from the side) and by their gen
eral actions in leading enlisted troops.

(c) Scouts. Patrol scouts are very valua
ble men because of their good knowl

edge of fieldwork. Thpy are tsually
quite cautious and should be hit with
one of the first shots. Scouts are one of
the worst enemies of snipers since they
are capable of stalking a sniper on
nearly equal terms.

(d) Weapons qanners. These troops are
usually identified by being in or near a
weapons position. If ammunition for
heavy weapons is stored near the weap
on or enemy troops, it may be better to
hit it with tracers.

(e) Tank commanders. They are best iden
tified by their place on or in a tank.

(f) Recruita “Green” troops moving up
to the frontlines make good targets and
if several are killed, the enemy AWOL
rate may jump up a bit.

(g) Communication personnel. Enemy
troops working with radio sets, field
wire, or other unusual gear are usually
worthwhile targets. Cutting wires
and then waiting for repairmen is a
favorite sniper trick. Messengers
should be shot and searched if possible.

(k) Snipers. Possession of a telescope-
mounted rifle is usually one of the only
identifying marks. They are hard to
find and often they are not usually seen
until they have caused some damage or
killed several troops.

(i) Observers. May be important enemy
leaders.

(7) Targets. In the absence of key person
nel targets, any one who exposes himself
should be shot, unless there is reason to
believe that a better target will appear.

(8) Severe weather. During times of bad
weather, enemy troops are less likely to
be observant of their security and camou
flage. At such times targets are better
and movement by a sniper is safe.

63. Sniper Exercises

a. Range Determination Exercises. Range de
termination exercises follow the procedures and
precepts outlined in chapter 5. These exercises
can be conducted on a target detection range;
however, the standard target detection range and
the exercises for range determination should be
modified to permit practice in determining ranges
out to 1,000 meters. Greatest emphasis should
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be placed on determining target ranges of 600 me
ters and less.

b. Selection, of Position, Movement, and Sight
Adjustment Exercises.

(1) Methods.
(a) A specific target is designated to the

sniper. He must then select and oc
cupy the best sniping position in the
immediate vicinity from which to en
gage the target. He adjusts the rear
sight based on his determination of the
range and weather conditions and sim
ulates firing a shot at the target. The
instructor then comments on the good
and bad points of the sniper’s actions,
the position he selected, and his sight
adjustment. In subsequent exercises,
the situation can be expanded by in
forming the sniper whether the target
is likely to remain visible or quickly
disappear.

(b) Prior to the start of this exercise, sev
eral sniper posts are predesignated on
the terrain by panels or flags. Each
sniper is directed to select the two best
positions as primary and alternate
sniping posts. They must then give
the reasons which caused them ,to select
or reject each of the possible positions.
Determine the sight setting based on
the location of the position, the terrain,
and a simulated enemy situation. Af
ter each sniper has given his solution,
the instructor discusses the advantages
and disadvantages of each position,
summarizing by giving his own selec
tion of the best positions. After the
firer has become proficient at known
distance ranges then this exercise
should be repeated on varied and im
familiar terrain. Eventually, the
panels used to designate sniper posi
tions should be eliminated.

(c) The sniper is shown a sector assumed
to be occupied by the enemy. The
sniper is then told to study the terrain,
select a route forward, and move to a
designated sniping position. Upon
arriving at the sniping post, a target
situation is indicated to the sniper, and
he must perform the necessary actions

to simulate firing a round. Following
this simulated shot, the sniper must se
lect a new position and a route to it.
When the sniper has presented his solu
tion to this last requirement, the exer
cise is concluded, and the sniper’s ac
tions and decisions are critiqued.

(2) Common errors. The most common er
rors committed by ineiperienced person
nel are listed below Instructors may
use this as a checklist in critiquing indi
vidual perfonnance.

(a) The selected route and/or position is
too exposed or conspicuous.

(6) The selected position does not have
good observation and/or fields of fire.

(c) The sniper is not properly concealed
from all directions and can be detected
by the outline of his helmet, shoulder,
forearm, or leg, depending upon the
angle from which he is seen.

(d) The selected position is in the sunlight
instead of the shade.

(e) The sniper’s movements to and from
a position are jerky and abrupt, thus
attracting attention.

(f) The selected position does not have a
covered route of withdrawal.

(3) Critique. At the end of the exercise the
instructor will critique the firer on the
good and bad points of his performance
to include target detection, sight manip
ulation, firing positions, and estimation
of weather conditions.

c. Firing Exercises.
(1) Zeroing (1, fig. 89). Zero firing is con

ducted as indicated in paragraph Olc(6).
(2) Field firing.

(a) Sniper’s equipment. In addition to
normal combat equipment, each sniper
must be equipped with binoculars.

(6) Range organization.
7. Ideally, a sniper range should be lo

cated on terrain which has been left
primarily in its natural state. The
range should be at least 600 meters
in depth and, if possible, 1,000
meters. There should be provisions
along the firing line for several
sniper positions, each situated to pro-
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dde a slightly different perspective
of the target area.

2. “E” and “F” silhouette targets are
used for all field firing. “F” targets
are placed at ranges of 100 through
200 meters. “E” targets are used
from 200 meters through 600 meters.
Targets should be arranged to pro
vide varying degrees of conceahhent
at various ranges. Automatic de
vices (fig. 39) provide the most effi
cient target operation; however, pit
details can be used if the devices are
not available.

3. Considering the magnitude of the
sniper range requirement in relation
to the number of snipers to be trained
and the time required to conduct
such training, it will probably be
necessary to superimpose this facility
over a range designed for other type
training. Consequently, the target
arrangement and the requirements
for range and safety officers, safety
NCOs, and other supervisory and
support personnel must be based on
the type of facility available and the
number of snipers to be trained.

(c) Range procedures. In order to pro
vide the most realistic training environ
ment, range commands to commence
and cease firing are not used in sniper
exercises. The only exception to this is
in the event of an unsafe condition, then
the command CEASE FIRE should be
given immediately. Snipers must be
given a thorough orientation on each
exercise to include safety requirements
before they are permitted to move into
position. Any time after the sniper
has assumed his firing position in the
designated location, he should be per
initted to fire without further com
mand. Therefore, the range must be
cleared for firing before the exercise
actually begins. An NCO (assistant
instructor) must accompany each
sniper as a scorer and to insure the safe
conduct of the exercise. When the
sniper completes firing, the NCO clears

the sniper’s rifle and signals the range
officer that the weapon is clear.

(3) Instruction firing (2, fig. 89). Instruc
tion firing is designed to develop speed in
locating various targets, determining
their range, and accurately engaging
them. In order to pgovide training
under various light conditions, the exer
cises should he conducted at least three
times by each sniper—once at dawn, once
at midday, and once at dusk. Instruc
tion firing is composed of three exercises
as follows:

(a) First exercise. The sniper is allowed
10 rounds of ammunition to hit eight
targets. (Four “F” and four “E” sil
houette targets are used for this exer
cise.) Targets are exposed singly
without time limit; however, after the
target is hit, or two rounds have been
fired at it, the target should he dropped.
The interval between target exposures
and the location of targets should be
continuously changed so the sniper does
not know when or where the next target
will appear. The scorer continually
checks the sniper’s position to insure
he is properly concealed. If he is not,
the scorer does not let the sniper fire.
The sniper is scored as follows:

For each target bit with the first
round 10 points.

For each target hit with the sec
ond round 5 points.

Possible score 54) points.

(11) Second exercise. This exercise is con
ducted and scored the same as the first
exercise except that the sniper is
allowed only 30 seconds to locate and
fire at targets out to 200 meters and 1
minute for targets located between 200
and 600 meters.

(c) Third exercise. ~In this exercise, the
sniper is allowed 12 rounds to hit four
“E” silhouette targets placed at ranges
between 400 and 600 meters. For each
target situation, the sniper is required
to adjust his rear sight based on his own
determination of the range and wind
condition. Target operation is the
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same as in the first exercise.
is conducted as follows:

Scoring

For each target hit with the
first round 10 points.

For each target hit with the
second round 5 points.

For each target hit with the
third round 2 points.

Possible score 40 points.

(4) Re<,ord flt4ng (3, fig. 89). The same
three exercises outlined above are fired
once for record. Range operation and
scoring are the same as prescribed for the
instruction firing exercises. Qualifica
tion scores and ratings are contained in
appendix C.

(5) Range safety. See appendix B.
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DEPARTMENT OF TIlE AIR FORCE 6550TH SECURITY POLICE SQUADRON
Headquarters 6550th Air Base Wing (AFSC) LAW ENFORCEMENT OPERATING
Patrick Air Force Base, Florida 32925 INSTRUCTION 64—1

4 January 1978

Search and Rescue

WATER SEARCH AND RESCUE

PURPOSE: To establish policies and procedures to be used during emergencies
Involving downed aircraft, drownings or any other accidents/incidents occur—

2 ring in nearby waters surrounding Patrick Air Force Base, Florida,

1. General:

a. The Patrick Consolidated Conmiand Post will be the key Focal Notifica
tion Center for all emergency water search and rescue operations. (Telephone
494—7001 or Security Police Hot Line).

b. The Chief, Security Police or his designated alternates will coordinate
with local police and rescue authorities on all water search and rescue âpera—
tions occurring at Patrick Air Force Base. The Security Police will be the
on—scene military point of contact and will coordinate search operations between
military and civilian agencies. The release of information will be lAW LEOi 190-1.

2. Procedures: Upon notification of any emergency involving downed aircraft,
drowWTh~i,oF’iiiy accident/incident involving personal safety of anyone on/In
any water adjacent to Patrick Air Force Base, the Flight Chief or Desk Sergeant
will inmiediately:

a. Verify the reported incident and notify the Patrick Consolidated Comeand
Post by Hot Line reporting as many details as possible in order that implementa
tion of ABW Regulation 64—1 may be accomplished.

b. Notify key Security Police personnel, including the SPDO and TNT Leader.

c. Instruct on-duty Water Search and Rescue Flight members respond to Bldg
600, Boat House.

d. Recall off-duty Security Police personnel as needed to assist In the
emergency. Four qualified members are needed for the rescue launch.

e. Inform TNT rescue personnel of location, description, etc., with
instructions to wait for launch authority.

f. Notify the Brevard County Sheriff’s Office on all incidents that
occur within the Banana River.

g. Notify the U.S. Coast Guard Station, Port Canaveral. (This agency
has prime responsibility for all water search/rescue operations.)

This LEOI Supersedes LEOI 64-1, dtU4 February 1976
OPR: SPO
DISTRIBUTION: A 14~



h. Notify all other local and state civil police agencies as required.
051 will be notified of any major or unusual accident/incident or death.

I. Personnel on the scene gill keep the Desk Sergeant appraised of the
situation.

3. ~j~s: The Desk Sergeant will retard all necessary infot~mation in a
Desk Jlotter and initiate a detailed report (DD Form 1569) after the emergency
i mate e investigation is completed.

ROW Captain, USAF
Chief , Operations Branch
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